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The identification of the components involved in translational complexes has 
relied primarily on in vitro studies. Determining which proteins associate together in 
these complexes, under what conditions they do so, and how the composition of the 
complexes change under different conditions have became the key issues of in vivo 
studies. After a one-step affinity purification, using a novel technique of analytical 
ultracentrifiigation with a fluorescence detection system (AU-FDS) I have identified a 
77S monosomal translational complex in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Major 
components o f the 77S complex include the 80S ribosome, mRNA, and components 
of the closed-loop structure, eIF4E, eIF4Gl/eIF4G2 and PAB1. The abundance of 
77S complexes decreased with translational defects and following the stresses that 
cause translational stoppage. By quantitating the abundance of the 77S complex in 
response to different stress conditions, I observed that the stress of glucose depletion 
affected translation initiation primarily by operating through a pathway involving 
eIF4E whereas amino acid deprivation, as previously known, acted through the 43S 
complex. High salt conditions (1M KC1) and robust heat shock acted at other steps.
Subsequently, I have determined the absolute abundance changes o f all factors 
identified in the 77S complex during different steps of the translation process. To address 
this question thoroughly, I also analyzed six new proteins shown to be present in the 77S 
complex: SBP1, SLF1, PUB1, SUP35, SUP45 and SSD1. By comparing the ratios of 
AU-FDS/A230, I found only 56% of monosomal complexes contained eIF4E and only 
34% contained eIF4G during translation elongation, implying that not all 77S complexes 
were in the closed-loop structure. During termination, eRFl and SBP1 to a lesser extent 
were found to be enriched, suggesting a role for SBP1 in the termination process, 
possibly in translational repression. SLF1, SSD1, and SBP1 abundances also changed at 
initiation, suggesting specific roles for these proteins in this process.
This stoichiometric analysis gives us a dynamic view of how the composition of 
the translational complex changes in vivo. This application of stoichiometric analysis 
using AU-FDS should prove widely adaptable to the identification of protein complexes 
in other biological systems.
GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Translation Initiation
In eukaryotes, regulation of gene expression can occur at multiple levels. These
levels encompass the steps that regulate the initiation o f gene transcription and extend to 
the numerous mechanisms of translation that convert mRNA into fully modified and 
functional gene products (proteins). Regulation of mRNA synthesis controls when and 
how much RNA is created. Regulatory proteins, such as activators and repressors, are 
often needed to switch a gene on or off. After mRNA is produced, the fates, stability and 
distribution of the transcripts are regulated by different modifications, including addition 
of the 5’-cap, alternative splicing, addition of a poly (A) tail and RNA editing.
Compared to transcriptional regulation, translational control allows for more rapid 
responses to cellular or environmental changes. The translation process can be divided 
into initiation, elongation, termination and ribosomal recycling. Translation initiation is 
the most highly regulated phase of the translation cycle (for review, see Sonenberg and 
Hinnebusch 2009). Generally, in eukaryotes, cap-dependent translation initiation pathway 
is comprised of a set of reactions (Figure 1).
43S pre-initiation complex assembly. Eukaryotic initiation begins with the
formation of the ternary complex (TC), containing Met-tRNAi and eIF2-GTP. The
ternary complex binds to the 40S subunit associated with translation initiation factors
elFl, 1 A, 3 and 5 to form the 43S pre-initiation complex (PIC). Also, in yeast, the ternary
complex (TC), elFl, and eIF5, together with eIF3 assemble into a multifactor complex
l
(MFC) (Asano et al. 2000), which binds to the 40S ribosomal subunit. Translation 
initiator factors elFlA and elF3 promote binding of the ternary complex to the 40S 
subunit (Majumdar et al. 2003; Kolupaeva et al. 2005). The initiator methionyl-tRNA 
from the ternary complex is positioned at the ribosomal P site (Lomarkin et al. 2003; 
Rabl et al. 2011). However, multiple stresses could lower the rate of 43 PIC assembly 
and general translation initiation by activating eIF2a kinases. Phosphorylated eIF2 will 
block GDP-GTP exchange factor eIF2B for recycling eIF2-GDP to eIF2-GTP, which in 
turn reduces the downstream ternary complex formation (Sonenberg and Hinnebusch 
2009; Jackson etal. 2010).
mRNA activation and 48S pre-initiation complex formation. Once the 43 PIC 
is formed, it recruits mRNA via multiple interactions to form a closed-ioop mRNP 
structure. In the closed-loop structure, the eIF4F translation initiation factors (consisting 
of the cap-binding eIF4E protein, the bridging protein eIF4G and RNA helicase eIF4A), 
bind to the mRNA 5’cap structure as stabilized by eIF4G contacts to the poly(A) binding 
protein (PABP in human, PAB1 in yeast) that interacts with the 3’poly(A) tail. The 43S 
PIC binds near the cap of circularized mRNA, forming the 48S pre-initiation complex. 
eIF3, eIF4A and PAB1 are factors thought to enhance binding of the 43 S PIC at the 
5’end of mRNA (Pestova et al. 2007; Hinnebusch et al. 2007; Fraser et al. 2007).
S’ untranslated region (5’UTR) scanning and AUG codon recognition. After 
binding to the 5’ end of the mRNA, the 48S preinitiation complex must locate the AUG 
codon. It is believed that the ribosome and associated factors migrate through the 5' 
untranslated region (UTR) until the Met-tRNAi can form a productive base pairing with 
an initiation codon. This has been defined as the scanning model. Translation initiation
2
factor elFl collaborates with elFlA to promote this scanning process (Pestova and 
Kolupaeva 2002). eIF4A promotes scanning through removing secondary structures of 
the 5’end of mRNA (Spirin 2009). RNA unwinding by eIF4A is stimulated by eIF4B 
(Rogers et al. 2001; Rozovsky et al. 2008). Subsequent pairing between the AUG 
initiation codon and the Met-tRNAjf/1 anticodon elicits hydrolysis of the GTP by eIF2, 
which requires the GTPase activating protein eIF5 (Atiken and Lorsch 2012).
80S ribosome assembly. Once the 43 S PIC has reached an initiator codon, base 
pairing between the AUG and the Met-tRNAjMet anticodon elicits a series of events that 
culminate in the joining of the 60S ribosomal subunit to form an active ribosome that is 
competent for elongation. This involves the release of the initiation factors bound to the 
40S subunits and initiation factor eIF5B/GTP joining. Following 60S subunit joining, 
eIF5B hydrolyzes its GTP and is released from the 80S ribosome (Pestova et al. 2007), 
which is now ready to start elongating the polypeptide chain. The evidence shows that 
PAB1 as well as elFlA also stimulate 60S subunit joining (Acker et al. 2006; Shin et al. 
2002; Kahvejian et al. 2005).
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Figure 1. General Eukaryotic Cap-Dependant Translation Initiation Model {Sonenberg
and Hinnebusch 2007)
Life cvcle of mRNA
The control of mRNA translation and degradation is very important in the 
regulation of eukaryotic gene expression. Translation and degradation are two 
competitive pathways: decreasing translation initiation promotes faster mRNA 
degradation; many cw-acting sequence elements that promote mRNA decay also repress 
translation.
In yeast, the major pathway of mRNA degradation (for review, see Gameau et al,
2007) is initiated by the shortening of the poly (A) tail (deadenylation). Deadenylation 
leads to an mRNA transcript whose 5’ cap structure is removed by the Dcpl/Dcp2 
decapping complex, thereby exposing the transcript to 5’ to 3’ degradation by 
exonuclease Xm l. Alternatively, mRNA transcripts can be degraded in a 3’ to 5’ end 
direction by the exosome following deadenylation.
P bodies have been suggested to be the major cytoplasmic foci for mRNA 
degradation (Sheth and Parker 2003). They are aggregates of translationally repressed 
mRNA/protein structures (mRNPs) associated with the translation repression and mRNA 
decay machinery. Although the complete protein composition of P bodies is not yet 
determined, there are a group of core proteins that is conserved from yeast to mammals. 
These proteins consist of the decapping enzyme Dcpl/Dcp2, the activators of decapping 
Dhhl, PAT1, Edc3p, the Lsml complex, the 5’to 3’ exonuclease Xml and the CCR4- 
NOT complex (Parker and Sheth 2007). However, several observations show that 
specific mRNA can exit P bodies with a shift in conditions and re-enter the polysomal 
pool for translation (Brengues et al. 2005; Bhattacharyya et al. 2006). Moreover,
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considering the inverse relationship between translation and degradation, P bodies are 
formed in both actively growing cells and stressed cells (Sheth and Parker 2003).
Stresses, such as glucose depletion, amino acid starvation, extreme heat shock, 
UV irradiation, oxidative stress, osmotic stress, or viral infection, trigger a sudden 
translational repression (Ashe et al. 2000; Holye et al. 2007; Grousl et al. 2009). Some of 
these stresses cause formation of stress granules. Cytoplasmic stress granules (SGs) are 
the transient and dynamic sites containing nontranslating mRNAs, translation initiation 
components, and many additional proteins affecting mRNA function (Anderson and 
Kedersha 2008; Buchan and Parker 2009). The major components of stress granules are 
conserved throughout eukaryotes. However, depending on the types of stresses, SGs can 
have different composition and assembly rules.
Glucose depletion results in rapid translation inhibition (Ashe et al. 2000). 
However, the mechanism for this inhibition remains unknown; the inhibition of 
translation does not require new transcription or activation of eIF2a kinase. In yeast, 
glucose depletion-induced stress granules contain translation initiation factors eIF4E and 
eIF4G, nontranslating mRNA and the poly (A) binding protein PAB1 (Hoyle et al. 2007; 
Brengues and Parker 2007; Buchan et al. 2008). These stress granules are formed in 
conjunction with P-bodies (Hoyle et al. 2007; Buchan et al. 2008). SGs formation is 
reduced in strains deficient in P-body aggregation, indicating that stress granules 
assembly during glucose depletion is dependent on P-body formation (Hoyle et al. 2007). 
Sucrose gradient analysis shows that after re-adding glucose back to the media for 10 min, 
polysomal profiles are completely restored, indicating that the sudden inhibition of
6
translation initiation caused by glucose depletion can be rapidly reversed (Ashe et al. 
2000).
Extreme heat-shock (46°C) induced eIF2a-phosphorylation-independent stress 
granules contain 40S ribosomal subunits and eIF3 factors (Grousl et al. 2009), which are 
typically lacking from glucose depletion-induced stress granules. Also, some mutations 
that impair stress granule formation upon glucose depletion conditions have little effect 
on heat-shock stress granules assembly (Buchan et al. 2008; Grousl et al. 2009). After 
moving the heat-shocked cells back to 30°C for 30 min, eIF3 accumulated foci become 
uniformly distribution throughout cells (Grousl et al. 2009). However, whether 
translational initiation can be recovered from heat-shocked cells has not been previously 
described.
Sodium azide (Naty), which inhibits mitochondrial respiration (Duncan and 
Mackler 1966; Wilson and Chance 1967; Rikhvanov et al. 2002) and causes translation 
repression, induces the formation of stress granules and P-bodies (Buchan et al. 2010). 
Compared to stress granules formed during glucose depletion, stress granules induced by 
NaNj contain eukaryotic initiation factors eIF3, eIF4A/eIF4B, eIF5B and elFlA, which 
are late-stage initiation factors. NaN3 triggered stress granules assemble in a manner 
independent of P-bodies formation (Buchan et al. 2010). In oxidative stress caused by 
arsenate, the formation of stress granules depends on suppression of translation initiation 
by eIF2a phosphorylation (Cande et al. 2004; Ivanov et al. 2003). However, H2O2, 
another oxidative stress, does not initiate the formation of stress granules (Buchan et al. 
2008). Moreover, neither the stress of amino acid starvation nor that of osmotic stresses 
(1 M KC1) results in stress granules. The former stress is dependent on eIF2a
phosphorylation for its effects on decreasing translation (Natarajan et al. 2001); the latter 
stress is not dependent on eIF2a phosphorylation (Narashimhan et al. 2004; Goossens et 
al. 2001) but does cause P body formation (Brengues and Parker 2007; Teixeira et al. 
2005).
The purpose of forming stress granules might be to protect RNAs from harmful 
conditions. Stress granules will, therefore, disappear when the environment is suitable for 
translation of proteins. Formation of SGs involves at least two steps: translation initiation 
stoppage and mRNP aggregation (Anderson and Kedersha 2008). Although some 
mutants and conditions that affiliate with or block SG formation have been identified, the 
mechanisms and the possible affected steps are still unknown.
To summarize the above, cytoplamic mRNAs undergo dynamic movements 
between polysomes, P bodies and stress granules (Figure 2). In this life cycle, mRNAs 
present in polysomes can undergo repeated rounds of translation initiation, elongation, 
and termination to produce protein. In response to defects in translation initiation or 
termination, mRNAs found in polysomes interact with components of the general 
repression or decay machinery and cease translation, thereby forming an mRNP that can 
assemble into P bodies. Untranslated mRNAs can either be decapped and degraded, 
remaining in the P body state for mRNA storage, or exit the P body for reentry into 
translation. Stress granules may represent zones of translation initiation that increase 
when mRNAs are stalled during the initiation process. Moreover, upon translation 
cessation, some mRNAs may associate with factors that promote their accumulation in 
stress granules, potentially enhancing their reentry into translation.
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Figure 2. The life cycle of cytoplasmic mRNA (Buchan et al. 2008)
Closed-loop mRNP
According to the current model, mRNA is circularized by binding of eIF4F 
(eIF4E, eIF4G, eIF4A) to the cap and PAB1 to the poly(A) tail, forming a closed-loop 
mRNP structure. In yeast, eIF4A is known to be only transiently associated with eIF4G 
(Neff and Sachs 1999, Von der Haar and McCarthy 2002, Pause et al. 1994). 
Experiments performed both in vivo and in vitro have revealed that interaction between 
the 5’cap and 3’ poly(A) tail can stimulate translation.
PAB1: Poly(A) Binding Protein (PABP in human), 64.3KDa, 198,000 copies/cell. 
The PAB1 protein consists of six readily defined functional regions (Figure 3). At its N- 
terminus are four RNA binding motifs (RRM domains), which are highly conserved in 
sequence between different species. Each RRM domain is comprised of four antiparallel 
P-strands (the RNA binding surface) that are backed by two a-helices (Deo et al. 1999). 
While RRM1 and RRM2 of PAB1 appear to bind most strongly to poly(A) (Kessler and 
Sachs 1998; Deardorff and Sachs 1997), RRM3 and RRM4 can also make critical 
contacts (Kessler and Sachs 1998; Deardorff and Sachs 1997; Deo et al. 1999) and may 
bind U-rich regions located adjacent to the poly (A) tail (Mullin et al. 2004; Sladic et al. 
2004). Its C-terminal region comprises a penultimate proline-rich (P) domain and a 
terminal structured region (C), neither of which is critical for RNA binding (Kessler and 
Sachs 1998; Yao et al. 2007). The known function of each domain is listed in Table 1.
PAB1 binds specifically to poly(A), with lower affinity for poly(U) and poly(G) 
and no detectable binding to poly(C) (Adam et al. 1986; Sachs et al. 1986; Kuhn et al. 
1996; Burd et al. 1991). Each PAB1 protein covers about 25-30 nucleotides (Sachs et al. 
1987; Baer and Komberg 1983), so that normally the 3’end poly(A) tail of yeast mRNAs
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is covered by three PAB1 proteins. In vitro studies show that in yeast, PAB1 has to be 
bound to the poIy(A) tail in order to associate with eIF4G (Wells et al. 1998). pablk  
mutants have a defect in translation initiation and cause inviability of the strain (Wyers et 
al. 2000). Surprisingly, the steady state poly(A) tail length is increased in pablts. mutants 
(Wyers et al. 2000). This result suggests that PAB1, rather than solely protecting the 
poly(A) tail against degradation, is also required for its shortening, the first step of 
mRNA decay. PAN2/PAN3, the initial poly(A) trimming deadenylase complex, is 
known to require PAB1 interactions for function (Mangus et al. 1998; Brown et al. 1996). 
Moreover, there is evidence that PAB1 interacts with termination factors eRFl and eRF3 
(Cosson et al. 2002). This interaction surprisingly stimulates translation initiation 
complex formation independently of a termination event. The PAB1 protein therefore, 
plays an important role not only in translation but also in mRNA degradation.
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Figure 3. Structure o f poly(A) binding protein. Residues encompassed in each domain 
are listed at the top.
Table 1. Summary of function of PAB1 domain.
PAB1
domain Known Function
RRM1 Translation, Deadenylation, contacts elF4G1/elF4G2
RRM2 Translation, CCR4-NOT complex stability, contacts elF401/elF4Q2
RRM3 Deadenylation
RRM4 mRNA export
P domain Deadenylation, contacts PBP1/PBP2
C domain Translation, Termination, Deadenylation, contacts eRF3/PAN3/PBP1 /PBP2
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eIF4G: Translation Initiation Factor, the scaffold subunit of the eIF4F complex. 
There are two functionally homologous eIF4G proteins in yeast (Goyer et al. 1993), 
eIF4Gl (TIF4631, 107.1 KDa, 9760 copies/cell) and eIF4G2 (TIF4632,103.9 KDa, 3390 
copies/cell). Both of them contain a highly conserved binding site for eIF4E and PAB1 in 
their N-terminal domains. The detailed primary structure of eIF4Gl is described in 
Figure 4.
In eukaryotes, eIF4G is found primarily in the cytoplasm; however, it has been 
found to associate with the splicing complex in the nucleus where its function does not 
appear to be involved directly in RNA splicing (Mckendrick et al. 2001). eIF4G is an 
important regulatory element in the closed-loop structure. Two different binding sites for 
eIF4E and PAB1 in its N-terminus domain are thought to enhance formation of mRNP 
structure. Recently published data suggest, however, that the closed-loop mRNP 
formation via PABl-eIF4G interaction is non-essential in vivo and that the RNA binding 
domain 1 (RNA1) could functionally substitute for the PAB1 segment to rescue the 
function of the eIF4E binding domain in eIF4Gl (Park et al. 2011). These results indicate 
that eIF4G can stimulate formation of the closed-loop structure and mRNA translation 
using a network of redundant interactions to prevent system failure caused by 
disengagement of any single pair of binding partners (Park et al. 2011). In addition to its 
role in translation initiation, eIF4G plays an important role as a scaffolding protein for the 
recruitment of translation repressors via direct interactions (Rajyaguru et al. 2012).
13
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Figure 4. The detailed functional structure of eIF4Gl. RNA binding domains (RNA1-3), 
PAB1 binding domain (PAB1), eIF4E binding domain (eIF4E), eIF4A-binding site forms 
the a-helical structure (HEAT/ elF4A). Residues for each domain are listed.
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eIF4E: Cytoplasmic mRNA cap binding protein and translation initiation factor, 
24.2 KDa, 14,200 copies/cell. Compared to PAB1 and eIF4G, eIF4E is a small protein, 
consisting of just 213 amino acids. However, eIF4E, the least abundant o f the general 
translation initiation factors other than eIF4G, is the rate-limiting component of the 
eukaryotic translation apparatus and is involved in the mRNA-ribosome binding step of 
eukaryotic protein synthesis. The activity of eIF4E is regulated by post-translational 
modification and by binding to negative regulators of translation initiation. 
Phosphorylation at Ser-209 can increase eIF4E affinity for mRNA cap structures 
(Mckendrick et al. 2001), thereby stimulating translation initiation in vivo. Conversely, 
the 4E-binding proteins, which have no effect on cap-binding, repress cap-dependent 
translation initiation by blocking interactions between eIF4E and eIF4G (Cosentino et al. 
2000).
Communication between the 5’cap and 3’ poly(A) tail of eukaryotic mRNA 
results in the synergistic enhancement of translation. Even the closed-loop mRNP 
structure is thought to be activated for interaction with the 43S PIC during translation 
initiation. This circularized structure may permit coupling of translation termination and 
recycling events with subsequent rounds of initiation on the same mRNA. Also, this 
closed-loop structure has a function in protecting mRNA from deadenylation and 
degradation (Gallie 1991, Amrani et al. 2008). The mRNP structure and its associated 
translation initiation factors are found in stress granules and P bodies following the 
removal of glucose from the yeast environment (Buchan et al. 2008). Moreover, the 
closed-loop mRNP structure is a potent target for translational regulation in processes as 
diverse as differentiation, tumorigenesis and HIV infections. Most importantly, recently
15
published Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) (Mikamo et al. 2005) and Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (TEM) (Yazaki et al. 2000; Christensen 1994; Kitani et al. 1982) 
images shows that eukaryotic cells contain fundamentally circular polysomes connected 
by mRNA, indicating that the closed-loop structure, instead of a linear form, might be the 
preferred form of mRNA during the whole process of translation. Therefore, elucidating 
the composition and functions of the closed-loop mRNP structure during different steps 
of translation is very important.
Most closed-loop structure studies have been based on in vitro experiments. Two 
states of the closed-loop mRNP were found by the toeprinting technique (Amrani et al.
2008): 48S ribosome complex associated circular formed mRNA and 80S complex with 
closed-loop mRNA. Both of them requires a cap structure for the mRNA, initiation 
factors eIF4E and eIF4G, as well as at least two PAB1 proteins binding to the poly(A) 
tail. The integrity of both forms is dependent on the length of both mRNA and the poly(A) 
tail. However, the real components, structure, sizes and shapes of closed-loop mRNP in 
vivo are still unsolved.
Previous research in our lab indicated that we can specifically co- 
immunoprecipitate a closed-loop mRNP structure in vivo from the yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae by using a PAB1 tagged at its N-terminus with the Flag tag (Richardson et al. 
2012, Appendix II). Both eIF4Gl and eIF4E were found to co-elute with PAB (Figure 5, 
lane 1 and 2). Several Flag-PABl derivatives resulted in reduced eIF4Gl and eIF4E 
binding to PAB I but did not eliminate the interactions (Figure 5, lane 3-8).
My project has been to characterize the real sizes of the closed-loop complexes 
that we were purifying and to study their regulation in the yeast Saccharomyces
16
cerevisiae. In order to accomplish this project, we employed the novel technique of 
analytical ultracentrifugation with fluorescence detection system (AUC-FDS) in this 
study.
17
Figure 5. Western assay of Flag-PABl pulldown of strains containing PAB1 variants. 
Cell extracts from strains carrying only the Flag-PABl variants as indicated were bound 
to Flag beads, eluted with Flag peptide, and detected by western analysis using the 
antibodies as indicated in the figure (Richardson et al. 2012). eIF4G refers to eIF4Gl, as 
the antibody does not recognize eIF4G2. The asterisk in lane 3, left, refers to the PAB1- 
ARRM1 protein band. The major band above it is a non-specific species that binds to the 
Flag antibody. All strains carried either a Flag-PABl derivative as indicated (lanes 2-8) 
or PAB1 alone (lane 1).
18
Analytical Ultracentrifugation
Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) has been proven to be a primary method for 
determining molecular weight and molecular size for a few decades (MacGregor et al. 
2004; Cole et al. 2008). Since AUC relies on the principal property of mass and the 
fundamental laws of gravitation, it has broadly been used in biochemistry and molecular 
biology (MacGregor et al. 2004). Analytical ultracentrifugation provides two 
complementary views of solution behavior: sedimentation velocity and sedimentation 
equilibrium. Sedimentation velocity provides first-principle, hydrodynamic information 
about the size and shape o f molecules (Howlett et al. 2006; Laue and Stafford 1999; 
Lebowitz et al. 2002). Sedimentation equilibrium gives us the thermodynamic 
information about the solution molar masses, stoichiometries, association constants and 
solution nonideality (Laue 1995; Howlett et al. 2006). For new unknown samples, 
sedimentation velocity is highly recommended for first analysis in order to decide 
whether the sample is homogeneous and suitable for more detailed study.
u M(l-up)  MD(l-up)
S ~ <o2r '  NAf  ~ KT
Equation 1. Svedberg equation: where u is the observed radial velocity of the 
macromolecule, oo is the angular velocity of the rotor, r is the radial position, co2r is the
centrifugal field, M is the molar mass, ^ , the partial specific volume, p is the density of 
the solvent, NA is Avogadro’s number, f  is the frictional coefficient, D is the diffusion 
coefficient, and R is the gas constant. The s-values are commonly reported in Svedberg(S) 
units, which correspond to 1 0 ' 13sec.
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In the sedimentation velocity experiments, we can monitor the rate at which 
boundaries of molecules move during gravitation (Figure 6 ). This rate leads to the 
determination of the sedimentation coefficients). Sedimentation coefficients) is the ratio 
of the velocity of the boundary to the centrifugal field strength (Equation 1). It is 
expressed as a Svedberg unit (S). S value depends on the properties of the particle and 
the medium in which it is suspended. All experimental sedimentation coefficients (S*) 
need to correct to Standard S2o,w (pure water at 20°C, Equation 2).
c  _  c* ~  Vt*
(1  ~  v p ) tj> Vzo,w
Equation 2. The standard correction equation of s-value to a standard state of water at










Figure 6 . Commonly used two-channel cell in absorbance optical system. The sample 
channel is usually filled slightly less than the reference channel, in order to differentiate 
the reference meniscus from the sample meniscus
(ihttps://www.beckmancoulter.com/wsrportal/bibliography7docname-361847.pdf)
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There are three optical systems available for the analytical ultracentrifuge: 
absorbance, interference and fluorescence. Absorbance is the most frequently used 
detector for the analytical ultracentrifuge (Laue 1996). Absorbance optics have a broad 
wavelength range: from 190 to 800 nm, allowing one to monitor RNA and proteins at a 
specific wavelength. The precision of this system is + 0.0 lOD (Cole et al. 2008). The 
best concentration range o f samples is between 0.5OD to 1 .OOD. The interference optical 
system measures sample concentration based on refractive index changes. Unlike 
absorbance optical system that is particularly sensitive for detection o f macromolecules 
containing strong chromophores, interference is used to analyze macromolecules lacking 
intense chromophores or samples that contain strongly absorbing buffer components. It is 
also the optical system of choice for characterizing very concentrated samples.
In particular, the novel analytical centrifugation with fluorescence detection 
system (AU-FDS) provides a new way to probe the behavior of biological molecules in 
complex mixtures and at high solute concentrations. AU-FDS allows one to detect the 
shape or surface contacts of a single molecule under its native condition in complex 
samples. Because currently the AU-FDS laser provides excitation at 488 nm, green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) is one of the suitable and most commonly used fluorescent 
labels (Cole et al. 2008). In relation to my project, we used GFP-fusion proteins as visible 
tags and selected sedimentation velocity as the measurement in order to monitor the size 
of protein complexes that we are interested in.
Compared to many commonly-used methods to detect the size of protein 
complexes, such as chromatography or sucrose gradient analysis, AU analysis has several
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advantages. Firstly, it gives real-time identification of the size o f complexes without 
resorting to secondary detection systems, such as western blotting. Secondly, AU analysis 
allows a rapid and precise determination of the size of protein complexes: it is even 
sensitive to 100 pM amount of signal (Cole et al. 2008). In addition, it is at least an order 
of magnitude better at resolving complexes than sucrose gradient analysis. Moreover, 
sucrose gradient analysis is usually limited to 14 or so samples in its detection of 
particular proteins or mRNAs. Sucrose gradient analysis is also limited in taking one 
‘scan’ of the resultant centrifugation process whereas AU analysis obtains increased 
precision by taking up to 200 to 300 scans during the course of the experiment. Most 
importantly, during analytical ultracentrifugation, samples are characterized in their 
native state under biologically relevant solution conditions.
In this thesis, using one-step affinity purification followed by AU-FDS analysis, 
we detected primarily a 77S translational complex from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The 
77S complex contains mRNA, the 80S ribosome, and the closed-loop structural 
components of eIF4E, eIF4G, and PAB1 but no other translation initiation components. 
Six novel proteins, SBP1, SSD1 SLF1, PUB1, SUP35 and SUP45 were also shown to co- 
migrate within the 77S complex (Zhang 2011). The abundance of 77S complex was 
found to decrease under different stress conditions. Recovery from these stress-induced 
decreases was observed after removing some, but not all, stresses. Finally, stoichiometric 
analysis of the components of the 77S complex indicates a dynamic movement of factors 
into and out of the translation complex during protein synthesis. This application of 
stoichiometric analysis using AU-FDS should prove widely adaptable to the 
identification of protein complexes in other biological systems.
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CHAPTER I
USE OF THE NOVEL TECHNIQUE OF ANALYTICAL ULTRACENTRIFUGATION 
WITH FLUORESCENCE DETECTION SYSTEM IDENTIFIES A 77S MONOSOMAL
TRANSLATION COMPLEX
Introduction
Stress granules (SGs) and processing bodies (P bodies) are cytoplasmic domains 
and play a role in the control of translation and mRNA turnover in eukaryotic cells 
subjected to environmental stress. Heat stress granules are RNA granules that were first 
observed in the cytoplasm of tomato cells subjected to heat shock by Nover et al. (1989). 
Subsequent to this, P-bodies were described in the scientific literature by Bashkirov et al. 
(1997). By 2002, multiple researchers had demonstrated that a variety o f proteins 
involved with mRNA degradation localized to these foci.
In the budding yeast S. cerevisiae, stress granules have been described following 
glucose depletion, extreme heat shock (46’C) or sodium azide (NaN3) treatment. Under 
glucose depletion, stress granules form which contain eukaryotic initiation factors eIF4E, 
eIF4G, mRNA and PAB1 (Brengues and Parker 2007; Hoyle et al. 2007; Buchan et al.
2008). Extreme heat shock induced stress granules containing 40S ribosomal subunits 
and eIF3 factors, which are lacking from stress granule assembly during glucose 
depletion (Grousl et al. 2009). Stress granules have also been described recently after
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adding sodium azide (Buchan et al. 2010). Sodium azide impairs mitochondrial function 
and thus causes repression of translation. Stress granules induced by sodium azide harbor 
many late-stage initiation factors, such as eIF3, elFlA and eIF3B (Buchan et al. 2010). 
Unlike the above three stresses, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is an oxidative stress which 
does not initiate the formation of stress granules but does have impact on multiple levels 
of protein synthesis. Recently published data shows that H2O2 causes a rapid inhibition of 
translation initiation and a slower rate of ribosomal runoff, which is consistent with an 
inhibitory effect on the translation elongation or termination process (Shenton et al. 
2006).
With the development of confocal microscopy, most studies of the effects of 
different types of stresses on translation and the recovery from such stresses have focused 
on SGs and P-body formation. These studies allow one to monitor the changes in the cell 
directly. However, what is known about the relationship among SGs and P-bodies 
formation, the changes of translation rates and translation complex abundance in vivo, 
particularly stress recovery processes, is quite limited. Disappearance of stress granules 
was found after re-incubation of heat-shocked cells at 30"C for 30 min (Grousl et al.
2009). This, unfortunately, is the only publication that described the effect of stress 
recovery on stress granules. The direct relationship between stress recovery and 
translation initiation has not been demonstrated, although a complete restoration of 
polysome profiles have been described before under certain conditions (Ashe et al. 1999; 
Buchan et al. 2010).
To begin to understand translational processes and the effect of different stresses
on this process, we used AU-FDS analysis to identify a 77S monosomal translation
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complex following a single step affinity purification of Flag-PABl (see Appendix I). 
The effect of different stresses on the 77S complex formation and the recovery from these 
stresses was also followed. In this process, we observed that sodium azide, unlike 
glucose depletion and extreme heat shock, showed mild effects on 77S complex 
formation; treating samples with 2 mM H2O2 for 15 min before removing glucose from 
medium only partially blocked the 77S complex reduction. Similarly, the inhibitor of 
elongation, cycloheximide, completely blocked effects on the 77S complex. Finally, in 
contrast to re-addition of glucose, the translational rate did not increase after removing 
the stress of heat shock, which suggests that the disappearance of stress-specific granules 
is not due to translation re-initiation only.
Materials and Methods (see Appendix I: materials and methods)
Yeast strains and growth conditions
Yeast strains are listed in Appendix I, supporting information table. Cells were 
grown to mid-log phase ([ODJ600 = 0.8-1.2) in synthetic complete medium with 
appropriate amino acids as described in Appendix I. Generally, 200 mL of cells were 
used for absorption AUC analyses and 400 mL for AU-FDS analyses. Growth was at 
30°C except for temperature-sensitive mutants, which were first grown at 26°C before 
shifting to 37°C for 20 min or 1 hr depending on the strain. For glucose depletion or 
amino acid starvation, cell pellets from the undepleted medium were washed and then 
resuspended in fresh medium lacking glucose or amino acids for 10 min and 30 min, 
respectively. Glucose re-addition experiments were conducted by adding the requisite 
amount of glucose (2%) directly to cultures. Osmotic stress was initiated by resuspending 
cells in medium containing 1 M KC1. The stress of heat shock was monitored following
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shifting of cells to 46°C for 10 min and the return to normal conditions was obtained by 
returning the cells to 30°C for 30 min. Cycloheximide was added to growing cultures at 
a concentration of 100 pg/mL. For oxidative stress, 2 mM H2C>2 was added to growing 
cultures and incubated for 15 min before glucose depletion. Sodium azide (0.5% [w/v] in 
stock) was added to cultures at a final concentration of 0.5% (v/v) for 10 min.
Anti-Flag Affinity Bead Purification.
Cell lysis and Flag pull downs were conducted as described in Appendix I with 
some modifications: Yeast cells were lysed in ice-cold Tris buffer (pH 7.5, 0.05M Tris- 
base, 0.15M KC1, 2mM MgCb, 10% glycerol, ImM PMSF, and Protease inhibitor 
cocktail (Sigma)). Generally, 1 mL of a 15 to 25 mg/mL crude extract was purified by 
anti-Flag affinity beads (Sigma) on gentle shaker for binding two hours at 4°C. After five 
washes with 1ml Tris buffer, the purified samples (500 pi) were eluted twice by 2 0 0  
ug/ml Flag peptides(N-DYKDDDDK-C,Sigma) in Tris buffer (without Protease 
inhibitor cocktail) at 4°C for 30 min. The protein concentration that was analyzed by 
AUC was in the 0.1 to 0.3 mg/mL range. Control experiments conducted with strains 
lacking a Flag-tagged protein resulted in protein concentrations in the 0.02 mg/mL range 
following Flag peptide elution.
AU analyses
Flag eluted samples (350 pL) were subjected to AU analysis by using A260 
absorption to identify RNA containing complexes or fluorescence detection system (AU- 
FDS) to detect GFP-fiision proteins. Twelve micrometer Spin60 centrifuge cells were 
used for the AU experiments. All analytical ultracentrifugation experiments were 
conducted at 20°C and at a rotor speed of 15,000 rpm usually for at least 150 scans for
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AU-FDS experiments and at least 75 scans for AU analysis. Data were analyzed by 
SEDFIT software. Parameter settings under Continuous Sedimentation Coefficient 
Distribution c(s) model are listed in Figure 7.
The calculated sedimentation coefficient S* was converted to standard conditions 
(pure water at 20°C, S20,w) using the equation below. The modified equation for our 
experiments is S20,w = l.51S*( conducted by SEDNTERP software, Laue et al. 1992).
c — ^  ~  *P^20'W Vt*
2 0 ’W  ( 1  “  vp)rj> Vzo,w
Where p -solvent density ij -viscosity v-protein’s partial specific volume
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Figure 7. Parameter settings under Continuous Sedimentation Coefficient Distribution c(s) 
model for AU-FDS. For A260 analyses, only check Fit Time Independent Noise and leave 
Fit RI Noise unchecked. Leave partial spec, volume, buffer density and buffer viscosity 




Western analyses using anti-Flag antibody directed against Flag-PABl or 
RPL25A-Flag were used to verify that equivalent levels of Flag pull down material were 
present in cells treated with different growth conditions. A contaminant protein reacting 
with anti-Flag antibody was used to verify that Flag pull downs were conducted similarly 
when comparing strains containing Flag-PABl and containing only PAB1. Similar 
Western analysis comparisons were conducted on all experiments whenever two mutants 
or growth conditions were directly compared in the same centrifugation analysis.
In vivo r35Sl-methionine labeling
In vivo [35S]-methionine labeling was done in a similar way as previously 
described (Lee, 2007). Five milliliter yeast cells were grown to OD600 0.3-0.6. Cell 
pellets were washed twice with 42°C medium without Methionine (Met' medium), then 
cells were re-pelleted at maximum speed. In the hood, cell pellets were resuspended in 
0.4 mL 37°C Met' medium with 25 pCi 35S (2.5pi, lOmCi/ml) and incubated at 37°C heat 
block for 5min or lOmin. Supernatant was removed after centrifuging the cells for 2 min 
at maximum speed. One mL ice cold 10% TCA (Trichloroacetic acid) was added to each 
sample, then heated at 95°C for 5 min followed by storage on ice. The precipitated 
proteins were collected on nitrocellulose filters (0.45 pm pore size by Millipore) by 
vacuum. The filters were washed with 10 mL 5% TCA followed by lOmL of 70% 
Ethanol. Following washing, filters were dried by vacuum. [35S]-incorporation into 
protein was measured in a liquid scintillation counter. In vivo translation rate was 
determined by dividing counts by the optical density of the strain and the time difference 
between the time points.
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Results
Appendix I describes our results on the 77S complex and the effect of various stresses. 
The following additional results were obtained.
Sodium Azide and Oxidative Stress have different effects on 77S complex formation
To address the question concerning how the effects of sodium azide affect 77S 
translation complex formation compared to that of glucose depletion, we treated a wild- 
type strain with 0.5% (v/v) N aty for 10 min, purified samples with Flag-PABl and 
carried out analytical ultracentrifugation with absorbance optics at 260nm. We observed 
that NaN3 treatment reduced the 77S complex to about 58% of the non-treated samples 
(Figure 8 ). This degree o f reduction of 77S complex abundance is significantly less than 
observed with glucose depletion (Appendix I), in which the abundance was reduced to 
23% of normal conditions. Because different components have been shown to be present 
in glucose depletion-induced SGs as compared to NaN3-induced SGs (Buchan et al.
2 0 1 0 ), this result indicates NaN3 might act through a different pathway to reduce the 











Figure 8. Effect of sodium azide on 77S complex abundance. Sodium azide treatment 
was initiated with addition of 0.5% (w/v) NaN3 to cells at the final concentration of 0.5% 
(v/v) for 10 min (NaN3 - +). Wild-type strain AS319/YC504 was purified by anti-Flag 
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Figure 9. Effect of oxidative stress on 77S complex abundance. Wild-type strain 
AS319/YC504 carrying Flag-PABl was used in both A and B. For B, cells were treated 
with 2 mM H2O2 for 15 min before glucose withdrawal for 10min (H2O2 glu+ -).
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Oxidative stress (H2O2) is known to affect protein synthesis at multiple steps, 
including initiation, elongation and/or termination. An inhibition of elongation or 
termination in response to H2O2 was determined by Shenton et al. (2006), which showed 
that ribosome runoff was blocked by adding H2O2 prior to glucose withdrawal. This 
treatment is similar to cycloheximide that freezes ribosomes on mRNA as an inhibitor of 
translation elongation. In order to compare whether H2O2 will show the same effects as 
cychoheximide (CHX) on the 77S complex, we therefore treated the non-stressed 
samples with 2 mM H2O2 for 15 min first. As expected, the 77S complex was well 
maintained (Figure 9A), similar to cycloheximide treatment (data not shown). However, 
upon adding H2O2 before glucose depletion, the 77S complex became reduced only two­
fold during glucose withdrawal as compared to the normal four-fold effect observed 
without H2O2 addition (Figure 9B). Not surprisingly, 100 pg/ml CHX made the 77S 
complex resistant to these effects (Figure 10), consistent with previous published AU- 
FDS results (Appendix I, supplementary Figure 2D). Thus, although both CHX and H2O2 
are known as translation elongation inhibitors, they have different effects on 77S 
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Figure 10. Cycloheximide blocks ribosome runoff under glucose depletion. lOOug/ml 
Cycloheximide was added to cell cultures before shifting to the media lacking glucose 
(CHX glu + -). The same wild-type strain was used as listed in Figure 3.
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77S Translation complex and in vivo translation rate can not be restored after removing 
heat shock stress.
We showed previously that after extreme heat shock (46 ‘C 10 min), the 
abundance o f the 77S complex was dramatically reduced to 17% of the nonstressed 
condition (Wang et al. 2012, Appendix I). In order to examine whether this severe effect 
on 77S complex abundance is transient and reversible, like that of glucose depletion, we 
heat stressed yeast for 10 min and then returned them to 30 ”C for 30 min. Samples were 
analyzed by analytical ultracentrifugation using A260 nm optics. We found that removal 
of the heat shock only led to a 30% increase in 77S complex (Figure 11). This is in 
contrast to that seen when glucose is restored to glucose-depleted cultures, in which 
complete recovery of the 77S complex is observed. This result indicates that, unlike re­
adding glucose for just 10 min, reformation of the 77S translation complex is 
incompletely restored after removing samples from 46 ‘C and returning them to 30 'C.
In order to investigate whether this reduced abundance of the 77S complex 
following return to 30"C is related to translation initiation, we examined how extreme 
heat shock and removal of heat shock affected translation initiation rates. Translation 
initiation rates were followed by in vivo [35S]-methionine labeling experiments. As 
glucose depletion decreases the abundance of 77S complex rapidly and reversibly (Wang 
etal. 2012, Appendix I), we first analyzed glucose-depleted and glucose-readded samples 
with in vivo [35S] labeling experiments. As shown in Figure 12 and Table 2, glucose 
depletion treatment led to a dramatic decrease in labeling of protein by [35S]-methionine, 
while re-adding glucose led to a complete restoration of the translation rate similar to that
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seen under non-stressed conditions. In contrast, after 30 min cultivation of heat-shocked 
cells at 30*C, we found that the translational rate was still low, the same level as heat- 
shocked samples (Figure 13 and Table 3). This result indicates translation is not re­
initiated after removing heat shock stress. Thus, we conclude that both 77S translation 
complex and in vivo translation rate can not be restored after removing heat shock stress. 
Therefore, we interpret these observations together with our AUC-A260 results as 
demonstrating that the abundance of 77S complex, although not in the exact same ratio, 
shows the same regulatory direction of translational events by labeling of protein by 
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Figure 11. Effects of robust heat shock on 77S complex abundance. Wild-type cells were 
subjected to extreme heat shock by incubating at 46’C for 10 min. Heat shock stress was 
stopped by adding ice immediately to the flask until the temperature back to 30‘C, then 
cultivation for 30 min (30"C-46'C-30’C).
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Figure 12. Comparison of changes of in vivo translational rates with 77S complex 
abundance under glucose depletion and its recovery process. In vivo translational rates 
are determined by [35S]-methionine labeling experiments. The abundance of the 77S 
complex was determined following AU analysis at A260 as described before (Wang et al. 
2012, Appendix I).
Table 2. Absolute values and the standard error of the mean, if applied, for Figure 12.
Treatments In vivo[ S] labeling A260
Glu + 100% 100%
Glu + - 2 ± 0.5% 23 ± 1.2%
Glu + - + 84 ± 20% 101%
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Figure 13. Comparison of changes of in vivo translational rates with 77S complex 
abundance under extreme heat shock and its recovery process. In vivo translational rates 
are determined by [35S] methionine labeling experiments. The abundance of the 77S 
complex was determined following AU analysis at A260 as described before (Wang et al. 
2012, Appendix I).
Table 3. Absolute values and the standard error of the mean, if applied, for Figure 13.
Treatments In vivo [3 S] labeling A260
30°C 100% 100%
30°C-46°C 6.5 ± 0.7% 17 ±2.0%
30°C-46°C-30°C 5.7 ±0.9% 30 ± 5.8%
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Discussion
The abundance of the 77S complex decreases significantly upon the stress of 
glucose depletion. This translational repression acts mainly through eIF4E in the closed- 
loop mRNP structure (see Appendix I). In contrast, the overall effect of sodium azide 
(Naty) on 77S complex abundance was significantly less, which indicates N aty may act 
through different factors to repress translation. Although it has been reported that 
dysfunction of mitochondria caused by NaN3 triggers the accumulation of stress granules 
(Duncan and Mackler 1966; Wilson and Chance 1967; Rikhvanov et al. 2002; Buchan et 
al. 2010), how NaN3 affects the abundance of 77S complex is still unknown. Sodium 
azide-induced SGs contain late-stage translation initiation factors, which is lacking from 
SGs caused by glucose depletion. This difference tells us that sodium azide might act to 
reduce translation after association of the 43S complex with the mRNP structure. To 
precisely determine the site(s) of action of sodium azide on 77S complex, mutants known 
to reduce 77S complex abundance as well as other known mutations in initiation factors 
will need to be studied in the future.
The other stress that we analyzed, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), did not diminish 
77S complex formation. However, it did attenuate the decrease of 77S complex that is 
observed upon glucose depletion, consistent with an inhibition of ribosomal transit and 
translation elongation (Shenton et al. 2006). But this attenuation is not as strong as the 
effect observed with cycloheximide (CHX) treatment. CHX, the most common laboratory 
reagent used to inhibit protein synthesis, has been shown to bind the ribosome and inhibit 
eEF2-mediated translocation during elongation (Obrig et al. 1971). However, the 
mechanism of how H2O2 regulates post-initiation events remains unclear.
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Glucose depletion can reversibly be recovered as shown by both AUC analysis of 
the 77S complex and in vivo [35S]-methionine labeling. Surprisingly, under extreme heat 
shock, the abundance of the 77S complex was severely diminished and did not restore to 
pre-stress levels after reducing the temperature. Translation initiation rates showed a 
similar lack of recovery of protein synthesis. This observation, firstly, gives a strong 
support for the demonstration that the 77S complex identified by AUC analysis 
represents a critical functional monosomal translating complex (See Appendix I 
discussion). In addition, these results indicate that stress recovery processes in yeast can 
vary in a stress-specific manner. However, this kind of result seems to contradict 
previously published data (Grousl et al. 2009) that showed that eIF3a containing stress 
granules are transient assemblies and that the eIF3a-RFP signal begins to become 
uniformly cytosolic after 30 min cultivation of heat-shocked cells (46 *C 10 min) at 30 'C. 
This contradiction might give us some clues about the relationship between translational 
complexes, translational rates and stress granules. As some stresses such as KC1, H2O2 
and amino acid starvation do not cause stress granule formation, stress granule formation 
is only one way to look at the effects o f stresses. Under a specific stress, such as heat 
shock, the recovery process might involve multiple steps, including translation initiation 
factors exiting SGs before translation initiation can be restored.
Finally and most importantly, analytical ultracentrifugation analysis appears to
give us another way to differentiate the effects o f different stresses on translational events.
Sucrose gradient analysis, as one of the dominant techniques for ribosome and polysome
analysis, shows a similar pattern of loss of polysome profiles after glucose depletion,
amino acid starvation and N aty treatment (Hoyle et al. 2007; Buchan et al. 2010). In
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STOICHOMETRIC ANALYSES OF FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE 77S 
MONOSOMAL TRANSLATION COMPLEX IN THE YEAST SACCHAROMYCES
CEREVISIAE
Introduction
In eukaryotic cells, protein synthesis is a highly efficiency process. For example, 
in a simple eukaryotic organism like budding yeast, up to 13 000 protein molecules can 
be synthesized per cell per second (von der Haar 2008). The translation machinery is a 
compact modular system in which the intracellular concentrations of its components 
range from a few thousand to one million molecules per cell. Understanding the precise 
control of the translation machinery, therefore, becomes very important in the study of 
cell growth, the development of organisms, environmental stress response and even 
ontogenesis.
Translation initiation on the majority of eukaryotic mRNAs is cap-dependent, in
which a cap-binding complex eIF4F, including eIF4E, eIF4G, and the helicase eIF4A,
mediates the binding of the small 40S ribosomal subunit. Once 40S ribosome subunit
locates a start codon and the 60S large ribosome subunit binds to form the 80S ribosome,
elongation of the polypeptide proceeds. Translation termination finally occurs when the
80S ribosome reaches a stop codon. The polypeptide chain is hydrolyzed and released
from the ribosome with the help of two termination factors eRFl and eRF3. Translation
initiation appears to be highly regulated and many proteins have been identified that
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participate and influence this process. Nevertheless, the question about whether initiation 
or elongation is the major site of translational control is still uncertain (Mathews et al. 
2000; Wang et al. 2001). In addition, there can be many rounds of initiation on a single 
mRNA during the time it takes one ribosome to translate the whole reading frame. Even 
though the regulation of termination seems much simpler than that of initiation, recent 
discoveries of termination events are still surprising us. The first demonstration is that 
two early-stage proteins Dbp5 and Glel, known as factors involved in mRNA export from 
the nucleus to the cytoplasm, have been shown to participate in the termination process 
(Gross et al. 2007; Bolger et al. 2008; Baierlein and Krebber 2010). In addition, Pizarev 
et al. (2007) showed that initiation factors elFl, 1A and 3 can promote recycling of post­
termination complexes. An unresolved question is how and when and to what extent 
various translation factors associate with the translating ribosome during initiation, 
elongation, and termination.
Because translational control often involves fractional changes in translational 
activity, quantitative descriptions of translational activity is required to achieve a 
comprehensive understanding of this aspect of biology. More and more aspects of the 
translational pathways in yeast are being examined in quantitative detail, including 
assembly of the cap-binding complex eIF4F, the formation of the 43 S complex, 
ribosomal subunit joining, and many aspects of translation elongation and termination 
(von der Haar 2008; Helena et al. 2013). The results from these studies already form an 
important basis for an increased understanding of global gene expression. However, the 
detailed changes that the translational machinery undergoes remain elusive.
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Most of the difficulties in interpreting translational control in real life came from 
the fact that the mechanisms do not simply employ on-off switches, but instead use small 
changes in the activity of their component parts to achieve redistributions of translational 
activities among different mRNA species. Such fractional changes cannot be understood 
from the pathways alone and additionally require quantitative knowledge of the changes 
in the factors involved in translational complexes.
Using an affinity purification step followed by AU-FDS analysis, we have 
primarily detected a 77S monosomal complex, which was confirmed to be a critical 
functional translational complex (Wang et al. 2012, Appendix I). This is the first purified 
translation complex that exists through the life cycle of mRNA, including the early-stage 
of initiation. Also, we have successfully been able to identify six new components in the 
77S complex, including SBP1, SLF1, PUB1, SUP35 (eRF3), SUP45 (eRFl) and SSD1 
(Zhang 2011). All these new components were verified to be part of the 77S complex 
based on two principle criteria: GFP fusions to these six proteins were visualized in a 77S 
complex following affinity purification of Flag-PABl, and their presence in this complex 
decreased upon the stress of glucose depletion and increased with reintroduction of 
glucose. These novel results induced us to investigate the regulatory patterns of all of the 
components involved in this 77S translation complex.
SUP45: Polypeptide Release Factor (eRFl) in Translation Termination, 49 KDa, 
13100 copies / cell. In eukaryotes, translation termination is mediated by two interacting 
release factors, eRFl and eRF3 (SUP35), which act cooperatively to ensure efficient stop 
codon recognition and fast polypeptide release. eRFl is responsible for the recognition 
of the stop codon in the A site of the ribosome and the hydrolysis of the peptidyl-tRNA,
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while the GTPase eRF3 facilitates this peptide release in a manner that is both ribosome 
and eRFl-dependent (Zhouravleva et al. 1995; Frolova et al. 1999). It has been shown 
that eRFl alone is sufficient to promote the efficient termination by reconstruction 
studies in vitro (Frolova et al. 1994), although in yeast the viability of cells is dependent 
on eRF3 (Stansfield et al. 1995). In addition to its role in termination, a non-translational 
function was recently suggested for eRFl during cytokinesis via interaction with MIclp 
(Valouev et al. 2004).
SUP35: Translation termination factor eRF3 with molecular weight o f 76.6 KDa, 
78900 copies/cell. It is involved in normal and nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (Uchida 
et al. 2002). GTPase activity of eRF3 is required to couple the recognition of translation 
termination signals by eRFl to efficient polypeptide chain release (Salas-Marco and 
Bedwell 2004). eRF3, involved in translation termination, is known to contact PAB1 
through its C domain (Gorgoni and Gray 2004). This observation was confirmed and 
extended by mass spec analysis indicating that the P region was also important to eRF3- 
PAB1 contact (Richardson et al. 2012, Appendix II). Moreover, eRF3 and PAB1 interact 
with the 3’-poly(A) tail of mRNAs, suggesting that eRF3 may also play an important role 
in the degradation of mRNAs and/or the regulation of translation efficiency mediated 
through initiation factors (Amrani et al. 2008).
SLF1 (SuLFide production): a copper homeostasis gene involved in copper 
sulfide mineralization in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Yu et al. 1996). The molecular 
weight is 50.9 KDa, and there are only 861 copies/cell. SLF1 was first found as an RNA 
binding protein that associates with polysomes by Sobel and Wollin (1999). In 2006, 
Krogan et al., using whole genome mass spectrometric analysis, reported SLF1 interacts
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with eIF4E. SLF1 was subsequently shown to associate with PAB1 through its RRM1 
domain, suggesting again that SLF1 is involved in translation (Richardson et al. 2012).
SSD1: Suppressor of SIT4 Deletion, 140 KDa, 1100 copies/cell. Although it is 
not an abundant protein in cells, systematic global screens have identified -200 genes 
that show genetic or physical interactions with SSD1 (Reguly et al. 2006). Many in vitro 
studies indicate that SSD1 plays numerous roles not only in transcription but also in 
translation. As a general suppressor of RNA polymerase I, II and III mutations in 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, SSD1 modulates the activity of three nuclear RNA 
polymerases by altering their degree of phosphorylation (Stettler et al. 1993). As a 
translational repressor, SSD1 has an effect on bud-specific translational control and 
localization of specific mRNAs regulated by Cbklp phosphorylation (Jansen et al. 2009). 
SSD1 is also an important factor in polar growth and cell wall integrity (Kaeberlein and 
Guarente 2002), and interacts with TOR pathway components (Reinke et al. 2004). As a 
known mRNA binding protein and possible RNase (Uesono et al. 1997), the binding site 
of SSD1 to the mRNA appears to be very close to the 5' end of mRNA (Hogan et al. 
2008; Ohyama et al. 2010). Because this location is in the vicinity where eIF4E and 
eIF4G would interact to form the closed-loop mRNA structure with PAB1 (Wells et al. 
1998), it is possible that SSD1 associates with PAB1 and the mRNA to form a closed- 
loop structure (Richardson et al. 2012, Appendix II). Not surprisingly, SSD1 interacts 
with PAB1 through its RRM3 domain (Richardson et al. 2012, Appendix II). SSD1 has 
been implicated in numerous processes, but its in vivo function remains unknown. SSD1 
was found to be present in the 77S translation complex in vivo (Zhang 2011) and may,
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therefore, bind a number of specific mRNAs to regulate translation under different stress 
conditions.
SBP1 (formerly known as SSB1): a putative RNA-binding protein involved in 
repressing translation of mRNAs, 33 KDa, 12800 copies/cell. As an abundant RNA 
binding protein, SBP1 associates with small nucleolar RNAs snRlO and snR ll and also 
has been found in cytoplasmic P bodies (Clark et al. 1990, Segal et al. 2006). Segal et al. 
(2006) indicated that SBP1 protein restores normal decay rates in decapping-defective 
strains and increases P-body size and number, promotes translational repression of 
mRNA during glucose deprivation and functions in the transition of mRNAs from 
translation to an mRNP complex destined for decapping. Moreover, recently published 
data showed that SBP1 directly interacts with eIF4G through its RGG domain to repress 
translation (Rajyaguru et al. 2012).
PUB1 (PolyUridylate binding protein): 50.8 KDa, 49600 copies/cell. It is an 
abundant protein that binds mRNA and is required for stability of transcripts containing 
AU-rich elements (Matunis et al. 1993). PUB1 is an important modulator of specific 
mRNA decay (Duttagupta et al. 2005). Not surprisingly, PUB1 was found in glucose 
depletion-induced stress granules and was shown to be involved in P-body-dependent 
granule assembly (Buchan et al. 2008). Our demonstration that PUB1 is a novel factor 
found in the 77S translation complex is consistent with PUB1 binding to translating 
mRNA and therefore being part of the 77S complex (Zhang 2011).
In my study, the changes in abundance o f all factors involved in the 77S 
translation complex were examined from the early stage of translation initiation to the 
end of termination. We also examined the 77S monosomal complex following stress-
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induced translation arrest. Our data provides a quantitative map of the changes in the 
monosomal complex as it flows through these different stages o f translation.
Materials and Methods 
Yeast strains are listed in Table 4. All GFP fusion proteins used in this study are 
isogenic and have been shown to be functional and to not cause any apparent growth 
defects (Huh et al 2003; data not shown). Cell growth conditions, cell lysis and Flag 
pulldown processes have been described before (Wang et al. 2012, Appendix I). 
Generally, 200 mL yeast cultures were used for each experiment. Cycloheximide was 
added to growing cultures before harvesting at a concentration of 100 pg/mL as described 
(Ashe et al. 2000). Following Flag-PABl purification on Flag agarose beads, 500 pL 
purified sample was obtained, of which 350 pL was analyzed by AU-FDS. The 
remaining of the sample was diluted with lysis buffer (- proteinase inhibitor cocktail) in 
the ratio of 2/5 and analyzed by AU absorption analyses at a wavelength of A230. Sample 
loading concentrations are commonly 0.5 -  1.0 OD for absorption experiments (Balbo 
and Schuck 2005).
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Table 4: Yeast Strains Used
Name Genotype
RP1950-RPS4B/YC776 Mata ura3 leu2 his3 metl5 RPS4B-GFP-[HIS3J 
YC776 fURA3-Flag-PABl]
RPL7A/YC776 Isogenic to RP1950 except RPL7A-GFP-[HIS3J
RPL6B/YC776 Isogenic to RP1950 except RPL6B-GFP-[H1S3]
RP1946/YC776 Isogenic to RP1950 except CDC33-GFP-[HIS3]
RP1947/YC776 Isogenic to RP1950 except TIF4631-GFP-[HIS3]
RP2384/YC776 Mata leu2-3,112, trpl ura3-52 his4-539
cupl::LEU2/PGK1 pG/MFA2pG TIF4632-GFP::G418
RP2137/YC776 Isogenic to RP1950 except SBP1-GFP-[H1S3]
GSSDltL/YC504 Isogenic to RP1950 except SSD1-GFP-[HIS3] 
YC504[TRP1-Flag-PAB1 J
GSLFltL/YC504 Isogenic to RP1950 except SLF1-GFP-[HIS3] 
YC504[TRP1-Flag-PAB1 /
17cl2/YC776 Isogenic to RP1950 except SUP45-GFP-[HIS3J
RP2524/YC776 Isogenic to RP1950 except PUB1-GFP-[HIS3]
RP2522/YC776 Isogenic to RP1950 except SUP35-GFP-[HIS3J




Stoichiometric analysis of the components in the 77S translational complex
The 77S monosomal translation complex contains not only ribosomal subunits 
(40S and 60S), but also factors in translation initiation (eIF4E, eIF4G, PAB1), mRNA 
decay (PUB1), translation repression (SBP1), termination (eRFl and eRF3) and other 
factors (SSD1 and SLF1) of unknown translational function (Sobel and Wolin 2006; 
Krogan et a l 2006). A stoichiometric analysis of the 77S translation complex, therefore, 
provides a quantitative aspect about the translation machinery as it transits the mRNA. In 
order to determine the absolute intracellular abundance of each component in the 77S 
translation complex, we combined two kinds of AUC analyses: absorption at 230 nm 
(A230) and AU-FDS. AU-FDS analysis monitors the fluorescent intensity of a GFP- 
tagged protein in the 77S complex. AU-absorption analysis is conducted at 230 nm, 
taking advantage of absorption of the peptide backbone at this wavelength. AUC 
analysis because o f its much higher sensitivity and increased resolution compared to 
western blotting assay, allows us to calculate the exact and accurate abundance of total 
protein within the complex. Thus, the ratio of abundance comparing AU-FDS to A230 
analysis determines the absolute abundance of each factor in the 77S complex.
To verify the validity of our stoichiometric analysis, we analyzed three ribosomal 
components: RPS4B (small subunit factor) and RPL7A and RPL6B (large subunit 
components). We chose these three since RPS4B and RPL7A make up nearly 100% of 
the RPS4 and RPL7 proteins, respectively, in yeast, whereas RPL6B makes up about 
50% of RPL6 (Huh et al. 2003). For each set of data shown in Figure 14 and Table 5, the
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AUC analyses were conducted on the same run. The ratio of abundance comparing AU- 
FDS to A230 analysis was also calculated based on the data from the same day.
Our stoichiometric analysis, setting RPS4B at 100%, gave a value of 130% for 
RPL7A and 49% for RPL6B (Table 5; see Figure 14B for a representative AU-FDS 
profile). Averaging these three ribosomal proteins gave us a ratio of 1.1:1, which is close 
to the 1:1 ratio expected for each of these three proteins to that of the 77S complex.
Figure 14 (A-E) displays representative AU-FDS analyses and the relative 
abundance of each factor found in the 77S complex. The results from A230 analysis 
informed that equal amounts of proteins were analyzed for each comparable AU-FDS run 
(Figure 18, A and B, for example). Using RPS4B as our standard, we subsequently 
determined under glucose growth conditions the stoichiometry of the factors known to be 
present in the 77S complex (Table 5). In current models of eukaryotic translation, only 
one eIF4E, interacting with the bridging protein eIF4G, binds to the 5’cap structure of 
mRNA. However, our data showed that the absolute abundance of eIF4E or eIF4G was 
much less than RPS4B, in which eIF4E was 56%, eIF4Gl was 20% and eIF4G2 was 
14% (Table 5 and Figure 14A). This result demonstrates that eukaryotic initiation factors 
eIF4E together with eIF4G can disassociate from the 5’cap structure of the mRNA during 
the elongation process.
We subsequently used the ratio o f AU-FDS/A230 to study the absolute abundances 
of the six new proteins identified in the 77S complex: SBP1, SLF1, SSD1, eRFl, eRF3 
and PUB1. As shown in Table 5, their absolute abundances were much less ( <  10%) 
(eRF3 and PUB1 are not shown as their abundances were less than 1%). These results
suggest that at least four of these new proteins are present in the 77S complex during
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certain conditions. We showed that the absolute abundance o f eRFl is only 3.5% 
compared to that of RPS4B, indicating that there is a small amount of mRNAs involved 
in termination during steady-state conditions for translation. It is also possible based on a 
previous in vitro study that termination factor SUP35 (eRF3) and SUP45 (eRFl) 
associate with the closed-loop mRNP structure when the first round of translation begins 
(Amrani et al 2008). We also showed that only a small amount of eRF3 (less than 1% of 
the amount of RPS4B) was present in the 77S complex, consistent with the interpretation 
that eRFl alone is sufficient to promote efficient termination in vitro (Frolova et al 1994).
As a known translation repressor, SBP1 with its low abundance was also found in 
the 77S, implying that the 77S complex represents a possible target in translation 
repression. Moreover, we also demonstrated that SLF1 or SSD1, two mRNA binding 
proteins with unknown roles, were present during steady-state conditions of translation. 
Given that the specific domains in PAB1 have been identified for interacting with SLF1 
and SSD1 (Richardson et al 2012), these two proteins might have some regulatory 
function in the 77S complex formation during the translation process (see Discussion). 
Finally, because SBP1, a translational repressor, is present in the 77S complex, we 
separately determined if the comparable repressors, PAT1, DHH1, and SCD6 were 
present as well (Coller and Parker 2005; Segal et al 2006; Rajyaguru et al 2012). 
However, none of these factors was found in the 77S complex (data not shown). To 
summarize the above, we observed non-stoichiometric intracellular abundance of various 
components in the 77S complex.
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Figure 14. AU-FDS analyses of 77S complex components using GFP fusion to each factor. Each 
comparable set of data was conducted from the same day and the same run. Strain used in these 
figures are RPS4B/YC776 (RPS4B-GFP), RPL7A/YC776 (RPL7A-GFP), RP1946/YC776 
(eIF4E-GFP), RP1947/YC776 (eIF4Gl-GFP), RP2137/YC776 (SBP1-GFP), GSLFHL/YC504 
(SLF1-GFP), GSSDltL/YC504 (SSD1-GFP) and AS319/YC788/pHK685 (eRFl-GFP)
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Table 5. Relative levels of proteins in 77S complex under steady-state (elongation) 




RPL6B 49 ± 4.3








eIF4E. eIF4Gl/eIF4G2. SBP1. SLF1 and SSD1 show preference in the 77S complex at 
the very beginning of re-initiation
In order to address the question of how the intracellular abundance of these 
translation factors involved in the 77S complex changes during the other two phases of 
translation (initiation and termination), we first focused on the translation initiation 
process. At the beginning of translation, the current model indicates that translation 
initiation factors bind to mRNA and form a closed-loop mRNP in order to recruit the 43 S 
pre-initiation complex (Sonenberg and Hinnebusch 2009). However, this process is 
transient and hard to isolate under normal conditions. We, therefore, took the approach of 
identifying translation initiation by adding glucose to glucose depleted cells which have 
arrested their translation processes (Ashe et al. 2000). Adding glucose back for 1 min to 
arrested cells is known to restore the polysome profile and re-initiate translation 
immediately (Ashe et al. 2000). Translation re-initiation, as in the above experiments, 
was frozen by adding cycloheximide to prevent continued elongation and ribosomal 
runoff.
In agreement with the translational model, we found that the absolute abundances 
of eIF4E, eIF4Gl and eIF4G2 increased by 1.5-fold in the 77S complex after re-addition 
of glucose for lmin to the glucose-starved cells (Figure 15B-D and Table 6). Meanwhile, 
the absolute abundance of small ribosomal protein (RPS4B, Figure 15A and Table 6) and 
large ribosomal proteins (Table 6) remained essentially constant compared to their 
abundances during the steady-state (elongation) condition (Table 5). We also observed 
that eRFl displayed no increased abundance in the 77S complex at the very beginning of 
translation (Figure 15G and Table 6), which is consistent with its role in termination
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(Frolova et al. 1994). Surprisingly however, the known translation repressor SBP1 was 
observed to be 1.5-fold more abundant in the 77S complex (Table 6). The same 
phenomenon was also found in SSD1-GFP (Figure 15F) and SLF1-GFP (Figure 15E), 
whose fluorescent signal intensities increased significantly compared to that of steady- 
state (Table 6).
To investigate whether these protein abundances increase in the 77 S complex are 
affected by a low level of protein synthesis machinery at the beginning of translation, we 
compared the AU-A230 results from strains expressing different GFP-fusion proteins. As 
summarized below in Figure 18E and 18F and Table 10, the abundance of total protein 
was restored to its unstressed condition upon re-addition of glucose for 1 min and no 
dramatic differences between the unstressed and the restored growth conditions were 
found for any GFP-fusion proteins. These results strongly suggest that any specific 
protein increases that were observed upon re-adding glucose for 1 min are the result of 
new accumulation of that protein into the 77S complex during translation re-initiation. It 
should also be mentioned that if we were to re-normalize our protein abundances to 100% 
for RPS4B during initiation, then the actual abundance increase displayed in Table 6 
would be increased about 10% for each factor.
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Figure 15A-D. AU-FDS analyses of 77S complex components at the beginning of 
translation re-initiation. Cells were pregrown to mid-log phase in medium containing 
glucose (glu +) and then shift to medium lacking glucose for 10 min. The reinitiation 
phase was captured by reconducting 2% glucose to the glucose-depleted medium for 
lmin (glu + - + lmin). Strain used in these figures are (A) RPS4B/YC776 (RPS4B-GFP), 
(B) RP1946/YC776 (eIF4E-GFP), (C) RP1947/YC776 (eIF4Gl-GFP),
(D)RP2384/Y C776 (eIF4G2-GFP)
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Figure 15E-G. AU-FDS analyses of 77S complex components at the beginning of 
translation re-initiation. Growth conditions were the same as described in Figure 15A-E. 
Strain used in these figures are (E) GSLFltL/YC504 (SLF1-GFP),( F) GSSDUL/YC504 
(SSDl-GFP), and (G) 319/YC788/pHK685 (eRFl-GFP).
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Table 6. Relative levels of protein abundance in the 77S complex at the beginning of 
translation re-initiation to that found under steady-state condition. The values represent 
the average (± SEM).
Strain AU-FDS (%) AU-FDS/A23o (%)
RPS4B 81 ±3.0 89 ±4.0
RPL7A 110± 12 94 ± 9.0
RPL6B 120 ±10 100 ±8.0
eIF4E 150± 12 150 ± 11
eIF4Gl 130 ± 13 150 ± 18
eIF4G2 130 ±3.0 160 ± 11
SBP1 150 ±3.0 160 ±1.0
SLF1 130 ±11 140 ±6.0
SSD1 180 ± 10 180 ± 11
eRFl 94 ± 2.0 100 ±7.0
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eRFl and SBP1 preferentially associate in the 77S complex at the earlv stage of
termination
Translation is stopped by termination factors binding to the stop codon on mRNA. 
We had found that both peptide release factors eRFl (SUP45) and eRF3 (SUP35) co­
migrated in the 77S complex, although present in low abundance (Figure 14C-E, eRFl- 
GFP for example). To investigate the regulatory patterns of the 77S complex during 
translation termination, we conducted the above analysis following the stress of robust 
heat shock. Previously, we had shown that a 77S complex abundance was reduced 
severely following heat shock (Wang et al. 2012, Appendix I) and was non-recoverable 
under robust heat shock (Chapter I). This severe effect on translation was confirmed by 
measuring the in vivo rates of protein synthesis (Chapter I). Treating samples with robust 
heat shock for 1 min (46°C lmin) was chosen in order to identify 77S complexes entering 
termination as ribosomal complexes completed protein synthesis before entering a 
translational repressed state (Grousl et a l  2009). This condition would therefore 
approximate the real-time conformation of 77S complexes as the termination event was 
occurring.
The small ribosomal subunit protein (by monitoring RPS4B-GFP) (Figure 16A) 
and the large ribosomal subunit protein (monitoring of RPL7A-GFP and RPL6B-GFP) 
(data not shown) disappeared from the 77S complex after robust heat shock treatment for 
1 min. This reduction in 77S complex abundance was confirmed by the decrease in the 
abundance of the 77S complex as determined by A230 analyses (65 + 4.7% of non­
stressed condition, 18 repeats; Table 10). The cap binding protein eIF4E and its 
associated protein eIF4G had a similar degree of reduction in abundance as that of
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ribosomal proteins after shifting to robust heat shock for 1 min (Figure 16B, eIF4E-GFP 
for example; Table 7). Not surprisingly, eRFl was found to be more present in 77S 
complexes following this treatment (Figure 16E). Moreover, SSD1 and SLF1 did not 
show any particular abundance changes during this situation (Figure 16C and 16D). 
Notably, however, SBP1 was found to be more abundant in termination complexes than it 
had been in elongation complexes (Figure 16F and Table 7).
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Figure 16. AU-FDS analyses of 77S complex components under the stress of robust heat shock. 
Cells were pregrown to mid-log phase at 30°C (30°C) and then shift to 46°C for 1 min (46°C 1 
min) and 10 min (46°C 10 min) respectively. Strain used in these figures are (A) RPS4B/YC776 
(RPS4B-GFP), (B) RP1946/YC776 (eIF4E-GFP), (C) GSLFltL/YC504 (SLF1-GFP), (D) 
GSSDltL/YC504 (SSD1-GFP), (E) 319/YC788/pHK685 (eRFl-GFP), and (F) RP2137/YC776 
(SBP1-GFP)
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Table 7. Relative levels of protein abundance in the 77S complex at the early stage of 
termination (Heat shock for 1 min) to that found under steady-state condition. The values 
represent the average (± SEM).
Strain AU-FDS (%) AU-FDS/A23o(%)
RPS4B 53 ± 7.8 80 ±5.3
RPL7A 68 100
eIF4E 57± 18 100 ±5.0
eIF4Gl 66 ±9.4 120 ±6.5
eIF4G2 82 ± 5.6 110 ± 11
SBP1 100 ±22 160 ± 15
SLF1 64 ±3.0 130 ±6.0
SSD1 63 ± 13 130 ±6.0
eRFl 140 ± 16 220 ± 17%
Table 8. Relative levels of protein abundance in the 77S complex following robust heat 
shock for 10 min to that found under non-stress conditions. The values represent the 
average (± SEM).
Strain AU-FDS (%) AU-FDS/A23o(%)
RPS4B 15 ± 0.1 75 ± 2.0
RPL7A 28 87
eIF4E 7.7 ±1.6 46 ± 5.0
eIF4Gl 15 ±3.5 62 ± 6.5
eIF4G2 45 ± 3.0 130 ± 14
SBP1 29 ± 0.8 170 ±29
SLF1 22 ± 0.7 130 ±9.0
SSD1 15 ± 1.7 94 ± 8.0
eRFl 46 ± 16 210 ± 55
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Stoichiometric analysis of the components in a 77S complex under the stress of glucose 
depletion
Because both glucose depletion for 10 min and robust heat shock for 10 min are 
known stresses which cause translation repression and stress granule formation, we 
subsequently investigated the change in patterns of components of the 77S complex 
following glucose depletion and robust heat shock. We found several clues that might be 
used to differentiate the translation repression caused by glucose depletion from that of 
robust heat shock.
Upon the stress of glucose depletion, mRNA translation ceases (Ashe et al. 2000),
nontranslated mRNA together with initiation factors move to stress granules (Hoyle et al.
2007), and the abundance of the 77S complex decreases significantly (Wang et al. 2012,
Appendix I). Consequently, we analyzed the effect of glucose depletion on the absolute
abundance change of each component in the 77S complex. Considering the very low
abundance of PUB1-GFP and SUP35-GFP (eRF3) (< 1% of RPS4B, data not shown), we
focused on the investigation of other components with relatively higher abundances. First,
as calculated in Table 10, the absolute abundance of the 77S complex following glucose
dep le tio n  as d e te rm in ed  by  A U -A 230 analy sis  d ecreased  to  39%  o f  th e  stead y -sta te  level
of the 77S complex. Second, each 77S complex purified with Flag-PABl, whether it
contained RPS4B-GFP (Figure 17A), RPL7A-GFP, eIF4E-GFP (Figure 17B), or eIF4G-
GFP (Figure 17C, eIF4Gl-GFP for example), showed dramatic decreases in their
abundances upon the removal of glucose. These effects were comparable to the effects
observed with AU-A230 analyses (Figure 18C and 18D, for example) (Summarized in
Table 10). Interestingly, we found that other newly identified components, such as SBP1,
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SSD1 and SLF1, resisted this reduction by at least twofold (Figure 17D-F and Table 9). 
Moreover, termination factor eRFl, instead of decreasing its abundance, actually 
increased its abundance by 1.5-fold in the 77S complex under the stress of glucose 
depletion (Figure 17G and Table 9). This phenomenon indicates that those 77S 
complexes that have not run off preferentially contain eRFl molecules. This observation 
suggests that eRFl-containing complexes may be resistant to translational run-off.
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Figure 17A-D. AU-FDS analyses of 77S complex components under the stress of glucose 
depletion. Cells were pregrown to mid-log phase in the medium containing glucose (glu 
+) and then shift to medium lacking glucose for 10 min (glu + - 10 min). Strains used in 
these figures are (A) RPS4B/YC776 (RPS4B-GFP), (B) RP1946/YC776 (eIF4E-GFP), 
(C) RP1947/YC776 (eIF4Gl-GFP), (D) RP2137/YC776 (SBP1-GFP)
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Figure 17E-G. AU-FDS analyses of 77S complex components under stress of glucose 
depletion. Growth conditions were the same as described in Figure 17A-E. Strains used 
in these figures are (E) GSLFUL/YC504 (SLF1-GFP), (F) GSSDUL/YC504 (SSDl- 
GFP), and (G) 319/YC788/pHK685 (eRFl-GFP).
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Table 9. Relative levels of proteins in 77S complex under the stress of glucose depletion 
to that found under non-stress conditions.
Strain AU-FDS (%) AU-FDS/A23o(%)
RPS4B 27 ±2.7 84 ± 6.0
RPL7A 42 92
eIF4E 26 ±9.7 75 ± 12
eIF4Gl 24 ± 0.4 63 ± 5.5
SBP1 79 ± 16 220 ± 11
SLF1 72 ± 4.8 200 ± 7.0
SSD1 70 ± 0.2 230 ± 19
eRFl 160 ±37 350 ± 24
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We subsequently calculated the absolute abundance ratio of glucose depletion 
(glu + -10  min) to the unstressed condition (glu +) for each major component in the 77S 
complex. All the absolute values (AU-FDS/A230) are listed in Table 9. Thus, the value of 
AU-FDS/AU-A230 is over 100% if a factor fails to come off from the 77S complex 
because, as the total intracellular abundance of the 77S complex decreases, the reduction 
in the factor’s abundance is much less than the decrease in the total pool of 77S 
complexes. We observed that all of the newly identified factors, including SBP1, SLF1, 
SSD1 and eRFl, had an AU-FDS/AU-A230 ratio that was significantly above 100%, 
reflecting that the smaller amount of 77S complex that was still present following this 
stress (about 39% of non-stressed conditions, Table 10) associated with at least one of 
these factors. Together with the AU-FDS analyses, we interpret these results to indicate 
that the translational repression caused by glucose removal may require at least eRFl, 
and possibly SBP1, SSD1 and SLF1 to aggregate into the 77S complex. Therefore, 
termination factor eRFl, translation repressor SBP1 as well as SLF1 and SSD1 might 
play important roles during the translation repression caused by glucose withdrawal. 
Consistent with our data, SBP1 is known to promote translational repression of mRNA 
during glucose deprivation (Segal et al. 2006). Most importantly, this is the first 
demonstration that two RNA binding proteins, SSD1 and SLF, have shown to be 
involved in translation and play roles in translation repression induced by glucose 
depletion.
As calculated values of AU-FDS/AU-A230 were close to 100% for RPS4B and 
RPL7A, our results support the model that small ribosomal subunit and large ribosomal 
subunit fall off from mRNA simultaneously. In agreement with our data, the previous
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published results have shown that the polysome profile is diminished in the absence of 
glucose as determined by sucrose gradient experiments (Ashe et al. 2000). Translation 
initiation factors eIF4E and eIF4G, on the other hand, with their absolute abundance ratio 
less than 100%, might disassociate from mRNA slightly when 80S ribosome begin to fall 
off this mRNA.
In contrast to translational repression by glucose depletion, we observed several 
differences when we analyzed translational repression by robust heat shock. Firstly, the 
disruption of the 77S complex after shifting cells to 46’C for 10 min resulted in a more 
severe decrease in total 77S complex abundance than that of glucose withdrawal from the 
medium for 10 min (Table 10). Secondly, the cap binding protein eIF4E showed an even 
greater reduction following heat shock treatment at 10 min than for glucose depletion 
(Figure 16B and Table 8). This result indicates that eIF4E binding to the 77S complex is 
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Figure 18 A-E. AU-absorption at 230 nm analyses of 77S complex components. Strains 
used in these figures are RPS4B/YC776 (RPS4B-GFP), RP1946/YC776 (eIF4E-GFP), 
RP1947/YC776 (eIF4Gl-GFP), RP2137/YC776 (SBP1-GFP), GSLFltL/YC504 (SLF1- 
GFP), GSSDltL/YC504 (SSD1-GFP), and 319/YC788/pHK685 (eRFl-GFP).
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Figure 18 E-H. AU-absorption at 230 ran analyses of 77S complex components. Strains 
used in these figures are RPS4B/YC776 (RPS4B-GFP), GSSDUL/YC504 (SSD1-GFP), 
and 319/YC788/pHK685 (eRFl-GFP).
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Table 10. Abundance of 77S complex as percent of that observed in the unstressed 
growth condition.
Stresses A230 Samples #
Glucose depletion 10 min 39 ± 2.7% 16
Glucose reintroduction 1 min 93 ± 2.5% 29
Robust heat shock 1 min 65 ± 4.7% 18
Robust heat shock 10 min 22 ± 1.7% 18
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Discussion
The ratios of AU-FDS/AU-A230 demonstrate the absolute abundance of 
components found in the 77S monosomal translation complexes. Roughly equal 
abundances o f small ribosomal protein and large ribosomal protein indicate that the 77S 
complex is a translational complex. The initiation factors eIF4E and eIF4Gl/eIF4G2 have 
been confirmed to be key components in the 77S complex due to their relatively high 
abundances. The other six components identified in the 77S complex, SBP1, SLF1, SSD1, 
PUB1 eRFl and eRF3, with lower abundances, have been found to change their 
abundances at different stages of the translational process. Therefore, the presence of 
non-stoichiometric intracellular levels of these other six factors indicates a dynamic map 
of translation. These correspondences are summarized in Figure 19.
There is also another way to look at the abundance changes o f each factor during 
the translation process. The absolute numbers of molecules, instead of their absolute 
ratios, that are present in the 77S complexes during the different stages of translation, are 
listed in Table 1 land Table 12.
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Table 11. The absolute abundance o f molecules present in the 77S complexes during the









RPS4B 83 100 52 33 16
RPL7A 110 130 ND ND ND
RPL6B 47 49 ND ND ND
eIF4E 79 56 38 16 5.7
eIF4Gl 29 20 15 4.9 2.7
eIF4G2 21 14 10 ND 3.9
SBP1 11 7.5 7.8 6.5 2.8
SLF1 12 8.8 7.2 7.0 2.4
SSD1 6.2 3.6 3.0 3.3 0.74
eRFl 3.3 3.5 4.9 4.8 1.6
Legend RPL6B only makes up about 50% of RPL6 in yeast, whereas RPS4B and 
RPL7A make up nearly 100% of the RPS4 and RPL7 proteins (Huh et al 2003). ND, not 
determined.
Table 12. Percent of proteins in the 77S complexes during initiation and elongation 














Legend: we standardized number of RPS4B to 100 during initiation process of translation. 
All numbers under translation initiation represent how many proteins of each factor found 
in the 77S complexes relative to every one hundred RPS4B proteins. Note that RPL6B 
only makes up about 50% of RPL6 in yeast (Huh et al 2003)
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Figure 19. Models of 77S complex formation during three different stages of translation. (A) 
Different formations of 77S monosomal complex at the beginning of translation and elongation. 
The percentage of each form was calculated by two assumptions. First, these calculations are 
based on mRNAs having poly(A) tails and at least one copy of PAB1 protein binding to each of 
them in order to purify 77S complexes by PAB1 with a Flag tag. The second assumption is that 
eIF4Gl associates with the 77S complex only when eIF4E is present, which is supported by 
previous in vivo experiments (Richardson et al 2012, Appendix II). Disomal complexes were also 
analyzed under elongation conditions. In this case, both eIF4E and eIF4G were found to be at 
equivalent levels, suggesting polysomes stabilized eIF4G in the translational machinery. (B) 
Based on stoichiometric analyses, a substantial number of eIF4E and eIF4Gl molecules release 
from the 77S complex during the elongation process, whereas eRFl and SBP1 increase their 
abundances in the 77S complex at the early stage of termination.
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New models o f 77S complex conformation in the three stages o f  translation
According to our calculations, we firstly demonstrate that the cap binding protein 
eIF4E, but not the scaffold protein eIF4G, is required to be present in nearly all the 77S 
complexes during translation initiation. The absolute abundance (listed in Table 11) of 
eIF4G (29 of eIF4Gl + 21 of eIF4G2) is not equivalent to the absolute number of RPS4B 
(83 molecules), while there are about 79 eIF4E molecules present for 83 small ribosome 
subunits (RPS4B). However, according to the current model of translation initiation, one 
eIF4E and one eIF4G binds to an mRNA at the same time when one 80S ribosome binds 
to it. Our results therefore, suggest two forms of 77S complexes that are present at the 
beginning of translation: 60% of them are the closed-loop structures with both eIF4E and 
eIF4Gl or eIF4G2 and the other 40% of 77S complexes are in the linear form, in which 
only eIF4E binds to the 5’end of mRNA.
In order to independently verify if the above differences in eIF4E and eIF4Gl 
concentration in the 77S translating ribosome were due to GFP strain-specific effects, we 
utilized another set o f eIF4Gl- and eIF4E-GFP fusions in a different strain background 
(Hoyle et al. 2007). In this case, also, Flag-PABl was the sole PAB1 expressed in the 
cells, therefore, abrogating any possible effects o f having two types of PAB1 in the cell, 
as in previous experiments. In this case, we found that eIF4Gl-GFP abundance in the 77S 
complex as only 36% of that of eIF4E-GFP, essentially the same values as obtained in 
our other strain background using different GFP fusions (Table 1 land 12).
During the elongation process of translation, our data indicate that a substantial 
number of eIF4E and eIF4G molecules release from 77S monosomal complexes, 
dropping by about a third (Table 11 and 12). For example, the number of eIF4E
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molecules was reduced to 56 as compared to 79 molecules found at the beginning of 
translation. Assuming eIF4G molecules associate with the 77S complex only when eIF4E 
is present, our data suggests that during elongation only about one third of the total 
number of 77S complexes contain both eIF4E and eIF4G, thus in a circular form. The 
rest of the 77S complexes exist as linear forms, some of them without eIF4E only (form I: 
22%) and some of them without both eIF4E and eIF4G (form II: 44%). Alternatively, if 
eIF4G can bind the 77S complex independent of eIF4E, then 44% of the 77S complexes 
lack both eIF4E and eIF4G and the remaining 56% of 77S complexes contain mixture of 
molecules with both eIF4E and eIF4G, some with eIF4E only and some with eIF4G only. 
However, this hypothesis seems less likely for the following reasons. In vivo binding 
studies on the dependence of each factor association within the closed-loop mRNP 
structure following interfering with eIF4E binding to the mRNA cap (cdc33-l mutation) 
have shown that with the decreased affinity of eIF4E binding to the cap structure, the 
concentration of eIF4G was reduced (Richardson et al. 2012, Appendix II). On the other 
hand, abrogating eIF4Gl binding to PAB1 (PAB1-A RRM2) did not interfere with eIF4E 
molecules binding to the 5’ end of mRNAs (Richardson et al. 2012). Additionally, AU- 
A260 analysis has indicated that deletion of the RRM2 domain in PAB1 did not decrease 
the abundance of 77S complex by (Wang et al. 2012, unpublished data). These 
observations shed indicate that eIF4G binding to the 77S complex is dependent on the 
presence of eIF4E.
It is worth mentioned that disomal complexes were also able to be analyzed under 
the steady-state elongation condition. In this case, both eIF4E and eIF4G were found to
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be at equivalent levels (data not shown), suggesting polysomes stabilize eIF4G in the 
translational machinery.
Most importantly, the dynamic movements of translational related factors in 77S 
translational complexes during three stages of translation as well as translation repression 
processes were established by these stoichiometric analyses. These quantitative analyses 
are summarized below:
40S subunit and 60S subunit Translation is initiated by recruiting 40S and 60S 
ribosomal subunits to mRNA to form the 80S ribosome. Translation repression or 
termination is triggered by ribosomal and polysomal run-off. Thus, abundance changes of 
the small ribosomal subunit and large ribosomal subunit, two absolute components of the 
77S complexes, represent a signal of the state of translation in the cell.
Translation initiators eIF4E and eIF4G The 5’cap binding protein eIF4E and the 
scaffold protein eIF4G, which interacts with PAB1 and/or mRNA to close the circular 
form of mRNP structure, are present in circular 77S complexes during both initiation and 
elongation. Nevertheless, our data suggest that eIF4Gl/eIF4G2 is not required to be 
present during translation initiation. During the elongation phase of translation, both 
eIF4E and eIF4G release from the 77S complexes. In contrast, the cap binding protein, 
eIF4E, shows a higher sensitivity to robust heat shock than other factors present in the 
77S complexes. We also notice that under the stress of heat shock (46°C 10 min, Table 8), 
the fluorescent signal intensity of eIF4G2-GFP was only decreased to 46% of nonstressed 
condition, which is less than that of eIF4Gl (15 ± 3.5%) but similar to that of eRFl (46 ± 
14%). This interesting result might suggest the overlapping functions o f eIF4Gl and
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eIF4G2 during translation initiation but the possible distinguished regulatory role of 
eIF4G2 under heat shock treatment.
Translation repressor SBP1 Like its known name, SBP1 displays a possible role 
in repression of translation under glucose depletion condition by being found to greater 
abundance in these 77S complexes. Interestingly, this data is the first demonstration that 
SBP1 is present in the 77S complexes and might be an important factor to promote 
translation reinitiation. Notably, the relative abundance of SBP1 was also found to be 
enriched in the 77S complex after shifting to robust heat shock for 1 min, suggesting a 
possible role for SBP1 in the termination process.
Termination factor eRFl Consistent with previous in vitro studies (Amrani et al.
2008), eRFl, even in low abundance, was found to be associated within the 77S 
translational complexes during the steady-state conditions of translation. Not surprisingly, 
more eRFl proteins were found to be present in 77S complexes during translation 
termination. Moreover, the 77S complexes containing eRFl at the steady-state of 
translation showed increased resistance to runoff upon glucose depletion as determined 
by these stoichiometric studies.
Translation related factors SLF1 and SSD1 As two newly identified translation 
related factors, SLF1 and SSD1 were confirmed to be present in the 77S complex and to 
be functional during translation by stoichiometric analyses. SLF1 was shown to increase 
in abundance in the 77S complex at the beginning of translation and to be resistant to run 
off from the mRNA induced by the stress of glucose withdrawal. These data imply that 
SLF1 is involved in translation and has functional roles both in the translation initiation 
and translation repression caused by glucose depletion.
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SSD1, on the other hand, shows a strong preference in the initiation process and is 
likely to function in translation repression caused by glucose starvation. We could 
explain the dramatic increase in abundance of SSD1 in 77S complexes at the beginning 
of translation by the fact that SSD1 might be involved in the closed-loop mRNP structure 
as suggested previously (Richardson et al. 2012, Appendix II). SSD1 may therefore 
suppress the translation of certain mRNA, such as CLN2, by binding to the 5' end of the 
mRNA and this effect might be occurring at initiation (Ohyama et al. 2010; Jansen et al.
2009).
Differences in regulation of the 77S complexes following two kinds of translational 
repression
The ability to sense and respond to changes in the environment is essential for the 
flexibility o f growth exhibited by yeast and other organisms. Both glucose withdrawal 
from the growth medium and robust heat shock treatment lead to a rapid translation 
repression (Ashe et al. 2000, Grousl et al. 2009). Under the stress of glucose depletion, 
77S complexes were verified to run off mRNAs based on two principle criteria: AU-A230 
results indicated that total protein abundance of the 77S complex decreased dramatically 
(39% of nonstress condition), and the same fold reduction effects were observed on the 
abundance of key components in the 77S complex, including initiation factors eIF4E, 
eIF4G, small ribosomal subunit protein (RPS4B) and large ribosomal subunit protein 
(RPL7A) (Table 9). When we conducted the same experiments following robust heat 
shock treatment, the 77S complex was reduced to only 21% of the nonstress condition, 
implying that the repression effect of robust heat shock is more severe in the yeast cells 
than that of glucose depletion. We also know that the mechanisms of the translation
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repression are different under two different stresses. Two observations suggest this 
conclusion: unlike the effect of glucose depletion on the 77S complex, in which the 
reduction in abundance can be recovered by re-introducing glucose to the starved cells 
(Wang et al. 2012, Appendix I), the decrease of the 77S complex abundance following 
robust heat shock was not able to be restored by removing the robust heat shock stress. 
This phenomenon was confirmed by determining the in vivo rates of protein synthesis 
(Chapter I). The second observation is that the changes in abundance of different factors 
involved in the 77S complex displayed two completely different patterns when 
comparing the stress of glucose depletion with that of robust heat shock. Under glucose 
depletion, SBP1, SLF1, SSD1, and especially eRFl were found to be present in increased 
abundance in the 77S complex relative to total decrease in 77S complexes (Table 9). 
However, robust heat shock reduced the abundance of 77S complex components for each 
factor found in the complex (Table 8).
These results are in agreement with previous analyses suggesting two repression 
phenomena making these two stresses distinct. For example, the stress granules formed as 
a result of these two translational repression processes are not the same. In yeast, glucose 
depletion induced stress granules contain translation initiation factor eIF4E and eIF4G, 
nontranslating mRNA and PAB1. However, robust heat-shock induced eIF2a- 
phosphorylation-independent stress granules contain 40S ribosomal subunits and eIF3 
factors (Grousl et al. 2009), which are typically lacking from glucose depletion induced 
stress granules. My data suggest that more eRFl molecules bind to the 77S complex 
under glucose depletion conditions than following the stress of robust heat shock. Since 
only small amounts of the translation termination factors eRFl and eRF3 accumulate in
stress granules in a subset of cells (Buchan et al. 2008), it is possible that this lack of 
accumulation is due to their being present in the 77S complexes I observe following 
glucose depletion. Note that this might be particularly important to explain the reason 
why SBP1, SLF1, SSD1 and SBP1 perform so differently under those two stresses. 
Important areas of future work will be to determine whether these newly identified 
proteins in the 77S complex show stress-specific accumulation in stress granules under 
robust heat shock as compared to glucose depletion. Thus, the 77S complex represents an 
additional model of a functional translational complex to allow better study if the 
mechanisms of translational regulation during normal and stress-dependent conditions. 
Another future goal in this field would be to clarify how translation repression caused by 
other stresses, such as KC1, NaNj or H2O2, influences intracellular abundance changes for 
each component in the 77S complex.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION
By using the novel technique of analytical ultracentrifugation with a fluorescence 
detection system (AU-FDS) following a one-step affinity purification, I have rapidly and 
precisely identified a translational complex with the size of 77S in the yeast 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. This is a monosomal complex, which contains 40S small 
subunit, 60S large subunit, mRNA, translation initiation factors eIF4E, scaffold protein 
eIF4Gl/eIF4G2, and PAB1, termination factors eRFl and eRF3, translation repressor 
SBP1, and three other RNA binding proteins known to be involved in translation, SLF1, 
SSD1 and PUB1. Based on the absolute abundances of all factors involved in 77S 
complex by stoichiometric analysis, the 80S ribosome and the components of the closed- 
loop structure, eIF4E, eIF4G and PAB1 were confirmed to be major components in the 
77S complex. On the other hand, at least four of the six other proteins including SBP1, 
eRFl, SSD1 and SLF1, even though present in relatively low abundances, have been 
shown to play specific dynamic roles in 77S complexes during the translation process. 
This 77S structure, not readily observed in vivo previously, is a translationally relevant 
complex as verified by the observation that the 77S complex abundance decreased in 
response to different stress conditions that reduce translation initiation.
Table 11 in Chapter II summarized the absolute numbers o f molecules that are 
present in the 77S complexes during the different stages of translation. Translation 
initiation is the most highly regulated phase of the translation cycle. At the beginning of 
re-initiation by adding glucose to glucose-depleted medium for 1 min, increased levels of 
translation initiation factors eIF4E and eIF4Gl/eIF4G2 have been found to be present in
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the 77S complex compared to the steady-state elongation period of translation. This result 
is consistent with their known roles of aiding 43S PIC binding to mRNA and thus 
improving translation efficiency. Meanwhile, SSD1 and SLF1, two translationally related 
proteins with unknown function, were shown to increase in abundance in the 77S 
complexes during initiation. This is the first indication that SSD1 and SLF1 might be 
involved in translation initiation. However, as a known translation repressor upon 
glucose depletion, SBP1 surprisingly increased its absolute abundance in the 77S 
complexes under this same condition. This phenomenon might imply that SBP1 has 
specific regulatory function during translation initiation in addition to its known role as a 
translational repressor.
Elongation of the polypeptide proceeds when the 80S ribosome moves forward 
decoding the reading frames of the mRNA. My data indicates that a substantial number 
of eIF4E and eIF4G molecules release from the 77S complex during the elongation 
process.
Translation termination finally occurs when the 80S ribosome reaches a stop 
codon. Termination factor eRFl was found to be more present in 77S complexes 
following robust heat shock treatment for 1 min, which is consistent to its major role of 
releasing the polypeptide chain from the ribosome. Also, I found that SBP preferentially 
associated in the 77S complex following this treatment.
To summarize the possible changes and possible shapes of the 77S monosomal 
translational complex, Figure 19 in Chapter II establishes a new model of 77S 
conformation during these three stages of translation. This model suggests two forms of 
77S complexes that are present at the beginning of translation: 60% of them are the
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closed-loop structures with both eIF4E and eIF4Gl or eIF4G2 and the other 40% of 77S 
complexes are in the linear form, in which only eIF4E binds to the 5’end of mRNA. 
These calculations are based on two assumptions. First, all mRNAs have poly(A) tails 
and at least one copy of PAB1 protein binding to each of them in order to purify 77S 
complexes by PAB1 with a Flag tag. We also assume that eIF4Gl associates with 77S 
complexes only when eIF4E is present. The second assumption is supported by previous 
in vivo studies and our unpublished data (Richardson et al. 2012). During elongation, my 
data suggests only about one third of the total 77S complexes contain both eIF4E and 
eIF4G, thus in a circular form. The rest of the 77S complexes exist as linear forms, some 
of them without eIF4E only (form I: 22%) and some of them without both eIF4E and 
eIF4G (form II: 44%).
The ability to sense and respond to changes in the environment is essential for the 
flexibility o f all eukaryotic cells. Various stresses have different effects on translation and 
though different mechanisms. By investigating the 77S complex abundance changes with 
translational defects and following various stress conditions, I have made several 
observations that might give a better idea to differentiate the mechanisms of translation 
stoppage caused by different stresses. These observations are summarized in Figure 7, 
Appendix I. The stress of glucose depletion, which causes a rapid translation cessation 
and the formation of stress granules, affected translation initiation primarily by operating 
through a pathway involving the mRNA cap binding protein eIF4E. In contrast, amino 
acid deprivation, which does not cause stress granules formation as previously known, 
acted through the 43S complex. Meanwhile, robust heat shock, which forms stress 
granules containing the 40S ribosome and the translation initiation factor eIF3, unlike the
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stress granules induced by glucose depletion, might block translation at the function of 
the 48S complex.
Subsequently I found two important phenomena, suggesting the mechanisms of 
translational repression caused by glucose depletion are distinct from that of robust heat 
shock. Firstly, the dramatic decrease in abundance of the 77S complex caused by glucose 
depletion could be totally restored by re-adding glucose to the glucose-depleted medium, 
whereas the severe decrease in the abundance of the 77S complex following robust heat 
shock treatment for 10 min could not be recovered by returning the cells to 30'C. These 
observations were supported by measuring the rates of in vivo protein synthesis. More 
importantly, the composition changes in the 77S complexes were found to be different 
under these two stresses. My data suggest that more eRFl molecules bind to the 77S 
complex under glucose depletion condition than following the stress of robust heat shock. 
In addition, the cap binding protein, eIF4E, showed a higher sensitivity to robust heat 
shock than other factors present in the 77S complexes.
Finally and most importantly, this stoichiometric analysis gives us a dynamic 
view of what is going on during the life cycle of the mRNA in vivo. This application of 
stoichiometric analysis using AU-FDS should prove widely adaptable to the 
identification of protein complexes in other biological systems. It is now possible to 
determine all of the complexes a particular protein is involved in and the absolute 
concentration of all proteins in each complex.
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Abstract A fundamental problem in proteomics la the Identification of protain complexes and thsir 
components. We heve used analytical ultracentrifugation with a fluoreecence detection system 
(AU-FDS) to precisely and rapicSy Identify translation complexes In the yeast Ssocftaronyoes 
cersvMae. Following a one-step affinity purification of either poty(A)-blnding protein (PAB1) or the 
large ribosomal subunit protein RPL28A In ooniunction with OFP-tagged yeast protelns/RNAs, we 
have detected a 778 translation oomptex that oontalns the 80S ribosome, mRNA, and components 
of the dosed-I oop structure, eNF4E, eF4G, and PAB1. This 778 structure, not readly observed 
previously, is consistent with the monosomal translation complex. The 778 complex abundance 
decreased with translational defects and folowing the stress of glucose deprivation that causes 
translational stoppage. By quantitating the abundance of the 778 complex in response to different 
stress conditions that block translation Initiation, we observed that the stress of glucose 
deprivation affected translation Initiation primarily by operating through a pathway Involving the 
mRNA cap binding protein elF4E whereas amino add deprivation, as previously known, acted 
through the 438 oomplex. High salt oondtions (1M KCQ and robust heat shook acted at other 
steps. The presumed sites of translational blockage caused by these stresses coincided with the 
types of stress granules, If any, which are subsequently formed.
Keywords: stress conditions; analytical ultracentrifugation; translation; dosed-loop structure
Introduction
Proteamic analysis centers upon the key issue of 
determining which proteins associate together, under 
what conditions they do so, what are the sizes of the 
complexes that are formed, and how the compostion
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of the complexes change in response to the environ­
ment Protein complexes usually have been sized by 
gel exclusion chromatography or by sucrose gradient 
analysis. The former technique is limited in terms of 
identifying complexes of sizes much greater than two 
megadaltons and lades resolution. Furthermore, inter­
actions with the separating medium and dilution may 
lead to loss of material and dissociation of complexes. 
For both methods, a time-consuming and tedious sec­
ondary analysis (usually Western/Northern analysis) 
must be conducted to specifically identify the pro- 
teinafRNA present Moreover, Western analysis is 
usually limited to about 16 or so samples, resulting in 
a tremendous loss of size resolution in the analysis.1
102
Maas spectroscopic studies can also detect potential 
protein groupings but by its nature doee not inform 
as to the size or purity of such complexes.
Analytical ultracentrifugation analysis (AUC), 
in contrast to the above techniques, allowg the 
extremely rapid and precise (at least an order of 
magnitude better than sucrose gradient analysis) 
determination of the size of protein/RNA complexes. 
AUC is both able to sample several hundred posi­
tions across the cell and to take more than 200 scans 
to identify protein complexes. Moreover, AUC analy­
sis is typically conducted at 20“C, a temperature 
closer to physiological conditions than that is used 
for sucrose gradient analysis (4°C). Also, AUC is 
conducted in physiological buffers without the pres­
ence of high concentrations of sucrose.
lb  maximise the advantages of AUC, we have 
used an analytical ultracentrifugation instrument 
with a fluorescence detection system (AU-FDS).2,8 In 
this case, fluareacently tagged proteins or individu­
ally marked mRNA species (with OFP, for example) 
can be identified uniquely and all of the protein! 
RNA complexes containing a particular entity can be 
determined unambiguously and precisely.
In this article, we have used AU-FDS to identify 
translational complexes from Saccharomycet certvi- 
sioe. The initiation of eukaryotic protein translation 
occurs through multiple steps.4 The mRNA is 
believed to form a closed-loop structure linking its 5' 
end to its 3' end in which eIF4E, the mRNA cap 
binding protein, interacts with the bridging protein, 
eIF4G, which in turn binds the poly(A)-binding pro­
tein (PAB1) that is bound to the poly<A) tail of 
mRNA.1 The resultant complex interacts with the 
438 complex that consists of the 408 small ribosomal 
subunit, translation initiation factors elFl, -2, -3, -6 
and the charged methionine tRNA to form the 488 
complex.* This 488 complex then scans the mRNA 
for the initiation codon and brings in the 60S large 
ribosomal subunit to form the 80S ribosome that 
commences protein synthesis.
Under periods of environmental stress, transla­
tion ceases and mRNP complexes may be observed 
to form P bodies, a site of mRNA degradation, and 
large stress granules where mRNA is kept transla- 
tionally silent until the stress ends.7-11 The type of 
stress granule formed, if any, in yeast is highly de­
pendant on the stress. For example, neither the 
stress of amino add deprivation nor that of osmotic 
stress ( l i t  KC1) results in stress granules, although 
osmotic stress does cause P body formation.7’10*11 
Glucose deprivation, in turn, results in stress gran­
ules that contain mRNA, cksed-loop structural com­
ponents, and several other proteins but lack the 408 
ribosome and the translation initiation factors eIF3, 
elFl, and eIF5 present in the 438 complex.7 *’10 Ro­
bust heat shock, in contrast, results in stress gran­
ules that contain the 408 ribosome and the 438
translation initiation factors as well as the dosed 
loop structural components.8 Since amino add depri­
vation is dependent on eIF2a phosphorylation for its 
effects on decreasing translation, whereas the other 
three stresses are not, some of these differences in P 
body and stress granule formation may relate to the 
site of translational blockage.
The identification of translational complexes 
and their components has relied primarily on 
in vitro reconstitution experiments, which by their 
nature may not be indicative of the in vivo situa­
tion.13 Techniques have also been developed to iso­
late the 438, 488, and other translational complexes 
from crude extracts by sucrose gradient analyses 
and thereby come closer to characterizing the com­
plexes as they would exist in vivo.ls~19 lb  expedite 
the identification of translational complexes from 
crude extracts, we subjected extracts to a single step 
of affinity purification using two different points of 
entry into these complexes: Flag-tag attached to 
PAB117 and to the ribosomal large subunit protein, 
RPL26A.18’1* Using either affinity purification step 
followed by AU-FDS analysis, we primarily detected 
a 77S complex consistent with a monosomal trans­
lating complex: it contained mRNA, the 80S ribo­
some, and the dosed-loop structural components of 
eIF4E, eIF4G, and PABl but no other translation 
initiation components. The translational stress of 
glucose deprivation that results in stress granule 
formation7"* caused the rapid decrease in abundance 
of the 778 complex and did so dependent on the 
presence of a functional eIF4E protein. In contrast, 
the stress of amino acid deprivation, known to act 
via eIF2a and to affect the ternary complex involved 
in 438 formation,18 required a functional eIF3 com­
plex, a component of the 438 complex. Osmotic 
stress (1M KC1) acted to repress translation inde­
pendently of these factors, and the stress of extreme 
heat shock displayed no dependency on PAT1, a 
repressor protein that we had shown to act in con­
junction with eIF4E. These data begin to elucidate 
the site of action of multiple stress conditions on 
repressing translation initiation and establish that 
they work by multiple mechanisms. Importantly, the 
putative sites of action of these stresses relative to 
778 complex formation were consistent with the 
type of stress granule that was formed. This applica­
tion of AU-FDS to detect translational complexes fol­
lowing a single step purification of crude extracts 
should prove widely adaptable to the identification 
of protein complexes in other biological systems.
Results
Jcfentffiteetton of translation complexes 
with AU-FDS
We first used the analytical ultracentrifuge (AU) to 
detect the sizes of ribosomal material in crude
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extract*. Cell extract* were subjected to AUC at a 
rotor speed of 15,000 rpm in order to readily differ­
entiate complexes ranging from 20S to 250S in size. 
As visualised in Figure 1(A), following cydoheximide 
treatment to minimise potysomal run-off, a typical 
A 3 8 0  ribosomal profile was obtained that included 
well-demarcated 406, 60S, 806, and polysomal mate­
rial. The complexes larger than 80S were confirmed 
to be polysomal material, as they decreased in abun­
dance upon subjecting the cells to glucose depriva­
tion [Fig. 1(A)], a treatment known to cause transla­
tional stoppage and formation of stress 
granules. 1 ,9 ,1 1  The mean decrease of polysomal mate­
rial following glucose deprivation was to 2 2 % of that 
observed under normal growth conditions (standard 
error of the mean, 6 .8 %, six determinations), a 
reduction similarly observed by others using sucrose 
gradient ana^y■ia.7,*,lft*1,t, Cells that were not 
treated with cydoheximide before cell lysis and AUC 
analysis, displayed about half the levels of the diao- 
mal and triaomal material and slightly increased 
levels of the 808 complex [Supporting Information 
Fig. 1(A,B)], indicative of some polysomal run-off 
occurring in the absence of cydoheximide which is 
in agreement with previous results. 1 9 ,1 3 In contrast 
to the polysomal fractions, the 80S complex 
increased in abundance with glucose deprivation, as 
observed previously.7'*1-2* EDTA treatment caused 
nearly complete disappearance of the SOS complex 
[Supporting Information Fig. 1(C)], as EDTA is 
known to dissociate the 80S ribosome."
We subsequently used AU-FDS to study the 
sizes of translational complexes utilizing 6 FP 
fusions to various known components of the transla­
tion complex. Because yeast crude extracts contain 
background fluorescence that migrates in the 408 to 
60S region, we identified translationally competent 
complexes following the affinity purification of PAB1 
tagged at its N-terminus with Flag peptide. 11
Tb characterise the sizes of the PABl-mBNP 
complexes that we were purifying, we first subjected 
the Flag-purified material to AUC analysis using 
A3eo absorption to identify HNA-containing com­
plexes. The major complex that was isolated 
migrated at about 80S [Fig. 1(B)], Other complexes, 
migrating at about 408, 60S, and 1166, were rou­
tinely detected [Fig. 1(B,C)]. Use of a PAB1 tagged 
at its C-terminus with Flag resulted in the identifi­
cation of the same approximately 80S complex, indi­
cating that the location of the Flag tag was not 
interfering with normal PABl-mRNP complex for­
mation [Supporting Information Fig. 1(D)]. Control 
Flag pull downs from an isogenic strain carrying 
PAB1 without the Flag tag, displayed very little 
RNA containing material [Fig. 1(B)], The 80S com­
plex, determined to migrate a t 778 (standard error 
of the means, SEM, of 0.556), was sensitive to glu­
cose depletion [Fig. 1(C) and Supporting Information
Fig. 1(D)]. This result indicates that the 778 com­
plex corresponds to a translating complex and not to 
the 80S free ribosome. Conversely, this result fur­
ther indicates that the 80S material observed in 
crude extracts that increases in abundance upon 
glucose deprivation, unlike the 776 complex that is 
associated with mRNA, consists principally of free 
808 ribosomes and not the monosomal translation 
complex. The 776 complex also disappeared com­
pletely and shifted to smaller s-values upon pre­
treatment with EDTA [Supporting Information Fig. 
2(A)]. The inability of the Flag immunoprecipitation 
of Flag-PABl to identify high levels of polysomal ma­
terial may suggest that the Flag agarose beads bind 
polysomes poorly19 or that polysomes are not well 
detected by AU analysis [see Fig. 1(A)], as sucrose 
gradient analysis of crude extracts usually detects 
much more polysomal material than does AU analy­
sis. Stabilizing polysomes with cydoheximide addi­
tion before conducting the Flag pull down did not 
enhance the abundance of the polysomal material 
that was identified [cf. Fig. 2(E) with that of Sup­
porting Information Fig. 2(D)!
lb  determine which if any of these PABl-con- 
taining complexes identified by AUC contained the 
eIF4F translation factors, eIF4E and eIF4G, we 
used AU-FDS analysis to characterize complexes 
containing GFP fusions to the translation factors 
eIF4E and eIF4G that are components of the puta­
tive dosed-loop structure involving PAB1 and 
mRNA. Strains carrying Flag-PABl and either 
eIF4E-GFP, eIF4Gl-GFP, or eIF4G2-GFP were sub­
jected to Flag-pull downs and AU-FDS analyses. All 
GFP fusion proteins used in this study have been 
shown to be functional and to not cause any appa­
rent growth defects (data not shown).1* "  All three 
translation initiation proteins, eIF4E-GFP, eIF4Gl- 
GFP, and eIF4G2-GFP, were found to migrate pri­
marily in a complex of 778 [Figs. 1(D,E) and 2(A-C)] 
and much less so in a complex about 1168 in size. 
All three of these proteins were either absent or 
diminished from the complexes that migrated 
around 406, and 60S that were observed in the AU 
Asgo analysis. In control experiments, Flag pull 
downs from strains expressing Flag-PABl and no 
GFP fusion displayed no protein complexes by AU- 
FDS [Fig. 1(D)]. Similarly, conducting Flag immuno- 
predpitations with strains expressing PAB1 and 
tagged-GFP factors (such as eIF4E) coimmunopreci- 
pitated no complexes [Fig. 1(E) for eIF4E]. The com­
plex that migrated around 80S was determined to be 
77S (with an SEM value of 0.67S) in size following 
the averaging of 15 analyses with eIF4E and eIF4G 
components. These analyses indicate that a one-step 
affinity purification of protein complexes containing 
GFP fusion proteins can avoid the fluorescence back­
ground difficulties observed in crude extracts and 
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Figure 1. AUC analysis identifies ■ 77S translation complex A. Cruda extracts praparad from strain AS319/YCS04 wars 
subjected to AUC analysis at 15,000 rpm and with abeotbanoe optics Ifitu)- Coda wars pragrown to  mid-log phaae on 
madkim oontalnlng 2 tt glucosa (glc +) and than ahlftad to madlum containing no glucosa for 10 mln (jfo + -). A SOS 
complex la alao Indlcatad that waa often observed Inaapactlva of carbon source treatment and may ralate to  a  SOS complex 
previously described fdowing AUC analysis of yeast rlbaaomal matsrial but not observed fallowing sucrose gradient 
analyst*.*0 B. Hag pul downs using Flag-PAB1 ware conducted from crude extracts before AUC analysis. Hag-PAB1 -strain 
AS319/YC504; PAB1-strain AS318/YC3S0. C. Same as B except only strrin AS319/YC504 waa used: glc + (growth In 
glucose-containing medfom); glc + -  (pregrowth In glucoae-contalning medium followed by growth for 10 mln In medium 
lacking glucose. D. AU-FDS analysis waa conducted with strain XW1-2 (elF4E-GFP) compared with AS31WYCS04 (elF4E).
E. Same as D exoapt strain XW1-2 (elF4E-QFP/Flag-PA81) waa com pand with YMK885 (*IF4E-GFP). Weatem analyaas using 
antl-Flag antfoody dkectad against Flag-RAB1 was used to verify that equivalent levels of Flag pul down material w en 
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Figure 2. AU-FDS analysis o177S oompHa components using GFP fusions to translation factors. Growth conditions and 
AUC analyais wars th ssam s as dsscribsd In Figure 1 except fluorsscsnoe optics was utillzad to visualize GFP-taggsd 
protalns. Glucosa daplallon was oonductsd as dascrlbad In Flgura 1(C). and amino ad d  depletion was conducted for 30 mln 
<glu+. a a - )  AH strains carried Flag-PAB 1. A. Strain XW1-2 (elF4E-GFP). a  Strain XW3-1 (elF4G1-GFP). C. Strain XW2-1 
(SIF4G2-GFP). D. Strain RP1850-RPS4B/YC776 (RPS4B-GFP). E. Strain RPL6JVYC776 (RPL8B-GFP). Wastam analyaas wars 
conducted as daacrlbad In Flgura 1 to verity that equivalent levels of Flag pud down material w as analyzed In each Flgura.
The 77S and the 116S Flag-PABl purified com­
plexes contained both the 408 and 808 ribosomes, as 
these complexes were also detected from strains car­
rying Flag-PABl and either small ribosomal subunit 
proteins RPS4B-GFP [Fig. 2(D)] or large ribosomal 
subunit proteins RPL6B-GFP [Fig. 2(E)] following 
Flag pull downs and AU-FDS analysis. Finally, to
examine which of the Flag-PABl complexes carried 
mRNA, we coexpressed in yeast along with Flag- 
PABl the U1A RNA binding protein fused to OFP 
(U1A-GFP) and one of three different mRNA each 
carrying U1A binding sites in their 3* UTRs: 
PGKlp-UlA, MFA2p-UlA, and tet off-MFAZ- 
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Figure 3. AU-FDS analysis Identifies mRNA In the 77S translation complex. Growth conditions and AUC analysis were the 
sam e as described In Figure 2. In C and D, parental strains and strains carrying the cdc33-1 o rp rtf-t aMeies were analyzed 
a t 37*C following growth at this temperature for 1 hr and 20 mln, respectively. A. Strain AS319/YC504 containing plasmids 
RP11B3 (MRA2-UJA), RP2037 (PGKT-UJA), or RP1291 frtc*-MFA2-U1A) and plasmid RP1194 (U1A-GFP). 8 . Strain AS319/ 
YCS04/RP2037/RP1194 oomparad wllh oontrol AS31WYC504/RP1194. C. Strain 21R/YC776 (PR77) compared with TP11B/ 
YC776 (prtJ-T). D. Strain AS31S/YC804 (COC33) compered wtth A31881/YC504 (edc33-T). E  Strain XW3-1 (elF4G1-GFP) 
compared with strains carrying GFP fusions to  several translation Initiation factors as Indicated. F. Strain RP1730/YC504 
(XRN1-GFP) compared with XW1-2 (SF4E-GFP).
resultant complexes were subjected to AU-FDS. As 
shown in Figure 3(A), each of the mRNA migrated 
in complexes around 25S, 77S, and 116S. Control 
AU-FDS experiments with strains expressing just 
U1A-GFP and Flag-PABl lacked these complexes 
[Fig. 3(B)].
These data indicate that the 77S and 116S com­
plexes contain the 80S ribosome, the eIF4F transla­
tion initiation factors, PAB1, and mRNA. Because of 
bw yields in regards to the 116S complex, we 
focused our subsequent analysis on the 77S complex. 
Other possible PAB1 interacting proteins that are of
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equal or greater abundance in the cell than eIF4E 
or eIF4G, such as eIF4A (an unstable component of 
yeast eIF4F),al>~a  XKN1 (the mRNA degradation 5'- 
3'-exonuclease),*4 and RRP5 (nudeosomal compo­
nent),** did not migrate in a 77S complex [see e.g., 
Fig. 3(E), eIF4A, and Fig. 3(F), XRN1}. Moreover, 
other translation initiation factor* such as eIF2ot, 
elFSb, and eIF5 were not present in this complex 
[Fig. 3(E)], The absence of these latter translation 
initiation factors suggests that the 77S complex does 
not contain both the 808 ribosome and large 
amounts of the 488 initiation complex.
The sensitivity of the 778 complex to two blocks 
in translational initiation were investigated. As 
shown in Figure 3(C), the prtl-1 allele, encoding a 
defect in the elFSb subunit,1* reduced the level of the 
778 complex to 66% of wikl-type. The cdc33-l allele, 
which encodes a defect in the eIF4E protein*4 
reduced the 778 complex to 49% of wild-type [Fig. 
3(D)]. These effects on 778 complex abundance are 
similar to the previous known effects of these same 
alleles on polysomal abundance. It should be noted 
that pril-1 has been shown to decrease the abun­
dance of polysomes with a large number of ribosomes 
to a much greater extent than it does polysomes con­
taining only a few ribososmes.18’** Hie cdc33-l allele 
shows a related, albeit, less pronounced bias in pri­
marily affecting polysomes with many ribosomes.1*
Th» 77S comptax decreases In abundance 
upon ggucose dsptfedon
Upon the stress of glucose depletion, mRNA transla­
tion ceases, polysomes decrease in number, and 
mRNA, PAB1, and eIF4F factors move into stress 
granules.7’*’*1 Consequently, we analyzed the effect of 
glucose deprivation on die complexes purified by 
Flag-PABl. As shown in Figures 1(C) and 2 and Sup­
porting Information Figure 2(F), each 778 complex 
purified with Flag-PABl, whether it contained eIF4E- 
OFP, MF4G-GFP, RPS4B-GFP, RPL6B-GFP, or 
mRNA, showed a dramatic decrease in abundance 
upon the removal of glucose (e.g, for eIF4E-GFP, 17% 
of wild-type, seven samples, SEM, of 3.7%; RPS4B- 
OFP, 19% of wild-type, three samples, SEM of 5.6%).
Importantly, readdition of glucose for 10 min fol­
lowing glucose depletion resulted in restoration of the 
778 complex [RPS4B-GFP shown in Fig. 2(D), and 
eIF4E-GFP, PAB 1-GFP, and mRNA in Supporting In­
formation Fig. 2(B,C,F), respectively].*1 When these 
experiments were repeated using Ajjo analysis of the 
77S complex, the 778 complex on average was 
reduced to 23% of wild-type (SEM of 1.2% for seven 
samples) [Fig. 1(C)]. Notably; in contrast, die 608 and 
408 complexes, routinely observed with absorbance 
AUC analysis, displayed reduced sensitivity to glu­
cose depletion: they decreased to only 66% and 63% 
of wild-type, respectively. Therefore, the 77S complex, 
similar to polysomes, is sensitive to glucose depletion.
Pretreatment with cydoheximide before shifting 
cells to glucose-depleted medium is known to block 
the subsequent stress granule formation.*4 We simi­
larly found that cydoheximide completely blocked 
the disappearance of the 77S complex upon glucose 
depletion [Supporting Information Fig. 2(D)], indi­
cating that polysomal run-off is a required step for 
disappearance of the 778 complex. Moreover, 
because blocking elongation with cydoheximide did 
not alter the abundance of the 77S complex that we 
observed, the 77S complex cannot be viewed as a 
remnant complex resulting from polysomal run-off. 
Treatment of the cells with cydoheximide after glu­
cose depletion, in contrast, had no effect on the 
reduction in abundance of the 778 complex upon 
glucose deprivation [Supporting Information Fig. 
2(E)], indicating that the decrease in 77S complex 
abundance occurred in vivo before preparation of 
cell extracts.
Identification of tha 77S complex by AU-FDS 
uatng RPL2&A-FJeg
Tb analyze these translation complexes further, we 
conducted affinity purification with the large ribo­
some subunit protein RPL26A-Flag that is known to 
copurify yeast ribosomes.18’1* Following a single step 
purification of RPL26A-Flag in strains containing 
RPS4B-GFP, we identified a large amount of an 80S 
complex and some polysomal material that migrated 
around 116S [Fig. 4(A)]. Similar results were 
obtained with RPL25A-Flag immuno preri (stations 
with RPL6B-GFP [Fig. 4(B)] and RPL7A-GFP (data 
not shown). These 80S complexes identified by 
RPL25A-Flag, however, were insensitive to glucose 
depletion [Fig. 4(A,B)], indicating that they were not 
the 778 complex identified by affinity purification of 
Flag-PABl but were similar to the 80S complex 
observed in crude extracts.
Because the high abundance of free 80S ribo­
somes might be masking a comigrating 778 transla­
tion complex, we subaequently used RPL25A-Flag to 
immunopredpitate eIF4E-GFP that would be 
expected to be a component of the 77S translating 
ribosome but not to be a component of the free 808 
ribosome. RPL2SA-Flag in combination with eIF4E- 
GFP identified a 77S complex containing eIF4E-GFP 
that became reduced upon glucose depletion (reduc­
tion to about 13% of nunstressed abundance) [Fig. 
4(C)], indicating that this complex behaved the same 
as that identified with Flag-PABl [Fig. 2(A)]. The 
exact same results were obtained when RPL25A- 
Flag was used to pull down eIF4Gl-GFP and PAB1- 
GFP [Fig. 4(D,E), respectively], confirming that 
eIF4E, eIF4Gl, and PAB1 associate in a 77S com­
plex identifiable by immunopredpitation by either 
RPL25A-Flag or Flag-PABl that is sensitive to the 
effects of glucose depletion. This complex is distinct 
from the free 80S ribosome that is insensitive to the
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Figure 4. AU-FDS enalyiie of translation complexes using RPL25A-Flag. Growth conditions and Flag pul downs wore the 
sam e as described In Flgura 2 exospt RPL2SA-Flag (plasmid JC288)'*'’9 was ussd In place of Flag-PABl. A. Strain RP19S0- 
RP34B. B. Strain RPL6B. C. Strain YMKB85 (SIF4E-GFP). 0 . Strain YMK1172 (SIF4G1-GFF). E. StrWn RP219t (PAB 1-GFP).
effects of glucose depletion and which is detected ei­
ther with RFL26A-Flag whan following GFP tagged 
ribosomal components at in crude extracts.
Tha abilty of tha stress of gluooaa deprivation 
and PAT1 (d repress tranatadon raqulrm a 
functional aF4C-mRNA cap interaction
The above data indicate that our AU-FDS analysis 
can specifically detect the monosomal translation 
complex, a form not previously visualized by sucrose
gradient analysis. We subsequently used this detec­
tion to quantitate the changes in abundance of the 
monosomal 77S complex in response to different 
stress conditions, lb  initiate this analysis we first 
determined at what step in the initiation process 
glucose depletion repressed 77S complex formation. 
We hypothesized that the stress of glucose depletion 
might be targeting components of the putative 
close d-loop structure since PAT1 has been shown to 
be required for the translation repression by glucose
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depletion84 and PAT1 affects 48S formation in 
vitro.** We initially analyzed different deletions in 
PAB1, as the RRM2 domain (residues 126-203 of 
577 total residues) of PAB1 is known to be required 
for stably interacting with 8IF4G.3*"** Deleting the 
RRM2 domain of PAB1, however, had no effect on 
778 complex abundance under glucose growth condi­
tions (data not shown) and did not affect the 
decrease in 778 complex abundance that occurs fol­
lowing glucose depletion [Supporting Information 
Fig. 3(A)]. Deleting RHM1 (residues 1-116), which 
dramatically impairs the ability of CCR4, the pri­
mary yeast mRNA deadenylase, to remove the 
mRNA poly(A) tail by apparently blocking PAB1 dis­
sociation from the poly(A) tail,17’** also had no effect 
on 778 complex reduction upon glucose deprivation 
[Supporting Information Fig. 3(B)]. Therefore, the 
reduction in abundance of the 778 complex that 
occurs upon glucose deprivation does not appear to 
involve interfering with PABl-eIF4G interactions or 
PABl-poiy(A) interactions.
At the other side of the putative doeed-loop 
structure, eIF4E contacts the 6' mRNA cap struc­
ture, and the cdc33-l mutation in the gene encoding 
eIF4E has been shown to block this interact!cm and 
reduce translation.1*’17’*4’40 When we conducted the 
same experiment with the cdc33-l allele, the 778 
complex was reduced to only 60% of the nonstrees 
conditions abundance following glucose deprivation 
as compared with the reduction to 23% of the non­
stress condition observed in the wild-type strain 
[Fig. 6(A); Table Q. These results suggest that a 
defect in eIF4E significantly attenuates the ability 
of the stress of glucose depletion to repress transla­
tion. In contrast, following the stress of glucose de­
privation in a prtl-1 background, we observed that 
the 778 complex was reduced to 30% of its nonstrees 
abundance (in a wild-type background glucose deple­
tion reduced the 778 complex to 23% of its nonstrees 
abundance) [Fig. 5(B); Table Q, indicating that a 
block in elFSb fUnction had a more marginal effect. 
These results indicate that translational repression 
by glucose deprivation requires a functional eIF4E- 
mRNA cap interaction.
We subsequently analyzed the effect of a PAT1 
deletion on the ability of glucose depletion to reduce 
778 complex abundance. As shown in Figure 6(C), 
the pa tl6  resulted in the 778 complex being reduced 
to only 49% of its nonstress levels (compared with 
the reduction to 23% of the nonstress condition 
observed in the wild-type strain), confirming the 
requirement of PAX1 for the repression of transla­
tion by glucose deprivation. When we combined the 
pat 16. with that of the cdc33-l allele, the 778 com­
plex abundance waa reduced to 66% of the nonstress 
condition [Fig. 6(D); Ihble I], a value that was 
almost the same as observed with either the pat 16 
or cdc33-l allele alone. These results suggest that
PAT1 acts at a site requiring eIF4E-mRNA cap 
interactions for repressing translation.
Amino odd deprivation, osmotic stress, and 
robust heat shock act to repress translation by 
Afferent mechanisms than glucose deprivation
Because of the above results with glucose depriva­
tion, we used the effects of the two different blocks 
in translation initiation (cdc33-l and prtl-1) to iden­
tity specific steps in translation initiation that were 
being targeted by other stress-induced translational 
blockages. By this means we could determine if a 
particular stress required a functional eIF4E or 
elFSb protein for its effects.
In contrast to the results from glucose depriva­
tion, amino acid starvation causes the 778 complex 
to be reduced to 63% as compared with nonstress 
conditions [Fig. 2(A)]. Subsequent analysis suggested 
that amino add deprivation operated independently 
of eIF4E but required a functional eIF3b protein. In 
a prtl-1 background, the stress of amino add deple­
tion caused the 77S complex to be reduced to only 
83% of the nonstress condition (indicating an attenu­
ation of the stress response) whereas the cdc33-l al­
lele had no significant effect on the ability of amino 
add depletion to reduce the abundance of the 778 
complex (the 778 complex was reduced to 64% as 
compared with the nonstress condition, which is 
similar to the effect of amino add depletion observed 
in the wild-type strain) [Fig. 6(AJ3), respectively; Ta­
ble I]. These results are in agreement with the 
known effect of amino add stress on eIF2a function 
and 438 complex formation. In confirmation of this 
result, the pat 16 had no significant effect on the 
ability of amino add deprivation to repress 778 com­
plex abundance [Fig. 6(C); Table D-
Tb expand on these patterns, we assayed the 
effect of osmotic stress (addition of lAf KC1) on 778 
complex abundance. Increased KC1 has been sug­
gested to act through an eIF2a-independent mecha­
nism in stopping translation.41’4* Osmotic stress is 
also dissimilar from glucose deprivation in that it 
results in P bodies but not stress granules.10,11 Addi­
tion of 1M KC1 reduced the 778 complex abundance 
to 46% of nonstress conditions [Fig. 6(D)]. This 
degree of reduction of 778 complex abundance was 
unaffected by either the prtl-1 or cdc33-l alleles 
[Fig <KE,F), respectively; Table I], Osmotic stress 
appears, therefore, to act a t a site other than requir­
ing eIF4E-mRNA cap interactions or eIF3b function.
Finally, we addressed the issue as to where the 
stress of extreme heat shock affected translational 
processes.8 Heat shock, like glucose deprivation, 
inhibits translation by an eIF2o-independent mecha­
nism and causes stress granules to be formed. How­
ever, the stress granules formed upon heat shock 
contain the 408 ribosome and elFl and eIF3 transla­
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Figure 6. Effect ol gtucoee depletion on 77S complex abundance aa affected by different mutations. Growth condttlona and 
AUC analysis ware tha aama aa daacrtbad in Figure* 1 and 2 using strains containing Flag-PABl. StrMna carrying tha cdc33- 
1 or prtl-1 aHalas wars analyzed a t 37°C tolowing growth at this temperature for 1 hr and 20 mln, respectively. Wild-type 
strains coanalyxed at 37*C displayed the sam e effects of s te s s  conditions as d d  wild-type strains grown at 30° C. The stress 
of glucose depletion w as aa described In Figure 2 and used in Ar-D. For E and F, cels were subjected to extreme heat shock 
(shift from 30° to 46*C tor 10 mln). A. Strain AS1861/YC804 (pde33-1). B. Strain TP11B/YC776 (prtl-1). C. Strain BY5797/ 
YC776 (caff A). 0 . S tain  XWB-1/YC788 (patfA cdc33-1). E. Same as Figure 1(C). F. Sam e aa 'C* above.
grannies found following glucose removal.7** The 
stress of extreme heat shock was found to reduce 
77S complex abundance to 17% of the nonstrees con­
dition [Fig. 0(E); Ihble I], Because the very nature 
of heat shock obviated our ability to use the temper­
ature sensitive prtl-1 and cdc33-l alleles, we instead
used the patlA  to determine if heat shock was act­
ing through eIF4E. In a patlA  background, heat 
shock resulted in a reduction of 778 complex to 20% 
of the nonstress condition, a value not significantly 
different than the effect of heat shock in the wild- 
type strain [Fig. 5(F); Table I], This result suggests
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Table I. Abundance of 77S Complex at Percent of that Observed in the Unstressed Growth Condition
Strain Glucose depletion Amino acid depletion Osmotic stress Heat shock
WUd-type 23 ± 1.2 63 ±9.0 46 ± 3.8 17 ± 3.6
cdc83-l 62 ± 4.6 64 ±8.1 60 ± 10 N.D.
prtl-1 30 * 4.1 83 ±6.6 62 ± 8.8 ND
patlh 60 ± 6.6 66 ± 4.4 ND 20 ± 6.4
patlh cdeSS-1 66 ± 0.61 ND ND ND
The abundance of the 778 complex was determined following AU analyse as described in the text All stress analyses were 
conducted at the same time as were the nonstressed conditions. The values represent the average (± SEM). For the glucose 
deprivation studies with wild-type, ede33-l (defective in eIF4E), and prtl-1 (defective in elFSb) alleles, four to seven sepa­
rate analyses were conducted For the similar set with amino acid depletion, three to four analyses were conducted. For the 
experiments with patlh  and for the osmotic and beat ehock strese experiments (addition of 1M KC1 and shift to 48*C, 
respectively, two to three analyses were conducted.
ND, not determined.
that heat shock works independently of PAT1 and 
eIF4E contacts to the mRNA.
Discussion
Identification of a 77S translation complex
We have used the technique of AU-FDS to identify a 
77S protein translation complex from affinity-puri­
fied extracts. This complex contained mRNA, the 
cloeed-loop structure components of eIF4E, eIF4Q, 
and PAB1, and the 80S ribosome. All these compo­
nents were verified to be part of the 77S complex 
based on two principal criteria: OFP fusions to these 
components were visualized in a 77S complex follow­
ing affinity purification, and their presence in this 
complex decreased upon the stress of glucose deple­
tion and increased with the reintroduction of glu­
cose. As this stress results in translational cessation, 
the depletion of the 77S complex is consistent with 
it representing a critical functional translational 
complex. Blockage with cydoheximide, which inhib­
its polysomal run-off correspondingly inhibited the 
effect of glucose deprivation on 778 complex abun­
dance, implying that the 778 complex is actively 
engaged in translation. In addition, defects either in 
eIF4E binding to the mRNA cap or in eIF3b function 
that target different steps in the initiation of trans­
lation reduced 778 complex abundance. Two differ­
ent handles were used to gain access to the 778 com­
plex, Flag-PABl and RPL25A-Flag, establishing the 
robustness of the analysis. Previous studies on 
translation complexes have not purified significant 
quantities of a monosomal translating complex con­
taining the 80S ribosome, eIF4E, eIF4G, and PAB1, 
establishing the uniqueness of AU-FDS to identify 
novel or difficult to observe complexes.
Current models of eukaryotic translation sug­
gest that upon formation of the 80S translational 
mRNA structure, translation initiation factors that 
aid in AUG scanning and 60S binding to the mRNA 
disengage from the mRNA. We found no evidence for 
stable association of eIF2, eIF3, or elFS components 
in the 77S complex, implying that a 48S initiation
complex is either not present or not abundant in our 
778 complex. Other experiments involving the use of 
RPS4B-Flag as a point of entry into the 77S complex 
has shown that there exists essentially only one 
RPS4B component to each 778 complex (unpublished 
observation).
This identification of a 77S complex that con­
tains the 80S riboeome bound to mRNA and associ­
ating with eIF4E, eIF4G, and PAB1 also suggests 
that the 77S complex displays significant asymme­
try. The average mass of such a group of proteins 
would be about 5.0 MDa whose spherical s-value 
would be about 93S. Given that an mRNA bound to 
an 80S ribosome would not be spherical, its migra­
tion would be considerably slowed. A 5.0 MDa com­
plex with a ratio of length to width of about 2:1 or 
3:1 would migrate at around 778.
In contrast to the above results with affinity pu­
rification of Flag-PABl complexes, we observed in 
the AU analysis of crude extracts that polysomes 
become depleted and the 808 free ribosomal compo­
nent (as well as the 40S and 60S complexes) 
becomes enriched following glucose deprivation [Fig. 
1(A)], This result is identical to that obtained in ri- 
boaomal profiles following sucrose gradient analyses 
of crude extracts31'®4 and recent purifications of the 
808 free ribosome.4* Since the 80S complex observed 
in crude extracts does not behave in the same man­
ner as polysomal material in regards to glucose de­
privation and behaves similarly to the 40S and 60S 
complexes, it is probable that the 80S complex repre­
sents the free SOS riboeome and not simply the 
monosomes attached to mRNA. Using RPL25A-Flag 
aa our entry into translational complexes we further 
verified that we could separately detect the free 80S 
ribosome which waa insensitive to the effects of glu­
cose depletion [see Fig. 4(A,B)] and the 77S complex 
which was sensitive to the effects of glucose deple­
tion [Fig. 4(C-E)]. Therefore, the 77S complex is 
functionally related to polysomal material whereas 
the 80S complex identified by AU-FDS when follow­
ing RPL25A-Flag pull downs in the presence of GFP 
tagged ribosomal components is not.
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Flgura 6. Effect of amino acid daplatlon and osmotic atrass on 77S complex abundance. Amino acid depletion (aa +  -), A- 
C, was conducted for 30 mln aa described In Figure 2. Oamotlc stress (D-F) was Initiated with addition of 1M KCI to cells for 
30 mln (KCI -  +). A and E  Strain TP11B/YC776 (prtf-f). B and F. Strain AS1881/YC504 (cdc33-1). C. Strain BY5797/YC778 
(pel 7 A). 0 . Strain AS318/YC504.
Flag-PABl would also be expected to be present 
in a 48S translation initiation complex that we did 
not readily detect Other smaller complexes contain­
ing Flag-PABl were routinely detected with AU 
analysis using Ajw optics, albeit in much reduced 
and variable abundance; these complexes were 
around 20S, 408, and 608 [Fig. 1(A) and unpub­
lished observation]. It remains to be determined 
whether any of these complexes represent the 488
complex. The use of other Flag tagged translation 
factors as handles may be required to purify the 488 
complex or to obtain better yields of these other 
complexes.
Effect of straasm on the 778 
translation complex
The abundance of the 778 complex decreased signifi­
cantly upon the stress of glucose deprivation. We
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showed that blocking eIF4E binding to the mRNA 
cap attenuated this response by at least twofold. In 
contrast, the inactivation of eIF3b had a mud) more 
minor affect on the ability of glucose depletion to 
repress translation. We interpret these results to 
indicate that the translational repression caused by 
glucose removal acta to a major extent through 
eIF4E, This would place the translational repression 
occurring either in 488 complex formation or in the 
initial association of the eIF4E with the mRNA. In 
agreement with our data, the PAT1 protein, shown 
to be required for the translational repression by 
glucose deprivation, blocks 488 complex formation in 
vitro.** We additionally demonstrated that deletion 
of the PAT I gene attenuated the translational 
repression by glucose deprivation, as expected based 
on the previous findings. Moreover, when the PATI 
gene deletion was combined with the cdc33-l allele 
defective in elF4E function, no additional effect on 
translational repression was observed. This result 
suggested that PATI was acting through eIF4E func­
tion in its repression of translation.
An alternative hypothesis to that of the cdc33-l 
allele attenuating the translation defect caused by 
glucoee deprivation is that under glucose starved 
conditions, about 25% of the total wild-type transla­
tion occurs by an eIF4E-independent mechanism. In 
this scenario, the translation that occurs in the 
cdc33-l allele background could not be reduced 
under glucose deprivation conditions beyond this 
point (50% reduction by the cdc33-l allele and at 
most another 50% reduction upon glucose depriva­
tion), thereby resulting in the apparent attenuation 
of the glucose deprivation effect on the 778 complex 
with the edeSS-l allele. This hypothesis seems less 
likely for the following reason. The deletion of the 
PATI gene which reduced the 778 complex to about 
78% of wild-type under glucoee growth conditions 
(data not shown, an observation consistent with the 
known small distinct effect of the patlA  in reducing 
polysoma] abundance),1 still displayed only a 60% 
reduction in 778 complex abundance upon glucose 
deprivation, similar to that observed with the cdc33- 
1 allele. The resultant reduction in abundance of the 
778 complex to about 39% of the wild-type levels is 
significantly above the hypothesized limit to elF4E 
effects (23% of wihl-type). This implies that such a 
limit does not exist
An additional model explaining the mechanism 
by which the prtl-1 and cdc33-l alleles reduce 778 
complex abundance would be that these alleles also 
increase the rate of mRNA degradation.44 This deg­
radation of the mRNA could be expected to reduce 
the pool of mRNA bound to the ribosome. Changes 
in mRNA degradation rates may, however, not exert 
large effects on the 778 complex abundance. For 
example, the deletion of the RRM1 domain of PAB1 
causes a dramatic decrease in mRNA degradation
(Yao et a l, 2007),17 and ye t we observed no effects 
on 778 complex abundance.
In contrast to these effects on translation initia­
tion by the stress of glucose deprivation, the starva­
tion for amino acids did not appear to act principally 
through eIF4E. The overall effect of amino acid 
depletion on 778 complex abundance was signifi­
cantly less than that of glucose depletion. In addi­
tion, the prtl-1 allele attenuated the effect of amino 
acid depletion on 778 complex abundance while the 
cdc33-l allele had no significant effect on this pro­
cess. Furthermore, the patl deletion had no signifi­
cant effect on the ability of amino acid removal to 
repress translation. These data indicate that amino 
arid depletion does not act through eIF4E, in agree­
ment with previous data identifying its principal 
site of action as involving elF^a.48
The third stress that we analyzed, osmotic 
stress (lAf KG), in contrast to the above two 
stresses, appeared to exert its effects on translation 
initiation separately from both eIF4E and eIF3b 
function. Finally, the stress of extreme heat shock 
had the most effect on 778 complex abundance and 
this effect, in turn, was unaffected by deleting the 
PATI gene. Heat shock, therefore, appears to repress 
translation independently of the pathway involving 
PATI and presumably eIF4E. Previous studies had 
already shown that heat shock acted in an eIF2a-in- 
dependent manner.8
Tb* suggested altos of action of stress** upon 
77S complex abundanoa oonrelata with the 
types of stress granule, If any, which are 
formed following translation oeesatbn
The differences in stress-induced reductions in 
translation described above imply that there are 
multiple mechanisms by which this process can be 
initiated. Given that there exists a number of poten­
tial targets within the initiation process for transla­
tional repression,46'47 other known mutations in ini­
tiation factors will need to be studied to more 
precisely determine how osmotic stress and heat 
shock Mock translation. This variety in mechanistic 
targets within the translational process may have 
consequential effects on subsequent steps involving 
P body and stress granule formation, resulting in 
the wide variation that is obaerved in the formation 
of these mRNP structures. For example, because 
glucose deprivation results in stress granules lack­
ing 438 complex components, including eIF3 and the 
408 ribosome, it is likely that its effect on transla­
tion occurs before 438 association with mRNP struc­
ture and therefore on the structure just containing 
mRNA-PABl-eIF4E-eIF4G. This presumed site of 
action agrees with our results indicating that glu­
cose deprivation acts through eIF4E. In contrast, 
since amino add deprivation acts through the 438 
complex formation, it would be predicted to not
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Figure 7. Model of 778 translation complex and target ette for the streseee of glucoee deprivation, amino add  depletion, 
extreme heat shock, and oamollc street. Three PAB1 molecules are displayed with the assumption that the average yeast 
mRNA has a  full-length poly<A) length of 75 A's and that PAB1 binds 25 A's. [Color figure can be viewed In the online Issue, 
which Is available at wOeyonllnelbrary.oom.]
result in mRNA entering stress granule formation, 
which is what ia observed Similarly, extreme heat 
shock, which acted independently of PATI (and pre­
sumably of eIF4E), forma stress granules containing 
438 components and eIF4E, eIF4G, and PAB1, con­
sistent with it blocking translation at the function of 
the 48S complex. Baaed on these correspondences, 
we suggest that osmotic stress, in not forming stress 
granules, must be acting to reduce translation before 
association of the 438 complex with the mRNA- 
eIF4E-eIF4G-PABl complex. These correspondences 
are summarised in Figure 7. One ftiture goal in this 
field would be to clarify not only how translation 
ceases but also how that cessation influences subse­
quent steps in maintaining mRNA in a quiescent 
state.
M eth o d s
Feast strain* and growth conditions 
Yeast itraina are listed in Supporting Information 
Table I. Cells were grown to mid-log phase in syn­
thetic complete medium with appropriate amino 
acids as described before.17 Generally, for absorption 
AUC analyses 200 mL of cells were used and 400 
mL for AU-FDS analyses. Cell lysis and Flag pull 
downs have been described.4®'48 Generally, 1 mL of a 
16 to 26 mgfrnL crude extract was incubated initially 
with the Flag beada. After Flag peptide elution, the 
protein concentration that was analysed by AUC 
was in the 0.1 to 0.3 mg/mL range. Control experi­
ments conducted with strains lacking a Flag-tagged 
protein resulted in protein concentrations in the
0.02 mg/mL range following Flag peptide elution. 
Growth was at 30“ C except for temperature-sensi­
tive mutants, which were first grown at 26°C before 
shifting to 37°C for 20 min or 1 hr depending on the 
strain. For glucose depletion or amino add starva­
tion, cell pellets from the undepleted medium were 
washed and then re suspended in fresh medium lack­
ing glucoee or amino adds for 10 min and 30 min, 
respectively. Glucoee readdition experiments were 
conducted by adding the requisite amount of glucose 
(2%) directly to cultures. Osmotic stress was initi­
ated by resuspending cells in media containing 1M 
KC1. The stress of heat shock was monitored follow­
ing shifting of cells to 46°C for 10 min.® Cyclohexi- 
mide was added to growing cultures at a concentra­
tion of 100 pg/mL as described.81
AU anafysas
Flag eluted samples (350 pL) were subjected to AU 
analysis by using A2ao absorption to identify RNA- 
containing complexes or fluorescence detection sys­
tem (AU-FDS) to detect GFP-fudon proteins. Twelve 
micrometers SpinfiO centriftige cells were used for 
the AU experiments. All analytical ultracentrifuga­
tion experiments were conducted at 20° C and at a 
rotor speed of 16,000 rpm usually for at least 160 
scans for AU-FDS experiments and at least 75 scans 
for AU analysis. Data were analyzed by SEDFTT 
software. The sedimentation coefficient S* was con­
verted to standard conditiona (pure water at 20°C, 
Sto.m) using the equation below. The modified equa­
tion for our experiments is Sauw = 1.51S*.
S»,w = S'.  (1  -  vp)aowOT,b 
(1 -  ''P)t ,i>tI»>,w
(1)
where p, solvent density; q, viscosity; u-protein’s par­
tial specific volume.
Western analysas
Western analyses using anti-Flag antibody directed 
against Flag-PABl or RFL25A-Flag was used to ver­
ify that equivalent levels of Flag pull down material 
was present in cells treated with different growth 
conditions. A contaminant protein reacting with anti- 
Flag antibody was used to verify that Flag pull downs
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were conducted similarly when comparing strains 
containing Flag-RABl and containing only PAB1. 
Similar Western analysis comparisons were con­
ducted for all experiments whenever two mutants or 
growth conditions were directly compared in the 
same centriftigation analysis.
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S up p lem en tary  T ab le  1. Y e a s t  strains
N am e G en o ty p e
A S 3 1 9 /Y C 5 0 4 Mata ura3 his3 Ieu2 trp1 pab1::HIS3 YC504 [TRP1-Flag- 
PAB1]
A S 1 8 8 1 /Y C 5 0 4 Iso g en ic  to  A S 3 1 9 /Y C 5 0 4  e x c e p t  cdc33-1
A S 3 1 9 /Y C 5 0 8 Iso g en ic  to  A S 3 1 9 /Y C 5 0 4  e x c e p t  YC506 [TRP1-Flag-PAB1- 
ARRM2]
A S 3 1 9 /Y C 5 0 5 Iso g en ic  to A S 3 1 9 /Y C 5 0 4  e x c e p t  YC505 fTRP1-Flag-PAB1- 
ARRM1]
X W 1-2 Mata ura3 his3 Ieu2 trp1 pab1::HIS3 CDC33-GFP YC504
R P 1 9 5 0 -
R P S 4B /Y C 776
Mata ura3 Ieu2 his3 met15 RPS4B-GFP-[HIS3] YC776 [URA3- 
Flag-PAB1]
R P L 8B /Y C 776 Iso g en ic  to R P 1 9 5 0  e x c e p t  RPL6B-GFP-[HIS3]
R PL 7A /Y C 776 Iso g en ic  to R P 1 9 5 0  e x c e p t  RPL7A-GFP-[HIS3]
XW 3-1 Mata ura3 his3 Ieu2 trp1 pab1::HIS3 TIF4631-GFP YC504
XW 2-1 Mata ura3 his3 Ieu2 trp1 pab1::HIS3 TIF4632-GFP YC504
A S 3 1 9 /Y C 3 6 0 Iso g en ic  to A S 3 1 9 /Y C 5 0 4  e x c e p t  YC360 [URA3-PAB1J
R P 1 7 3 0 /Y C 5 0 4 Mata Ieu2 his4 trp1 ura3 cup::LEU2 XRN1-GFP::G418 YC504
1 8 4 9 -1 /Y C 776 Mata ura3 his3 Ieu2 pab 1 ::HIS3 dhh 1 ::URA3 cdc33-1 YC776
YM K23 Mat1 ade2-1 his3-11,151e2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1 can1-100 
GCD1-P180
YKM881 Iso g en ic  to  YM K23 e x c e p t  ADE2 an d  PRT1-GFP::G418
YM K883 Iso g en ic  to YMK881 e x c e p t  SUI2-GFP::G418
YM K885 Iso g en ic  to YMK881 e x c e p t  CDC33-GFP::G418
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YM K 1170 Iso g en ic  to YMK881 e x c e p t  TIF1-GFP::G418
YM K1171 Iso g en ic  to  YMK881 e x c e p t  TIF5-GFP::G418
YM K 1214 Iso g en ic  to YMK881 e x c e p t  TIF4632-GFP::G418
Y M K 1172 Iso g en ic  to YMK881 e x c e p t  TIF4631-GFP::G418
B Y 5797 Mata his3A 1 leu2A met15d ura3 pat1::G418
R P 2191 Mata leu2-3,112, trp1 ura3-52 his4-539
cup 1 ::LEU2/PGK 1pG/MFA2pG PAB1 -GFP::G418
A S 2 6 3 2 Mata ade2-1 his3-11,15 Ieu2-3,11 trp1-1 ura3-1 pep4::HIS3 
tif4631::leu2 tif4632::ura3 [TRP1-CEN1-TIF4631]
A S 2071 S a m e  a s  A S 2 6 3 2  e x c e p t  [TRP1-CEN1-TIF4631-AN300]
T P 1 1 -B-4-1 /Y C 776 Mata adel Ieu2-3,112 ura3-52 prt1-1 YC776
XW 6-1 MATa trp1 ura3 his3 Ieu2 pab1::HIS3 pat1::G418 cdc33-1 
YC788 [LEU2-Flag-PAB1]
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Supplem entary Figure 1. AUC an alysis of translation com p lexes. A. AUC an alysis of 
crude extracts w ere conducted  a s  described in Figure 1 A, either in the p resen ce  or 
a b se n c e  of cyclohexim ide. B. S a m e a s  ‘A ,’ excep t the y-axis s c a le  is exp anded. C. 
S am e a s  ‘A ,’ ex cep t EDTA w a s added to extracts a s  described .25 D. Flag pull dow ns  
and AUC an alysis w a s  the sa m e  a s  described  in Figure 1B, ex cep t PAB1-Flag w a s u sed  
instead of Flag-PAB1.
Supplem entary Figure 2. Flag-PAB1 affinity purifications of translational com p lexes. A. 
S a m e a s  described  in Figure 1, excep t EDTA w a s added  a s  d escrib ed  in Suppl. Figure 
1C. B. S a m e a s  Figure 2D , excep t elF4E-G FP w a s u sed  Instead of R PS4B -G FP. C. 
S a m e a s  ‘B ,’ ex cep t PAB1-GFP w a s u sed . D. C ells from strain RPL0B/YC5O4 w ere  
treated with cyclohexim ide prior to shifting ce lls to g lu co se  dep leted  medium; E. S a m e  
a s  D, ex cep t cyclohexim ide w a s added  after ce lls w ere d ep leted  for g lu cose; F. S am e a s  
Figure 3A using PGK1-U1A and the conditions for g lu co se  deprivation and readditon 
w ere the sa m e  a s  in Figure 2D.
Supplementary Figure 3. Analysis of effect of stress conditions on the 77S complex. A. Same as 
Figure 1C, except strain AS319/YC506 {ARRM2-PAB1) was analyzed. B. Same a s  above except 
strain AS319/YC505 (ARRM1-PAB1) was analyzed.
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Mass spectrometric identification of proteins that interact through 
specific domains of the poly(A) binding protein
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Abstract Poly(A) binding protein (PAB1) is involved in 
a number of RNA metabolic Auctions in eukaryotic ceils 
and correspondingly is suggested to associate with a 
number of proteins. We have used mass spectrometric 
analytis to identify S3 non-ribosomal proteins that specif­
ically interact with PAB1 from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 
Because many of these facton may associate only 
indirectly with PAB1 by being components of (he PAB1- 
mRNP structure, we addition ally conducted mass apectro- 
metric analyses on seven metabolicalfy defined PABI 
deletion derivatives to delimit the interactions between 
these proteins and PABI. These latter analyses identified 
13 proteins whose associations with PABI were seduced by 
deleting one or another of PABI's defined domains. 
Included in this list of 13 proteins were the translation 
initiation factors eIF4Gl and eTF4G2, translation termina­
tion factor eRF3, and PBP2, all of whose previously known 
direct interactions with specific PAB1 domains were either 
confirmed, delimited, or extended. The remaining nine 
proteins that interacted through a specific PABI domain 
were CBF5, SLF1, UPF1, CBC1, SSD1, NOP77,
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yGR250c, NAB6, and GBP2. In further study. UPF1, 
involved in nonsense-mediated decay, was confirmed to 
interact with PABI through the RRM1 domain. We addi­
tionally established that while the RRM1 domain of PABI 
was required for UPF1 -induced acceleration of deadeny- 
lation during nonsense-mediated decay, it was not requited 
for the more critical step of acceleration of mRNA 
decapping. These results begin to identify the proteins most 
likely to interact with PABI and the domains of PABI 
through which these contacts are made.
Keywords PABI • Proteome - UPF1 - Nonsease- 
mediated decay • Protein domain interactions
Introduction
The poly(A) binding protein (PABI from Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae and PABPC from hnmaiu) binds the poly(A) tail 
of mRNA and functions at a number of steps involving 
RNA metabolism (Kuhn and Wahle 2004; Mangus et al.
2003). mRNA poiyadenylation, export, translation, and 
turnover have all been shown to be affected by PABI 
(Kuhn and Wahle 2004; Mangus et aL 2003; Hosoda et al.
2006). The fact that PABI plays a number of roles in both 
die nucleus and the cytoplasm indicates that it may be in 
contact with multiple proteins and complexes and that 
these interactions may dictate its functions. Most impor­
tantly, PABI protein interactions may be continually 
dunging as it regulates RNA metabolism in the cell 
Several whole organism proteomic analyses have been 
conducted to identify all the protein complexes within a 
yeast cell or involved in a given process (Gavin et al. 2002; 
Ho et al. 2002; Krogan et al. 2004; Staub et al. 2006). A 





TAPUaed proteins law identified 41 njtlficanl non- 
riboaomal protein interactions with PABI (CoOins at al.
2007), and other studies have deaacnatiated adtitlnnal 
putative PABI protein targets (SOD datdbase). Yet, far the 
rood pan, die significance of theae interactions hai not 
been defined, nor ha* the donaina of PABI important fir 
th«M boon ddmfawd
The PABI protein consirts of aix readily defined func­
tional refioni (Hg. 1). At ill N-termintu are four RNA 
binding motifs (RRM domains). WhBe RRM1 and RRM2 
of PABI appear to bind moot rtroogly to polyfA) (Keaaler 
and Sacha 1998; DeardortT a d  Sacha 1997), RRJM3 and 
RRM4 can alao make critical ccntacta (Keaaler a d  Sacha 
1998; Deardcrff and Sacha 1997; Deo et aL 1999) and may 
bind U-ricb lagioue located attacent to the pdy(A) tail 
(Mullin et al. 2004; Shdic et al. 2004). ha C-tmninal 
region compriaw a penultimate praline-rich (P) domain 
and a terminal stnictured region (C), neither of which ia 
critical for RNA binding (Keaaler md Sacha 1998; Yao 
et al. 2007). Each RRM domain ia campriaed of four 
mtiparmDei /)-strands (the RNA binding eurfaoe) that ia 
bached by two a-helicec (Deoet al. 1999).
A few of fan protein coalacta for each of them PABI 
domaini have beea defined through conventional biochemi­
cal analyses. Bor example, the C region of PABI bands die 
PAN2/3 dcadeoylaee (Sidcfiqui et al. 2007; Ma^ns et ri. 
1996,2004) that fimctkma in pci y(A) trinuning. Whether thia 
prooeaa takea place solely in the nucleus, upon export, or in 
(he cytoplasm is Kill not clear (Brawn etal l99fi;Biownand 
Sacha 1998; Kuhn and Wriile 2004). The tranalation
termination factor eRF3 alao contacta the C-terminua (Ho- 
aodaot ai. 2003), as do other proteins in mammalian systems 
(Kuhn and Wahle 2004; Mangus et ri. 1998,2004). The P 
domain ia rerpcnaihie far PABI aelf  aaaociation (Yaoetal. 
2007; Meloetal. 2003; Kahn and PMer 199®. RRM2. with 
the aid of RRM1, contacta eIF4G (Tarun and Sacha 1998), 
imporunt in forming the dosed-loop structure of mRNA 
(Kuhn and Wahle 2004). Some of the key reaiduea for thia 
interaction in RRM2 ate 180-182 md 184-187, whoae 
alterations in vitro block PAB 1 -eIF4G contacta and transla­
tion (Otero etai. 1999). The RRM I and thePdomam are mart 
important to PABI far deadeoyirtiao by the major deaden- 
ylase CCR4-NOT (Ym et al. 2007; Lee et a). 2010). The 
RRM1 domain butnot the Pdoaaun was alaofound to be mast 
critical for PUF3-induced dendenylntion (Lee et al. 2010). 
Both of these tegicnacf PABI were also shown to be critical 
for PABI self-association (Yao et aL 2007). In contrast, 
deleting the RRM3 domain accelerated deadenylation by 
some unknown mechaniam (Yaoet al. 2007). Also, deletion 
of RRM4, but not other domains, has been shown to reduce 
mRNA transport to the cytoplasm (K. Weis, petaonal com- 
munication) (Bruoe et al. 20QS; Simon and Serapfain 2007). 
Finally, in vivo protein synthesis analysis indicates that 
RRM1 and RRM2 are more critical to this process (Yaoetal. 
2007; Ohn et al. 2007) with the other domains having no or 
limited effect oo in vivo translation (see Table 1 for a sian- 
mary of known PABI domain contacts).
To expand on previous snides that used mass spectro- 
metric techniques to delect proteins interacting with 
PABI, we have included two control mam spectrometric
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experiment! ia otv studies to as to eliminate maay non­
specific interaction* that might have been detected. We 
ilio incotporiftod tfac analyses erf PABI deletion deriva­
tive* to identify possible PABl-apecific domain interac­
tions. We identified 33 protein that associated with PABI, 
the va*t majority of which would be expected to be in tbe 
presence of PABI and mRNA doe to their known tolea in 
RNA metabolism. Using PABI deletion derivatives we 
deli mi ted this p n p  of 33 proteins to 13 protein* that 
interacted with PABI dependent an one specific PABI 
domain or another. Pour of the ax previou* known ipecific 
PABI domain interacton were found in fhii group of 13 
proteins confirming the validity of thia approach. We 
extended thia analysis by verifying that UPFI dal interact 
with PABI through the RRM1 domain. The RRM1 
domain, in turn, while important for UFFl-iaduced dead- 
enyiation in n on araar-mediated decay (NMD), wa* not 
required for the mote critical decapping atep in NMD,
Material* and method*
Yeaat atiaim and powfh conditioaa
The parental yeaat (train AS31VYC304 (Md7h um3 ieu2 
trpl hb3 pabl::HlS3 (YCS04-Flag-PABI-TRP!) waa gen­
erally uaed for Flag pull-down* and man (pectromotric 
analyses. Different PABI variant*, aa indicated in Pig. 1 
md tbe text, were twapped into thia (train uaing atandard 
genetic method* (Yao et al. 2007). The (train caryiag the 
odc33-l allele (AS1881/YC504) waa iaogenic to thia (train. 
For one aerie* of maa* apectrometric analyae* with the 
reven different deletion derivative* of PABI, attain 
1773-10 waa uaed whoae genotype we* the aame aa AS319/ 
YC304 and ia 73 % congenic with AS31WYC304. For the 
control experiment* AS31WYC3d0 waa uaed (iaogenic to 
drain AS31WYC5M except for carrying plasmid YC360- 
PAB1-VRA3 inatead of plaamid YCS04) (Yao et al. 2007). 
For the UPF1-PAB1 protein analyris. strain AS319fYC304 
(PABl-wt) ot/YCSOS (PAB1-ARRM1) waa tranaformed 
with plasmid pRS313 (HA-UPF1-LEU7) or pRP910 
(UPF1-LEU2). Deadenyladaa aaaaya were conducted in the 
UPFI background with atraim AS319/YC504 and AS31W 
YC303 each transformed with plaamid pRM69 (PCKlpG 
URA3) or pRPlOTg (PGKlpG-319 URA3) and in the wfflh 
backgrotmd with strains RR27-1 (Mata ura3 Itu2 trpl kU3 
pabl ::hix3::Nfo KfflA: JIIS3) carryii« the YC30*. YC903. 
and PCFl plasmids as described for AS319.
Yeaat strain* were routinely grown on minimal medium 
supplemented with 2 % glucose and the appropriate amino 
adds (Yao et aL 2007). For the RNA pulse-chase experi­
ments the Initial growth of cells waa in medium containing 
2 % sucrose.
Mats apectrometric analysis
Flag immunoprecipitated extracts were fractionated by 
SDS-PAGE prior to tiypsm digestion of gel (licet acroas 
the gd lane a* described (Krittenaen et al. 2008). Tandem 
man spectrometry (LC MS/MS) waa used for peptide and 
protein identification at previously described (Andersen 
et al. 2002; Gruhler et al. 2003).
Protein inummoprecipitations
Flag pull-down experiment* conducted either for Western 
analysit or for mats tpectrometric analysis were conducted 
a* previously described (Liu et al. 1996; Yao et al. 2007). 
RNaae A (0.1 mg/mL) treatment of extracts waa conducted 
for 30 min prior to the treatment of the extracts with Flag 
beads. Rw Weston analysis, 30 mL cuktaea were routinely 
uaed. Far the mass tpectrometric Uudiea, 300 mL cultures 
were used. The HA inanunoprecipitaritma were conducted 
in a manner similar to that described for the Flag 
imrounoprecipiCatiant.
RNA oialysis
Pulao-chaae analyse* for the GALl-PGKpG mRNA were 
conducted at previously described (Lee et aL 201 ft Dicker 
et al. 2001; Cao and Parker 2003). Briefly, after powth of 
cells in non-inducing medium containing 2 % sucroae, the 
mRNA was induced for 10 min with 2 % galactose and 
the mRNA expression was tout off with 4 % glucose; At 
the time point* Indicated, the RNA waa isolated and sub­
jected to Northern analysis following polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis. The ohgo(A) lengths were determined 
uaing the following standards: the length of the completely 
deaden ylatcd PGK1 poly(A) tail ( f t  taoqxie), the lengh of 
the deadenjdated PGK1 fragment, and the length of the 
completely undeedenylated poly(A) tail at time zero baaed 
on other experiments using different GAL1 poly(A) tail 
lengths a* standard*. All pulse-chase experiments were 
conducted at least in duplicate.
Resrits
Purification of proteins associating with PABI using 
Fbg-PABl derivatives
Prior to conducting mass spectrometric studies on PABI- 
associated proteins, we asserted whether proteins known to 
be associated with PABI could be co-purified using * 
PABI tagged a  its N-tcnninus with tbe Hag peptide (Yao 
et al. 2007). Following purification of Flag-PABI, both 





A _________ Flag pulldown
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F%. 2 PABI rag leas involved d  biadb* dP40 and dN E. Cell 
a tn c a  Bom sinku  a trjta f only tha F b |-M ll variaals m 
bdk n ed m i  boaad M FU| hiadi. ( M  «Mi Rag peptide. m i 
dMacted by m adia aadyda aaiag fee aatibodtea aa indicated in the 
Ip a . aIP4C rafeen to dfdC I, aa the atdbady dees ad  tecogaim 
eiP401 Tha oaarrlsfe h  taw  J, igt, n taa  to d» PABl-AKRMl 
(sotria bead. The aa^or head atom t k a  ama-apedtc apecta dud 
binds to tha Flag antibody, a Al alrrfas CKried ether a Flag-PABI 
derivative aa ladlcalgd Omm 2-11) m PABI altae (law A  b Rag- 
PABI derivatives araraeipeaaad in amdas oanyiag either wild-type 
CDC33 (hum / and 4)<xalc3}-) (faw> 2 ,3, and J)
(Fig. 2a, lane 2). Removal af RRM2 bam PABI tfimin- 
ished eIF401 co-dot ion and reduced eIF4E aaaodadoo 
(Hg. 2a. b at 4), aa previously demonstrated oaiag m vitro 
binding aaaaqn (Kealcr mid Sachs 1998). In addition, we 
ahowed (Bat dm PAB1-184 protein, careying mdatioaa in
amino acids 184-186 of RRM2 that &Ba to bind dP4G in 
vitro (Otero et al. 1999), recalled b  reduced dF4<31 
binding to PABI but did not eliminate k (Hg. 2a, lane 10). 
Similar moke, albeit not at dramatic aa obaerved for 
PAB 1-184, were obtained for PAB 1-180, which mutated 
residues ISaiSl (Otero et aL 1999) (Hg. 2b lane 4). In 
contrast, other point mutation* ia PABI such a* PAB1-134 
that affects an unknown translation process of PABI (Otero
et al. 1999; Obnetal. 2007) and PABI-F170V that affects 
PABI bbding to poty(A) (Deardotff md Sacbs 1997; Yao 
et al. 2007) did not have my effect on eIF4E or dF401 
binding (Fig. 2a, bnes 11 and 9, respectively). These 
results indicate that our purifications of Fbg-PABl are 
capdble of recapitulating PABI-specific interactions that 
have been studied previously. However, our analysis of 
inunctions present in crude extracts between PABI and 
eIF4Gl ass found to be more robust than those obaerved in 
vitro, suggesting that in vivo the contact between PABI 
and dF401 is not stabilised by a simple single interaction.
Isolation of Fhg-PAB 1 bom a strain carrying tbe cdc33- 
1 aDefe (encoding aa eIF*E protein that is defective for cap 
binding at 37 *C but that is BaUy expressed) (Akrnann 
et aL 1989), reduced both the dF4B and elF4Gl associa­
tion with PAB I (Hg. 2b, lane 2). Combining c4c33-t with 
either PAB 1-184 or PAB1-180 (Hg. 2b, bnes 3 or 4) 
severely interfered with eIF4Gl and dF4B binding to 
PABI. It should be mentioned that eIF4A was not found to 
be present in our Hag-PABl immtmoprecipitations as 
assessed by Western analysis (not shown). This rault is 
expected, as elF4A from yeast is known to be transiently 
associated with the eIF<4F complex that contains eIF4G and 
eIF4B (Neff and Sachs 1999; Von der Haar md McCarthy 
2002; Pause et al. 1994; Yoder-HUl et al. 1993).
Rationale for using mass spectrometric analysis 
to identify PABI-mRNP protein contacts to qiecific 
PABI domains
Our radonafe for identifying the most likely bona fide protein 
contacts either with PAB I or within the context of the PAB 1 - 
mRNP structure was as follows. While anumber of proteins 
are known to associate wife PABI through previous mass 
spectrometric experiments (Gavin et al. 2002; Hoet al. 2002), 
the specificity of proteins interacting wkh PABI or its 
domains could not be determined. We sought to significantly 
bypass this limitation by delimiting contacts to specific 
domains of PAB 1, thereby identifying the y ed  ficky oif these 
interactions suggestive of their directness This analysis 
would begin to approximate the bona fide PABI proteome. 
The identification of specific domains of PABI used in these 
contacts abo would allow internal verification of the vahdky 
of the approach since a few protd as have been shown tobind 
to specific PAB 1 domains (Table 1).
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Two type* of control experiment* (done at foot in dupH- 
dte) wore to oontsnjoniiig protefau
from the list of protein* interacting with PAB 1. Tbe first was 
to conduct msas tpectrometric analysis on Hag to d  purified 
material from a strain with PABI without the Hag tag. The 
tocond w m o conduct w—  spectrometric analysis on Flag 
boid puriftrri m toriil extracUd fa n  fUniV  ^curybig too 
Hag-PAB 1 following an extend re RNase A treatment. 
RNase A trertruent eliminates PABI bindiag to the 
poly(A) tail, allowing us to identify only thoae proteins ta t 
asaodatod with PABI within thccoWrat of the PAB ImRNP 
structure (Yao et al. 2007). Each control experiment was 
oonducted with strains caryhf either wild-type PABI 
(without the Hag tag) or with Hag-PAB! (RNate A treat­
ment) and compered with Flag-PABI (no RNase A treat­
ment). The number of unique peptides detected for each 
protein present following the Rag pull down experiment 
rather than the number of total peptides detected was com­
pared between these samples. Sigtificant bias can be intro- 
ducod with too of t o o t o i o  to toe toot
that certain peptides are more readily detected by mass 
yectrometric malyais that other peptides (Fleischer et ri. 
2006). Proteins tfaat were not present in the control samples 
and which were present in the aiMrary cut-off of greater than 
40 % of the experimental samples with Ftag-PABl were 
considered to be likely PABl-aseociated proteins. Tride 2 
lists these 44 proteins, the average number of unique peptides 
observed In each case, their protein abundance factor (PAF), 
and the most tikciy ftawtkm related to PABI. A RAF value 
repress]Is the avenge number of unique pepddce observed 
divided by the molecular weight of the protein (lOx kOa).
T V P A P  y lI l f ,  n w l i w  {tw  n iim lw  n / f n
the dm of the protein, which, in turn, is proportional to the
m m tw n t  p M M w  tr y y r ir  r t i v  m iilH  K n i t w rv w l tu
the cxpctimcra (Hrischer et aL 2006). Aa additional aiae 
proteins interacted with PABI hi 40 % or ten of the mam 
tpectrometric experiments (Table 3). However, tbe PAF 
k o to  for these proteins w a uniformly at the lower a i d  when 
compared with the Hat presented in Table 2, supporting otr 
HmWng tbe most Hkely PAB 1 interacting proteins to thoae in 
Table 2.
Comparison of ow identified PABI interact art 
with known PABI protein contacts
We judged that our analysis was detecting and identifying 
qrecific PABl-mRNP contacts by three means. Hrst, the 
summary of two different TAP mam spec analyses of the 
yeast proteome (Collins etal. 2007; Ho et al. 2002; Gavin 
et al. 2002) have identified 41 sigaificant non-riboeomal 
protein contacts to PABI. Of the top 12 proteins on this 
Hat, we identified 8 of these (eIF40l. CIF4G2, CBC1, 
NAB6, NAB3. SONI, OBP2, and CBF5).
Second, die dbect interactions of PABI with other 
proteins have been studied by other biochemical proce­
dures. Translation initiation factors eIF4<3! and eIF4G2 are 
known to contact PABI through its domains RRM1 and 
RRM2 (Tarun and Satta 1996; Otero et al. 1999), eRF3, 
involved in translation termination, is known to contact 
PABI through its C domain (Oorpooi and Gray 2004), and 
PBP2 is known to contact PABI through either Ihe P or C 
domain (Mangus et al. 1998). All four of these proteins 
were found in our group of 44 proteins associating with the 
PABl-mRNP structure.
Third, our list of 44 proteins ooatains 38 proteins that 
would be expected to associate with the PABl-mRNP 
complex. There are nine proteins involved in trandation, 
three in mRNA decay, seven in RNA binding, three in 
mRNA transport, one in splicing, aid another fifteen pro- 
trim ia nudeolar andfor ribosomal biogenesis, all pro­
cesses known to indude PABI (Table 2)(Bangetal.2003; 
Brane et al. 2003; Yao et aL 2007). Only six other proteins 
were identified that play no obvi ous roles related to that of 
PABI.
Identification of proteins that interacted with specific 
PABI domains
Because the above Hat of 44 passible and known PABI- 
associated proteins may contain proteins that are part of the 
PABl-mRNP structure but are not dependent on binding 
PABI through any of its domains, we wished to further 
delimit this group by identifying those proteins thrt inter­
acted through a specific PABI domain. To idantify specific 
protein oontacts to different domains of PABI, mam 
spectrometric analysis was conducted on all the protrim 
that co-purified with each of seven Hag-PAB 1 derivatives 
(PABI, -ARRM1, -ARRM2, -ARRM3, -ARRM4, -AP, 
-AC; see Fig 1). Bach strain carried only the Hag-PAB 1 
derivative as indicated, for the genomic PABI gene that 
had been deleted (Yao et aL 2007). Prior to mass spec­
trometric analyst, the resultant insnunoprecipitations were 
shown to contain equivalent amounts of each PABI 
derivative at detected by Western analysis (data not 
shown). Each of them derivatives have been extensively 
characterized for effects on poly(A) binding mRNA 
export, translation, deadenylstion, and decapping (unpub- 
listwd observation) (Yao et al. 2007; Biune et al. 2003; 
Dunn et si. 2003; Kessler and Sachs 1998; Simon and 
Sm^hm 2007), and they do not result in severe growth 
defects. All PAB 1 derivatives were assayed for general 
effects on in vivo protein synthesis (Yao et sL 2007; Ofan 
et aL 2007) and for effects on ribosomal and poly soma) 
abundance. No specific effects on 80S ribosomal and 
potysomal abtmdance were obaerved with my of the PABI 




Md Ocaat O n b
Tkbh 2 Plotain tiataaaodatod wtth wW-tjp. PABI
Ploala Mol. art. (kDa) Ualqaa paptidea (Avg.) PAP aeon HnafkM rahaad to PABI
v i m 2f t 13 043 Nadaolar
URBl 204 24 013 Nacbolar
KBPS 194 30 24 Nacholar
RPA194 Iff 10 033 Tnaacripdoa
MJU 113 13 041 THO ctaaplax
XRNt 176 40 23 aaRNA daradadoa
8KI3 163 16 032 adlNA dagnaMoa
y{JM19w 164 10 061 RNA holkaaa
RSE1 133 32 021 Spldag
CLU1 143 92 064 Tiaaakthn laktatiiai
SSDI 140 19 14 RNA UadUg
NAM 127 11 047 RNA btadiag
YBFJ 117 10 031 TmuMoa
RRP12 114 13 1.1 Nadaolar
UPP1 110 14 13 adlNA dapadhfoa
•CF4C1 107 31 29 TnaaWoa kkhdoa
M SI 107 12 1.1 Mitochondrial
aW4G2 104 13 12 Tnauktnai hritiriioa
UBP3 102 30 029 Nadeokr
CBC1 99.7 14 14 RNA Wadlag
NAM 90.3 24 029 RNA btadiag
yGMMc 99.1 7o 074 Tnaalation
o n 12.0 21 026 Nadaolar
NOP77 711 70 090 Nadaolar
oR n 76.9 12 13 Traarlatinn
yOROSAw 71.1 34 074 TranatatkM tafeMkn
yOOSSe 701 40 036 Uakaowa
KK1I 616 34 032 Nadaolar
ABP2 611 74 1.1 Mkoduaalrial
NUOl 37.1 34 064 Nadaolar
cars 53.2 14 13 Nadaolar
SLTl 309 30 094 Tnaahrikn
HRBI 49.3 40 041 a(N A  export
GBP2 49.0 14 1.7 aaRNA axpoit
PUB I 410 44 096 RNA Uadiag
TMA46 413 32 049 Tiaaalatlna
PW2 43.6 17 12 RNA biodiaf
KRJtl 37.4 34 10 Nadaolar
RLP7 317 17 074 Nadaolar
SRX1 33.7 24 077 Nadaolar
u n 32.2 13 14 Nadaolar
9GM 300 44 13 RNA Uadlag
NON 212 33 013 Nadaolar
MNP1 206 14 064 httocharirial
A wag* aanharrf aalqaa prpddaa IdaaHllad by n—t apacRcaaalilc aaalyala K m  all w4dHypa PABI paU-doaaa for proaaln «o> pnaeal la 
tx  csaKaol aaparinacMa. ProMiat la tha lat wtn Idaaridad ta yaatar thro 40 % of iw  maaa ipaclroantric axpariiaaati (5-7). Tha PAF icon It 
Iw avaraga aanbar of aalqaa papddca dMdad by MW (kDa) * 10. Protean nanea ia bold were alao praaaat ia gtaaMr thaa 40 % of the aaaaa 
ipecaaatatric pdl-domu nctoaa all PABI daletion dariyatim  (Table 4). Nadaolar ufcaa to pfotoina that an fauKl h  tha aadaolaa m play a 




1U h) lVont»  Suf a T ria d  wilt vOd-trps PAB) is 40 % or lew at A* mass spectnxasoic wperisMOts
fSMtia Mot. wt (Ufa) IMqss peptides (Avg.) PAF som Reaction mlstist to PABI
m i !«2 2A a  12 Tmtsnipdon
T0P2 164 42 0.090 IX  A nMtsfeoisa
SKQ 147 22 a  is aaRNAderadkSoe
RMOtt 131 26 a2t Unknown
MAK2I * 17 12 a  19 Nsdeotar
FWP1 64 04 a  i2 Nadaolar
AEP1 60 1* 0.43 Unknown
ntP4 S3 06 a n Spicks
NSRI J7 06 a22 Nedeohr
A w ip  sober of HiqM pspDdw i M M  by a w  ip c tw a d k  senna all «fld>lypi PABI p jM w i far proAri— sot passest la
tm  consol exparknenWb fautdas I ifc U *  mm ii X lM  In 40 % or to t of the —  f i a w r t  sxperliaeiUs. OSnr ten— aae M aed in 
W *  1  M n  } B I3 k , SOV1, md MROl m n  ako tdsaiflsd h  1m m  om m  ip K liH iic  expert wo ts . M  knot ttq r mm not U M llid 
b  tha wW-lpps palMewas whan fas caotsoliiww coadactsd, Any m  aot iadaded h  the Uat
synthesis, deleting either RRM I or RRM2 had the nxat 
general effects: 21 % reduction by ARRM1 and IS % by 
ARRM2, whereat the other deletions had htsignificrot 
effects. Them effects by RRM1 aid RRM2 deletioai are, 
however, not overly aevere, for in contrast, the cdc33-l 
(eIF4E) or prtl-46 (eiPSb) alleles block translatinn by at 
leak 70 *  (Yao et al. 2007; Obn et a t 2007). Tbe RRM1 
a d  Pdomains are known lobe requited fcr general and 
regulated deadenyiwioa. and RRM3 restricts the dead- 
cnyhtioe process (Yao et al. 2007; Lee et 4.2010; Simon 
a d  Seraphm 2007). Deletion of (he RRM4 domain, but not 
other domains, also qppears to play acme role in mRNA 
export from the nucleus (Brune et al. 2009; Simon and 
Seraphm 2007) (see Table 1 for a summary of thoae pre­
viously known interactions).
Following our mass apectrometric analysis done in 
duplicate fcr each PABI derivative, the number of unique 
peptides of proteins associated with a particular PABI 
variant was determined. Only those proSeias (not pveaeot in 
the control experiments described above) which were 
found to be associated with at least I derivative in both 
duplicate analytes and which were present in greater than 
40 % of the total of 14 PABI derivative mass spectro­
metric analyses were considered ai likely PABI interacting 
proteins. This group of 43 protein overlapped significantly 
wife fee proteins identified only in the wild-type PABI 
Flag pull downs described above: 32 were present in both 
rets (Table 4). The 11 new proteins found to be sasoriated 
wife the majority of PABI deletion derivatiros included 
1 RNA binding protein involved ia transladon aid mRNA 
degradation (SBP1), 2 proteins in mRNA splicing 
(RAI1, and SMB1), 3 nudeohufRNA biogenesis protchn 
(MAK21, OAR1. and NHP2X 2 mitochotririal mRNA 
qrlicing proteins (CBP2 and MSSI16), and 3 other protean
(RMD11, MPD1, and an unknown protein). An additional 
eight proteins interacted in 40 *  or less of fee mats 
spectrometric experimrots (Table 5) but were judged less 
likely to be associated with PABI, as, again, their PAF 
scores were extremely low.
Of fee 43 proteins that specifically co-immtaioprocipi- 
tated wife fee various PABI deletion derivatives, the 
average number of unique peptides found for each PABI 
derivative was compared across the derivatives. Those 
PABI-associated proteins that displayed twofold differ 
ences in peptide abundance (Ttole 6), as compared to wild- 
type PABI, were initially judged as displaying possible 
specific contacts to one or another of the PABI domains. 
By this criterion, only 13 proteins were affected in foeir 
binding to one or another of the PABI domains (Table 6). 
Of these 13 proteins, we identified several proteins that 
previous biochemical studies have demonstrated or sug­
gested to make specific contacts to one or another of the 
PABI domains. e0P4G! and eIF4G2 are known to contact 
PABI through at least the RRM1 and RRM2 domains 
(Tanat and Sachs 1996; Otero et al. 1999) wife RRM2 
being moat critical, which we have confirmed (Table 6). 
eRF3, involved in translation termination, is known to 
contact PABI through its C domain (Oorgoni and Oray 
2004), an observation we confirmed and extended by 
indicating feat the P region was also important to this 
contact. HnaDy, PBP2 is known to contact PABI through 
either fee P or C domain (Mangus et al. 1996), rod we 
established that it ia the C region and not die P domain that 
was critical for this interaction. These correspondences and 
extensions indicated feat the methodology we were using 
was consistent wife published biochemical analyses. 
Importantly, these similarities indicate that the specific 
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i t
protein* (NAB6, UPFI, SSD1, CBC1, OBP2, CBF3. SLFi. 
NOP77, and yGR25Qc) woe very likely to be valid. It 
ibculd be noted date while NCP77 appeal* to interact 
through RRM1 of PABI, there appeals sufficient vari­
ability in all of its interactions with PABI deletion deriv­
atives to place lees confidence on this particular 
identification.
To further aaess the importance of die difference* we 
obaerved in the interactions of certain PABI deletion 
derivatives with the particular protein* listed in Table 6, 
we analyzed tbe intensities of qwcific peptide species that 
were co-imnainoprecipitated with each PABI deletion 
derivative. Intensity refers to tbe number of tines a par­
ticular peptide was detected in the mass spectrometric 
experiment In this case, if a protein interacted through a 
particular PABI domain, then specific peptides of that 
protein should be decreased or absent far die mass spec­
trometric analysis conducted with that PABI deletion 
derivative when compared across all PABI deletion 
derivatives. By analyzing particular peptide species across 
the mass spectrometric date for the PABI deletion deriv­
ative pull downs, we would not be creating a bias in terms 
of the ability of the mas* spectrometer to detect a particular 
peptide species. This analysis was, however, limited to 
only those peptides for a particular protein that were 
identified amongst most, if not all, PABI deletion analyses. 
This analyris could not be confidently dene for the fol­
lowing protehis because of the low level of unique peptides 
identified across most PABI deletion derivatives: CBCl, 
CBF5, SLFI, eRF3, NOP77, and yCJR250c.
Thbie 7 lists the intensity averages far the peptides of 
each protein tateracting with specific PABI deletion 
derivatives. For example, of the 14 peptides of dF4Gl that 
were identified in this analysis, significant less elBSOl 
peptide intensities were observed in die mass spectrometric 
studies with PABI derivatives deleted for RRM2 or RRM 1 
when compared to the experiments done with the other 
deletion derivative*. This result is consistent with the sbove 
identification of RRM1 and RRM2 as being important to 
the PABI contact made by eIF4Gl based on the average 
number of unique peptides identified in the mass spectro- 
melric analysis (Table 6). Similarly, eIF4G2 displayed 
reduced peptide intensities in the pull-down experiments 
with the RRMI and RRM2 deletion derivative*. Signifi­
cantly, however, eIF4(32 did not display reduced intensities 
of particular peptides far the P dosnain deletion of PABI, 
although eIF4G2 had a reduction in tbe average number of 
unique peptides identified in the P domain deletion deriv­
ative as compared to other domains deletions (Table 6). 
Therefore, tbe P domain of PABI is not likely to be a 
specific region through which eIF402 acts. As controls for 
these sets of analyses, proteins, such as XRN1, RRP5, 




Md G w l OwKxdcs
Ikkk S Fnktai i t a d d  Lb 40 % or leas of *ho mmm i f i i w d l r  eipwiiaenti cadwd  tritk the PABI drietln Arlvd w
ftofein Mol. wt (kDa) Uatgn peptidea (Avg.) PAF c a n Ruction robbed to PABI
OCNI 2M 2J 0083 Taadatio*
RPBI 192 0J 6 0018 Traa*crip*oa
SXQ 147 044 0044 adtNA depadation
RPCS2 74 12 016 Tnascripttoa
UTP15 51 021 0036 Nacbolar
RPC34 36 028 0077 Tnaacripioa
RPBJ 26 028 a it Traa*crip*oa
SLX9 23 0.4) 017 Uakaoara
TIib paowLaa P B P t. P 0L 2, yB*13Sc. 7 0 P 2 , md RATI wn» dmrhtiUa wvwal of tbe bum y icliw d ilc  mwd— t« bu were aot iariodad La 
tit* Id  b*c*M they nare aot dMacted la On wUd-typ* palldnma whea the coned anpuiiaMB a m  coadactad
l U b i  Arrange »■aberof adqaa peptide* idiadfted fa- pmtab* co-pmifyiag with PABI
Petal* PABI-at ARRMl ARBM2 ARRM3 ABBM4 AP AC
PABI 66 68 70 66 68 60 70
dF4GI 30 28 16 46 46 42 42
•IF402 23 10 7 24 20 10 24
UPFI 26 8 22 21 22 18 24
CBCl 18 13 17 12 7 2 16
NAB6 14 6 10 12 » 18 17
dtF3 14 8 20 14 8 2 6
PBP2 12 14 10 11 11 7 0
SSDI 10 16 11 4 13 8 10
N0P77 10 5 13 8 6 9 10
OBP2 10 4 6 14 10 12 16
SLFI 8 2 3 4 3 3 8
CBF3 4 4 2 4 02 2 4
yOR230c 3 6 13 6 12 8L5 6
Mm  ipeUiunM h analjrd* oa p g d a  co-paiVj4a( with iadhrldari Fla*-PABI variant mb wM k M  aa daau h ad la the M l Ody dwa* 
pwtriaathu aaa llaaed la Tad* 4 wMcoayawd. Vtiaaa nfartotha away* aanbec of anlqae poptidu l ib tb d for each prorata fcr On taro 
rrrtaaof eapirianatl fcatwaBB ctadacaed. Vriora la bald dhphynri ajdftcaal djfferaoce»(at Itaet taro-fold dUfcnaon  Ib vakt»ai cocapwod to
binding PABI deletion derivative* bmed on comparing 
unique peptide* tin  *howcd no difference* when the 
iniemkie* of individual pqyyhv  aaeocioting vitb the 
PABI deletion derivative* were compared (*ee legend far 
Table 7).
The intanky analyee* far the peptide* of other protein* 
interacting with specific domain* of PABI confirmed that 
SSDI Interacted through RKM3, 0BP2 through RRM1, 
PBP2 through the C domain, and NAB6 through the RRM 1 
domain (Tbble 7). However, for NAB6 the data dao indi­
cate that the RKM2 domain may {day acme retie in Hading 
k. Overall, the analyst of the intenaity djffarence* far 
particular peptidea cepptat* the aarignmmt of PABI
fiSpriag*
donain* for being important in interacting with apedfic 
protein* baaed on the number of unique peptide* obaerved 
in the man apectrometric analyae* (Tbbte 6).
UPFI interaction with PABI reqiaret the RKM1 
donain but not the C-terminal region of PABI
Baaed on our man apectrometric atudiea, we chore to 
farther inveatigaK the putative UPFI interaction* with 
PABI, n  mammalian atudie* had indicated that UPFI 
control* NMD in an interaction with termination factor 
eRF3 that, in turn, reatricts binding of PABPC1 to eRF3 




T ikh 7 Avwag* of iadividaal prptid* laWndrtte ferpratetu awociadng with PABI detetio* derivative*
(M ria PABI FAB1-ARRM! PABI-AIUU42 PABI-ABBM3 PAB1-ARBM4 PAB1-AP PABI-AC
dWOI too 7.4 (4.7) 34(1.1) 120(27) 110(14) 140(21) 140(30)
dF402 too 14(4.7) 23(13) 74(24) 210(23) 110(30) 72(30)
NABi 100 34(3.7) 23(32) 61 04 ) 130(20) I00(2Q) 94(23)
PBR too 300(140) 130 (31) 13004) 240(21) 220(40) 0 ( 0
SO I too 110(43) 33(20) 22(3J) 170(42) 100(44) 19000
OBR 100 Off) 42(13) It (20) 43(19) 1 2000 94(24)
M u  apecotmmic malyd* wre coadacrad u  dacrtbad k  Thbfc 6. Iha M t a  fcr tha pqtidre fcr Mck jadtvidad poteh drecribad ia T*l* 4 ware 
careptead n w  Ik* PABI datedm derlvMlvee. thpddre that ware aprereated hi dl or ta rty  t l  H«*-PAB1 datufaa dwi vulva pal-dowae t o t  
cnadfcwd “gpod"p*pddtefcfc»Qwonnw iteniofp^ridilrerertll»«.lfcr Mvu*lpcotela«ai>pipdduwu*fa*ndiaapanfcahr W*g-BABt drtuinn 
dart vulva pal 4ow*.bUfc«papdd« w*n a d aedl**w *eood‘ daterulf Irtn t mtir onrTct*tediv^th«dnu rta te*iw u ie»*«<tfcrluvrar*ag nrtih 
*upvoteiah—dondramwrtUiaTreie 6. Wor eaUQl. 14 pepddte vrawid—tiande* "good* pip* live; for «II*4Q2, dwe vwertpepddu; jar NAB6, *Wr* 
m o 4  yf rtk i; krPBP2,iktn w t  3 p ^ M t; fcr MDI. mm mm  4 p p M a  n l  far OBW. *v— were 3 p^ trtn . Ore or ao “good* pip U ii mm 
ld»a*l»d fcr *reothuprelUa« latedla Thkl»6. The rdulvg Ieheiltln wue aomufaed to 100 fcr PABI, wt. wd lu  vda* glvm la the UhU ie the 
svmqs of i o n  foksM I t  i l  of the p^ddn f tm d y n il i. S m M o m if  do n m  o k  gjhrss in p o n t o n i  niom p^pUMHo* As iM dooi 
oatfnto, Muftis tfswti^itaNMkiM for *po4"pftldM  far tsvtai pastes mm UimlbTjble 6 bn v hk l m n  indodM in I t tb  4 MMtsssocittteg 
wtfc PABI fcroagh tty  pU m hr dorert* k a i k i t l  to  ddfcuacei It jaMaritiee to m  *» vartaa* PABI drtaha derivuiv* paimowre (K K l, 
RRPJ, yUU19w, ttd  XKN1 mm tadywd)
it i* (he C-termkial domain of mwamafim PABPC1 dad 
woaid be important to UPFI hderactian*, in commit to the 
RKMl domain ai auggested by our studer for yeaat PABI. 
To examine UPFI md PABI interaction! futher, we chore 
to itady them in tbe reverie direction. By flnt uaing an 
HA-tagged UPFI protein to purify UPFI from yeaat cell*, 
we then queried whether PAB 1 or PAB t-ARRMl coaid be 
co-immunoprecipitated. Aa diapiayed hi Fig. 3, inununo- 
precipitatton of HA-UPFI wa* capable of inununopredp- 
hating Hag-PAB I but war unable toco- hnwunoprecipitate 
Flag-PABl -ARRM1 (oompare lane 3-4). There reauhx 
confirm the man apectrometric analyses deacribed above 
Importantly, the truncated farm of PABI (PAB1-T) (fame 
3), which ia miaaing both the P and C domain* of PABI 
(man apectrometric analyaia of PAB1-T indicated that the 
truncation occur* between raridun 496 and 306 of PABI, 
unpuMlahod obeenretien). waa quite aUe to Interact with 
HA-UPFI. Therefore, PABI reqidrea ita RRM1 bot aot it* 
P or C domain to interact with UPFI.







The RRM1 domain of PABI ia required for UPF1- 
dependent NMD deadenyiation but not decapping
if the interaction between PABI and UPFI were to be 
physiologically important, we might expect that the RRM! 
domain of PABI would piay arolo in Uiyi-mediated NMD. 
However,* previou* atudy indicated that deletion of PABI 
hem yeaat doe* not impair the NMDprooen (Mieuxetal.
2006). A* NMD conatat* of the acceleration of two reparable 
deps in the degradation of mRNA, decapping and dead­
enyiation (Cao and M a r 2003), it remains poaaUe that 
PABI ia not required for the augor part of NMD (decapping) 
but pi*yi a role in the aeoondaty proceaa of deadenylatioo. 
Previou* reauh* have tdao established dad PABI deletion
1 2  3 4
FI*. 3 UPFI immanopreciptteta* PABI througb the PABI RRM! 
domain. HA-UPFI poU-dowa* were coadreaed a* dereribed ia Fig. 2. 
Flag-PABl (lam* I md 3) md it* RXM1 deletion derivUive (lam* 2 
and 4) were ideadlled adag widbody dbeclad agafam he H*g pepdde 
md antibody directed again* die HA epitope waa mad to detect HA- 
UPFI. I a n  /, 2crade exbacte; lama* 3,4 HA iiamanqpnccipitetiow
derivative* have no effect on general decapping (Yao et al.
2007) but diat they are critical for deadenylatioo (Yaoetal. 
2007; Lee et *L 2010; Simon and Seraphm 2007).
Weconaequendy uaed pulae-chaar analyaia to teat the effect 
of deleting the RRM 1 domain of PABI on nonaenae-mediaied 




M o K h M O m ln
rtiM w uw itliK f wilH-»ypi»nr rfrih iii—H ^  iw
residue 319 to t subjects the mRNA to NMD (Coo and 
Parker 2003). Iaogenic yeast (train* carrying either Flag- 
PABl orFtag-PABl-ARRMl wkh either GU./-FGC/pG or 
PGKlpG-319 were pregrown in non-plactoee inducing 
medium and then subjected to a brief iraioctioo of the GMf./ 
promoter with the addition of galactose (the pulse). prior to 
drafting off of gene expression with glucoae (the chaae). 
Following extraction of RNA at various times after die 
d m to f f  of transcription, northern malytis waa utilized to 
idsmtify the PGK1 mRNA peeiei present m a function of 
time. In Fig. 4a, using wild-type PABI and wild-type 
PGKIpG mRNA, PGKIpG mRNA was deadenylated 
dowly in s basically distributive maimer represented ty the 
buft of the dradwiylated rpecies moving a« a relatively tight 
band in which it became progressively deadenyialed. At 
about $-12 min the 10 A'* oHgt>(A) species that represent* 
apirty completely dovtenyltood frfjin  to frm vrff
dbundato tad the tightness of the band hfr-s—f- reduced, ■ 
deadenylatioo shifted from a primarily distribntiw to a 
proosreive H>o>fe (m  top dtndtonMric mn). A dT-ft|ip >d 
PGK1 mRNA fragment that was deadenylated began to be 
visualized over baekgwd around 4-8 min and became 
yira dtiwdifit at later tfanee at 20 mif| (see denshometric 
scans), indicative of extensive decapping once the 
oiigx(A) apocie* was formed. These rcsuks are very similar 
to those obtained previously for PGK1 mRNA (Decker and 
Parker 1993; Muidradet al. 1994; TUcker et d. 2001 ;Cao 
rod Parker 2003). However, k should be noted (hat in ow 
experiments a small amount of decapped and nearly fully 
deadenylaSBd fragment is present  at the zero time paint, 
although its abundance is very low relative (o the abundance 
of the frdl-leogh PGKIpG mRNA at the same time.
As expected from previous studies (Cao and Parker2003), 
in a wild-type PABI background tbe NMD target mRNA, 
PCKlpC-319, displayed much snare rapid decapping and 
dsadsnyladan, as evidenced in Fig. 4c. A significant abun- 
dhnce of deadenylated sod decapod PGKlpG-319 fragment 
appeared immediately and was in sigiificant abundance as 
compared to that of the full-length mRNA (early time points).
The increased ratio at eariy time points of decappcd frapnent 
to full-length mRNA for the PGK1-319 mRNA in compari­
son to the ratio fcr the wild-type PCK1 mRNA indicate* 
much more rapid degradation of die PGA/ mRNA containing 
the jraminre torauastioR Qftdfffi. re expected. Moreover* 
scrutiny of the eariy time points also indicates that a npsifi- 
cant wnount of the fragment dteplayed a large spread of 
poly(A) lengths from 70 A’s to 10 A’s, indicative of rapid 
dscqtpiag regardless of the poly(A) tail length that was 
present (tee tceni et etriy thne points). In
addition, kcan be obaerved that the Adl-leqgth PGKlpG-319 
mRNA dkl not uni fcrmly decrease kipaiy(A) length as a tight 
band as k had far the PGKIpG mRNA (Fig. 4a). This is
fifarfag*
consistent with a switch to primarily proossrive deadenyia- 
tion ia which full length pofy(A) tails are present in the 
ptipillarimi jta g  wt(ti nwnpVfcly ipwIM
In contrast to these results with wiid-type PABI, deleting 
the RRM1 domain of PABI, blocked both normal deaden y- 
latioo of PGKIpG and that of PGKlpG-319 (Fig 4b, d, 
respectively). In the wild-type PCAfpC mRNA situation, the 
RRM1 deletion blocked deadenylatioB in wfaldr no fragment 
accumulated (Hg. 4b). This rowdt is consistent with dead- 
enylatian normally precedmg deapping and being required 
for k (Decker and Parker 1993). For the PGKlpG-319 
mRNA, Hide apparent deadeoylatiau of fidl-length PGKlpG- 
319 occurred, yet the PGK1 fragment appeased vesy rapidly, 
atoek immediately in the fuDypolyadenylatedfbnn.lt should 
be noted that this fnqpnent species did not represent the full- 
length mRNA species, for at later times k decreased notice­
ably to sizes smaller than the QA farm of the fuB-ienph 
mRNA version. Therefore, k corresponds to the PGKI 
fragment In addition, both the full-length mRNA venion and 
the fragment initially have man A’s than are present in the 
wild-type PABI situation (compare Fig 4b to that of a and 
Fig 4d to that of 4c). This increased pdy(A) tail length at 
initial times is due to die ability of the RRM1 deletion of 
PABI to block both CCR4 rod PAN2 deadenyladcn (Yao 
et al. 2007) (data not shown). Blocking PAN2 deadenylatioo 
results in increased poly(A) tail lengths (Brown and Sachs
1996). These results indicate that RRM1 of PABI does not 
impair NMD-induced decapping, but it is required for the 
NMD acceleration of deadenylation.
Because RRM 1 is requited fcr all deadenyhtian processes 
that have been analyzed, including those that are constitutive 
(Yaoetal. 2007)and regulated (Lee et d .2010), kremains 
posskde that tbe presumed contact of UPFI to that of the 
RRM1 ofPABl has nothing specifically to do with regulating 
NMD-enhanced deadcnylrtian. Tb explore this passfoUty 
further, we tested the requirement for RRM 1 on deadsnyla- 
tkm in an upflK background. Using the tatne pulse-chase 
experimental strategy described above, we Arat analyzed the 
effect of die vpfl A on PGK1 mRNA deadenylation. In this 
case, the mRNA became deadenylated at initial times nearly 
at the same rate as observed hi the UPFI backgotmd, with the 
oKgo(A) specie* becoming present at around 12 min after the 
transcriptional shutoff (Hg. 3a). However, it should be noted 
that the distribution of poiy(A) tails is siptificandy different 
between die UPFI and the upflA backgrounds. The 
poly(A) tail distribution in the KfflA background remained 
tighter at all time points, indicative of a primarily distributive 
dosdcnyhtfiofi pattern (mo dcartotnotfic trret for yhitkw ) 
clarity). Importantly, there arm no shift to the processWe 
pattern that was apparent wkh the UPFI background at time 
pointsriter 8 min as observed in Fig 4a. This ig>(7 A effect on 
the spread of poiy(A) tail lenghs during deadeoykioo is the 
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time (Can md Pater 2003). The* data auggeat that UPFI 
may play a role In the switch from dntribudve to proceaaive 
deadeoylatian, a proceat requiring PABI ito n d  from die 
mRNA (Tucker et al. 2002; Viawanath* et al. 2003; Yao 
et al. 2007). Ia agreement with thia obaervation, fewer 
deadenylated fragment! were men in the backgrotmd 
ia Hg. 3a aa compared to the UPFI bwckgrotaid (Hg. 4a). 
Ihia reaak ia abo the tame aa previnoaly pabhahed (Cao and 
Paiker 2003). Thia ia coadalaat with fewer dipKA) apodea 
being formed and aubaequcntly decapped due to the reduction 
in proceaaive deadenylrXion earned by the mflA mutant.
In the caae of NMD in a qflA  background. PGKJ-319 
mRNA w a deadenyialed in a aimilar manner to due of the 
wild type PGKI mRNA (compare Fig. 5c to a), M UPFI ia 
known to block NMD deadenytatkn. Little or maPGKl frag- 
ment waa obaerved. ctwdatmt with dhtrihaive deadenyiadon 
and Utile or no ohgo(A)qicciei were formed due to reduction in 
procaarive deadenylation (in long expoturea of Hg. 3c only a 
very little dbuwfeace of the ftapneot waa detected).
In the atraia backpound deleted for RRM1. wild type 
PGKI mRNA did not appreciably deadenylate, aa expected
(Fig. 3b). Similarly, the RRMl deletion agnificantly 
blocked PGK13I9 mRNA deadenylatioo (Fig. 3d). No 
PGKI mRNA fragmeota were obaerved in either caae. 
The* data auggeat that RRMl ia required for deadenyla­
tioo independent of the paeaeaee of UPFI. Other relea for 
the UPFI-RRMl interaction, aa in the twitch front dia- 
tributive to proceaaive deadenylation, remain poaafele (aee 
"Diacuaaion”).
Diacuaakn
Maaa tpectrometric identification of proteim interacting 
through apedfic PABI domaint
We have uaed man apectrometric techniquea to identify a 
total of 33 noo-riboaomal pcotohu that aaaociate with 
PABI (Tdbtea 2,4). Alt but 11 of the* proteina are likely 
component! of RNA complete! or proccaaca that involve 
PABI. Many of the* proteina me RNA binding factor! 
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FI*. 5 Effect of *ffl& m  M aqrW on. mptrtsaiaa
•m  owWwd madly at Jesulml hi H|. 4, except the Mhnriag 
Wras was uamt RR27-1. a YCSOVRM69 (PGKIpG), b YC50J/
therefore would be pert of the PABl-mRM* structure. A 
second large giotgi of proteins Hut we found to be asso­
ciating with PAB1 mt nucleolar andfor involved in ribo- 
KHnal biogenesis, ftevious maw spectnxnetric studies on 
nucleolar components have identified PABI, but it remains 
unclear as to the n b  that PABI piays in thete proceases 
(Mnaimneh et al. 2004; Staub et a). 2006; Krogan et ai.
2004). These is some evidence, however, that PABI aids 
60S assembly to form a composers tnmslatian complex 
(Searfoss et al. 2001). Therefore, (he types of proteins we 
have identified widi PABI support the
validity of mass spectrometrsc approaches in defining 
PABI irSerecdng components. However, similar to provi- 
ous mass spcctsumelric studies, our list of proteins may not 
be specific to PABI and may be found to srsnristr with 
PABI through very indrect RNA inleraetioas.
We have endeavored to surmount the above limitation 
teteched to gfobal mass apeotrauetric studies using seven 
different PABI deletion derivatives in our analyses. In this 
ease, by comparing the effect of well-defined domain
RF4W; c YCKWRPtOM {PGKIpG-319% YCMMtPlOa. Demib- 
aMric scans an ptesetsad at described hi Hg 4
deletions in PABI to each other and to wild-type PAB1, we 
were able to significantly shorten this hat of 55 proteins 
associating with PABI to 13 factors. Of these 13 proteins, 
each was affected in its interaction with PABI for at least 
one of the PABI deletion derivatives. In validation of thia 
methodology, we were able to identify four of die six 
previously known proteins that interact through specific 
PABI domains: eOMOl, eIB4<3Z PBP2, and eRF3. Our 
results confinnod that the eIB4G proteins contact PABI 
through the RRM1 and RRM2 domains, extended the 
contact region of eRF3 to PABI to include the P domain, 
and delimited the PBP2 contact to PABI to just die C 
domain. Neither PBP1 nor PAN3, the other two proteins 
known to contact particular regions of PAB I (Maagus et al. 
1996; Hashino et al. 1999), were found in any of our mass 
spoctrometric analyses. In the case of FBP1, it has been 
shown recently to msociate in PABl-mRNP complexes 
following the stress of glucose of deprivation in which 
particular stress granules are formed (Buchan et al. 2008). 
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not detea PABI in yemt stress gnnule* (unpublished 
observation).
For the other nine protehu (bund to snocistc with one 
or another of the PABI domeine. flee of them, CBC1, 
OBP2, NAB6, UFF1, and CBF5, have been previouriy 
(bund to aieociate with PABI by maee apectrometric 
studies (CoBtas a  al. 2007). CBC1 ie the nuclear mRNA 
cap-binding protein (Das «  aL 2000). Because PABI is 
known to be present in the nucleus, k is possible that the 
nuclear mRNA configuration d n  involves a doaed-loop 
structure similar to that found for cytoplasmic mRNA 
involving eOMB. eIF4G, and PABI (Wells a  al. 1998). In 
dm case of CBC1, k may make a direct contact to the 
RRM4 and P domains of PABI. This contact may not 
require m  intermediary, as in the case of eINO bridging 
the cicularizadon of the mRNA by eIF4B and PABI. 
Because the RRM4 domain of PABI plays a role in mRNA 
transport flan the nucleus (Brune et sL 2005X CBC1 
contact to this region of PAB 1 may play tn unknown role 
in this process.
GBP2 has been shown to be involved in mRNA trans­
port, tmnshMkm, and stress granules (Budum a  al. 2008; 
Wfatdgassea et aL 2004), a> processes involving PABI. A 
rote for RRMI, required for OBP2 bueracdoo, in these
processes has not been identified, although deleting RRMI 
does hsve a significant, albek not a large effect, on protein 
translation (Yao et al. 2007). Similarly, RRMI is required 
for binding NAB6, an mRNA binding protein. NAB6 tends 
to bind mRNA involved m cell wall biogenesis (Hogan 
et al. 2006). Its RNA binding sites have, however, not been 
detected and the role of either PABI or its RRMI domain 
in these processes is not dew. Similarly, the importance of 
the PABI RRMI interaction with CBF5, a nucleolar pro­
tein involved in ribosomal biogenesis, is unknown. While 
the role of PABI in binding these v«ious proteins remains 
to be elucidated, the observation that these proteins 
repeatedly are found to associate with PABI audio do so in 
a domain-specific manner, stnmgly suggests that they are 
important PABl-asaocl*ed (acton.
The remaining four proteins. SSD1, SLFI, NOP77, and 
yQR250c, while not being previously shown to interna 
with PABI, are known to be involved in trendatioo (SSD1 
and SUFI) (Sobol and WoHn 2006; Krogsn et d. 2006), 
mRNA depadadoo (yGR250) (Windgsssen a  aL 2004), 
ribosomal biogenesis (NOP77) (Mnaimaeh a  al. 2004), or 
binding of eIF4B (SLF1) (Krogan a  al. 2006), all pathways 
in which PABI has been directly baked. Several of these 
proteins deserve special comment GBP2 and yOR2SOc
Mol QnM Geaooici
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lave been suggested to be component* of yeast stress 
pernio* fanned upon die <m * of glucose deprivation 
(Buchan etaL 2008). WUIe we have not been able to detect 
Ureas granule complexes with our Flag-PAB 1, it i* possible 
thrt dieae two protein* aleo associate with mRNA trans- 
latioaal complexes prior to stnus granule formation. OBP2, 
in bet, is known to play ides to both mRNA export and 
translation (Windgsssrn et al. 2004). SSDI is a known 
mRNA binding protein and possiNe RNaae (Ueeono et al.
1997), and ita she* of binding to the mRNA are very ckee 
to the 5' end of mRNA (Hogan et al. 2008; Ofayama et al. 
2010). Because this location is to (he vicinity where eIF4E 
md eJF4G would interact to farm the cVned-loop mRNA 
toncture with PABI (Wells et al. 1998), it is possible tlat 
SSDI amoctoles with PABI and the mRNA to form a 
daaed-loop structure. Whether there are additional contacts 
to other translation factors such m eIF40 to this doeed- 
loop configuration remains to be determined. SSDI contact 
to PABI may therefore be a means to stabiBring its 
interactions with both the 5* and 3' ends of the mRNA. Has 
may further advantage these particular ceil wall encoding 
mRNAa that it may control (Kaeberieto and Ouarente 
2002; Moriya and Iaano 1999; Hagan et al. 2008) for 
optimal banslrtion. Akeraadvdy, SSDI may suppress the 
translation of certain mRNA, such as CLH2, by binding to 
the J  end of the mRNA (Ohyama et al. 2010; Jansen etal. 
2009).
While our tin of proteins interacting indirectly or 
directly with PABI includes many of the processes in 
which PABI is known to be involved, several notable 
proteins are missing. For example, all component! of the 
mRNA deodenylase complex (CCR4-NOT) were absent 
(Tucker et al. 2001; Chen et aL 2001, 2002; Cui et al. 
2006). This is moat likely due to the fact that moat initial 
deadenytodon of mRNA when PABI occupies two to three 
ate* on the poly(A) tall takes place to a distributive manner 
(Yao etaL 2007; Decker and Parker 1999). to distributive 
deadenylatioa, CCR4 would not be stably bound to die 
PABl-mRNP complex, In contrast, prooesaive deadcnyia- 
tioo of peiy(A) tails by OCR4, to which k would be more 
stably associrted with dm mRNA, requires mere expansive 
naked poly(A) tails when PABI would not be expected to 
be present (TUcker et aL 2002; Viswaaalhen et al. 2009). 
Proteins playing role* to mRNA decapptog were also 
uniformly aliasing from our mass spectrometric analyses. 
In this case, decapping takes place in specialized P bodies 
(Sheth and Parker 2007), and previous studies have indi­
cated that PABI can associate with decapptog proteins 
flharan rod Parker 2001; Viela et al. 2000). Also, k has 
been reported that decapping can take place on translating 
ribosomes (Hu et al. 2009), to which case one would expect 
PABI to interact wkfa decapptog factors. Although PABI 
may be present in such complexes we have no evidence
that our Flag pull downs can detect PABI in these com­
plexes. Other processes to which PABI is involved for 
which we did not identify PABI smociated proteins 
include that of mRNA export (Brane et al. 2005; Dunn 
et al. 2005; Chelcaaova et al. 2001) and 3' end processing 
(Hoaoda et aL 2006; Amrani et al. 1997). Therefore; one 
limitation to our mass y ectrometric studies is the inability 
to use a stogie bak to identify all passible protein com­
plexes in which a particular protein is present. Moreover, 
any differences that we observed between the proteins 
associating with PABI and proteins previously identified 
by mass spectrometric procedures may be due to the bak 
and conditions employed for obtaining protein complexes 
in the respective experiments.
Role of RRMI of PABI in nonsense-mediated 
deadenylatioa and decapptog
Because the RRMI domain ha* been shown to play a 
critical role in mRNA dcadcnylation (Yao et al. 2007; Lee 
et al. 2010) and UPFI is known to control mRNA degra­
dation by acceierrttog both decapptog and deadenytodon of 
mRNA containing premature codons (Cao and Parker 
2003). we subjected UPFI to farther study. Our reverie 
immuncprecipitstion analysis using UPFI as our bak 
established that RRMI of PABI was required for PABI to 
bind to UPFI. Also, deletion of both the P sod C domains 
of PABI did not interfere with UPFI fammmoptecipkattog 
PABI md neither the P nor the C domain of PABI was 
required for the ability of Hag-PABI to bring down UPFI. 
Mammalian studies have indicated that the C-tenntoal 
domains of PABPC are Inqmrtant to compete presumably 
with UPFI for binding to trandatioa termination factor 
eRF3 (Brogna and Wen 2009). No such role is likely for 
the combined P and C domains of PABI in yeast given that 
deletion of these two regions of PABI did not affect the 
major part of NMD (Simon and Seraphin 2007).
We further ertablished that die RRMI domain of PABI 
blocked NMD deadenylatioa processes but had no effect on 
the more critical NMD-indoced decapptog process. This 
reauk ia in agreement with recent results that indicate that 
PABI to yeast is not essential far NMD decapptog (Mieux 
et al. 2008). Yet, because we have also shown that deleting 
the RRMI domain Modes deadenylatioa far all processes 
that have been analyzed, as well as for deadenylatioa in an 
Hfi/JA background, we cannot necessarily conclude that the 
presumed RRMI-UPFI interaction that we have identified 
has a specific role for UPFI fanction to NMD.
However, one passible role for the RRMt-UPFl inter­
action was suggested by our results to be in the tianskioa 
from distributive to processive deadenylatioa by CCR4 that 
occurs in the process of toortening the pdy(A) tail This 
transition naturally occtaa following PABI removal from




the pcrfy(A) tail, usually when the pdy<A) tail shortens to 
rfwot 29 A’a (Yao et aL 2007; Oha et al. 2007; Decker and 
Patter 1993), the minimal size to which PABI binds (Deo 
et al. 1999). This transition it alto notably enhanced and 
can occw on even longer poly(A) tail lengtin whenever 
deadenylatioa rater become accelerated, at for the rapid 
deadenylatioa of normal mRNA (e.g., UFA2\ the WJF3 
Induction of increased deadenylatioa of COX17 (Decker 
md Parker 1993; Olivas and Parker 2000; Lee et al. 2010). 
the general augmented rale of A 'd ^ lnhai by 
tranalation initiation defecta (Schwartz and Parker 1999), 
md the NMD-intkaoed acceleration of deadenylation 
mediated by UPFI (Cao and Parker 2003).
Three obaervathmt  appot dm RRM1-UPFI interac­
tion at poaaMy fanportaet to tUt distributive to procea- 
nve tranakion. Rnt, deleting UPFI teauked in a ahift to 
diatribative deadenylatioa far the PGK1 mRNA. Second, 
removal of PABI it a prerequisite for thia ahift to pro- 
oetaive deadenylation and deleting the RRMI domain 
interferes with PABI being removed from the mRNA 
(Yao et al. 2007). Third, under NMD. UPFI ie required 
for the very rapid ptoceaadve deadenylation that occurs. 
Them obaervndoru auggeet the model that UPFI accel­
erator deadenylation during NMD by particularly inter­
acting with the RRMI domain of PABI and ha aiming 
removal of PABI from the poly(A) tail. They alao 
anggeat that UPFI piaya a role m normal mRNA deg­
radation, at previously reported (He and Jacobean 2001; 
Sheth and Parker 2006), by aiding thia transition foam 
diatribative to proccasive deadenylation. Became the 
foctora important to this tranakion have remained 
unknown, future studfoa will be required to rasdtte tint 
particular proccta and the special role of UPFI in this 
process.
Our identification of the likely domains of PABI to 
which a number of known and novel PABI-interacting 
foctora bind indicates that the PABI protein and its mRNP 
tiructure play diverse roles in the metabolism of mRNA 
Clearly, k will require m In-depth analytic for each of 
these proteio-PABl interactions to illutninatB both the 
relevancy of the interaction and ks biological role.
Aduunrbtipnaata We would Ike to thatdt A lacobam fra pao> 
vidb« HA-aoed vwaktaa of UPFI awl dm tgfl Aooaaahdag mala. 
Tlds raasmch was aappcated by NIH gnaw (M7MN7 aad OM62046 
to CL.D. and from tbs ARRA U datvs of 2009. Pwdal faadiiig war 
provided by dm Nsw Hanptidia Apfcakwti Bapwhasat Stsdmi to 
GL.D. Thia it Sdaodfc Coaafestioa Naaaber 2430.
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